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ABSTRACT

This is a comparative study of mystic ideas and images in the
poems of Jalal al-Din Rumi and Walt Whitman, together with occasional
mentions of similar elements in the works of such associated figures as
Emerson, Thoreau, Attar, and Hafiz.

The main purpose of the study is

to demonstrate that there are a great number of striking parallel
ideas, images, and techniques in the poems of Rumi and Whitman, and
that these common elements account more for the universal nature of
mystical experience than the possible influence of Rumi on Whitman.
Although the author of this study proves that Whitman had read some of
Rumi's poems in Alger's Poetry of the East before the fourth edition of
Leaves of Grass in 1865, early enough that they could have influenced
him in this and subsequent editions of Leaves of Grass, the author
establishes the basis of his comparative study on the nature of a common
mystic temper and consciousness between the two poets than the question
of influence.

He demonstrates that this affinity by mystic temper and

the universal nature of mystic experience determine most of the parallel
elements existing in the works of Rumi and Whitman.
This book contains seven chapters dealing with the mystic poet
and his craft, his ideas and images.

The first four chapters attempt

to present a discussion of Rumi and Whitman as the best examples of the
mystic poet, his prophetic visions, his role as a seer, a uniter, a
lover—a messianic figure like some of the ancient prophets of the
human tribes.

The second two chapters examine in detail Rumi's and
v
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Whitman's conceptions of language and poetry, the reiterative aspects
of their techniques, and some common motifs, together with that dynamic
aspect of the transcendent self or the soul which accounts for these
and further affinities between the two poets.

The author demonstrates

that reiterative patterns, together with catalogue rhetoric and sym
phonic structures, are frequently used by Rumi and Whitman because they
see and experience the universe in terms of multiplicity-in-unity.
Often it is the dynamic eye, that all-seeing aspect of the cosmic self,
which registers a panoramic vision of life.

Furthermore, the author

argues that some of the mystical poems of Rumi and Whitman, being the
spontaneous expressions of their higher spiritual experiences and
ecstasies, are premeditated to such an extent they often determine
techniques in their poems.

For this reason, mysticism is always

examined in their poems not as a separate philosophical system, but as
a part of their poetic expressions.
The last three chapters deal with three types of fundamental
and recurrent symbolic images in the poems of Rumi and Whitman:

nature

imagery, motion imagery, and images of the Divine conceived in nature
and man.

Chief examples of the first two types are the sea and grass,

flight and circle.

These symbolic images are often used in their poems

to dramatize a mystic evolution of the soul or the self from vegetative
ar-i animal forms to higher human and spiritual planes. The author also
deals with how Rumi and Whitman portray nature, the various aspects of
the dynamic self, journey motifs, and the unitive images of the Divine.
Such concepts as sense perception, intuition, knowledge, inner vision,
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love, unity, cosmic consciousness, and certain states and stages of
mystic quest are also dealt with in every chapter of this dissertation.
Above all, the author demonstrates that it is the erotic dimension of
the soul or the self which creates such a striking kinship between the
poems of Rumi and Whitman.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Before I attempt to undertake a comparative study of Rumi and
Whitman in terms of their mystical and literary kinship, I feel the
need to introduce Jalal al-Din Rumi to some of my Western readers whose
knowledge of this great Persian poet may be quite limited in comparison
to that of the great American poet.

Although this earlier Eastern con

temporary of Dante is by far more popular and glorified in the Islamic
world than the latter is in the Christian world, due to lack of good
translations Rumi never became as well-known to the Western world as
his minor earlier compatriot, Omar Khayyam, who by any standard is
indeed far below Maulana Jalal al-Din Rumi Balkhi."'"

It is hoped that

this short introduction will provide my reader with some knowledge
about the life, works, and mystical stature of Rumi in Persian litera
ture, together with some idea concerning his mystic temper which has
some remarkable kinship with that of Walt Whitman.

1. Jalal al-Din has been given several titles during and after
his life. His disciples called him Maulana (our master) in Konia, and
he is still called by the same title in Turkey, Afghanistan, and Iran.
He is called Rumi (meaning that he is from Rome) because he lived most
of his life in Konia, once a part of the Byzantium empire. In Afghani
stan he is called Maulana Balkhi because he was born in Balkh, a most
ancient city in the northern part of Afghanistan, and lived there until
he was eleven or twelve years old.

1
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Jalal al-Din Rvimi
Jalal al-Din Rumi was born at Balkh on 30 September 1207 during
a time of terror and threat when the armies of Ghengiz Khan were about
to storm the gate of the ancient city.

His father, Baha al-Din Valad,

a man of great learning and influence, had some disturbing differences
with King Khwarazamshah and the rationalistic scholars of his time,
being himself a man of mystical inclination.

The threat of war or his

conflict with his contemporaries may have been one of the factors that
forced Baha al-Din to migrate from Balkh to Konia, in central Anatolia.
Jalal al-Din was twelve years old when his father set out on
his forced wanderings from Balkh to Konia, passing through Persia, Iraq,
Arabia, Syria, and various other Muslim and Christian territories.

The

experience of this long journey with its myriad paths and stages is
later reflected in the poet's greatest mystical epic the Mathnavi, a
work as vast, panoramic, and mystical as the whole medieval Middle
Eastern world. It is related by most poet scholars that when Baha
al-Din with his fugitive party arrived at Nishapur, in northeastern Iran,
they met Farid al-Din Attar, and this great literary and mystic figure
was drawn to young Jalal al-Din, divined his great spiritual genius,
and then presented him with a copy of his Asrar-nama (Book of Secrets).
Attar later influenced Rumi1s works and character to the same extent
that he felt indebted to Sanai of Ghazna:

"Attar was the spirit, /

Sanai his two eyes, / And in time thereafter / We came in their train."
From Nishapur they went to Baghdad, the center of Islamic learning,
culture, and political activities.

When in Baghdad they heard the
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tragic news of the destruction of Balkh by the invasion of the Mongols.
The time of pilgrimage was approaching, and thus they hastened toward
Mecca where they visited the holiest city of the Islamic world.

Having

performed the pilgrimage, they traveled to Syria and later to Arzanjan
in Armenia where Muslims and Christians lived together.

Rumi's respect

for other faiths, and yet his rise above all to a religion of love,
must have partly developed out of his frequent encounters with people
of various creeds largely centered in Syria and parts of Turkey.
From Syria they went to Laranda, a little town thirty-five
miles to the southeast of Konia.

Here Rumi was married to Gauhar

Khatun a daughter of one of his relatives who had joined the immi
grants.

Upon the request of the Suljuq monarch of Konia, they left the

little town for the Suljuq capital, Konia, the same ancient Iconium of
the Byzantium empire.

In Konia, much more prosperous and peaceful than

Balkh, they established themselves under the royal patronage of Alia
al-Din Kaiqobad, a great Suljuq prince.

Here the father resumed his

teaching and the son set about learning what was available in the realm
of the knowledge of the time.

When the father died (1230) the son was

more than competent to replace him.

In a short time his pious quali

ties and prolific learning won him the increasing respect of the
society and his own circle of devoted disciples.
Between 1230 and 1244 Rumi was engaged in teaching, and, trying
to promote the professorial position of his late father in a larger and
more effective manner.

A year after his father's death there arrived

in Konia another new immigrant from Balkh.

His name was Burhan al-Din
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Muhaqqiq, an old friend of Baha al-Din, who had escaped from Balkh
during the first invasions of the Mongols.

Burhan al-Din is said to

have been the first who initiated Rumi into the mystical doctrines and
practices of the Sufis.

In search of further mystical knowledge Rumi

was advised by his master to go to Damascus, where he might have met
the great mystic ibn Arabi and many a Christian monk and spiritualist.
But Rumi was still on the path of acquiring truth, far from having yet
a complete mystic transformation.

Four years he wandered in Damascus

and then resumed his teaching back in Konia, perhaps a little dissatis
fied with the way of theoretical knowledge, somewhat like the
Renaissance legendary scholar Dr. Faustus.
It was probably in 1244 when Shams Tabriz, a wild wandering
dervish, appeared in Konia, and made his way among the rather sober
assemblage of Jalal al-Din's disciples.

It is said that Rumi suddenly

perceived something of the divine rapture of the soul in the mysterious
stranger.

Shams then appeared to him as the image of the Divine

Beloved for whose attainment he had been waiting so long.

Having left

his disciples and all that public respect and popularity, Rumi took the
stranger away to his house, remained there inseparable from him for a
year or two, and finally emerged identical with Shams in spirit, with a
complete psychic transformation.

In this act of identification he

achieved union with Shams and through Shams with the Divine Beloved.
In the Divani Shamsi Tabriz, which is a retrospective lyrical expres
sion of this experience, Rumi seemed to have reached an emancipation of
the highest mystical kind.

He sees himself as a soaring eagle, a
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phoenix, a cloud, a turbulent sea, etc.

Numerous other kinetic images

are used to dramatize and symbolize his new emergent and free self dis
covered through this mystic encounter with Shams Tabriz.
In the meantime, his disciples, having found themselves
neglected by the master, began to resent his involvement with Shams.
Therefore, they attempted to get rid of the intruding stranger by any
possible means. Twice he was driven out of Konia to Damascus with
abuse and threat of death.

And twice he was brought back to his parted

friend, Rumi.

And the disciples were forced to stop their abusive

interference.

But the closer he kept to Shams, the worse their

jealousy flared, until they turned so violent that they caused the
final disappearance of Shams.

How the loss of Shams affected Rumi

makes for some one of the most dramatic pages in the works of Rumi
scholars.

A. J. Arberry has written this:

The intense excitement of these adventures transformed Jalal
al-Din from the sober divine into an ecstatic wholly incapable
of controlling the torrent of poetry which now poured forth
from him. To symbolize, it is said, the search for the lost
Beloved, now identified with Shams al-Din, he invented the
famous whirling and circling dance of his Mevlevi dervishes,
performed to the accompaniment of the lamenting reed-pipe
and the pacing drum. Night was turned into day in the long
mystical orgy, and from time to time under the impact of the
passionate moment Jalal al-Din uttered extempore brief
quatrains or extended lyrics which his disciples hastily
transcribed and committed to memory. To confess the human
source of his inspiration, he very often introduced into his
lyrics the name of Shams al-Din as though he were the poet;
at other times he signed his verses with the soubriquet
Khamush, the Silent, a reference to the ineffable nature of
the mysteries.2

2. A. J. Arberry, Discourses of Rumi (London: John Murray,
1975), pp. 5-6. Annotated translation of the Fihi ma Fihi, Rumi's
occasional conversations.
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In terms of mysticism, Shams transformed Rumi from a rather
sober, conscious, and conventional mystic into an ecstatic, spontane
ous, and creative one.

In terms of art, Shams was that awakening force

which was able to stir the latent lyricism in the poet, broaden the
scope of his imagination, and extend the limit of poetic expression to
the realm of archetype and symbol in the unconscious.

Moreover the

loss of Shams, and the pain of separation thereafter, brought the
passion of unsatisfied love and yearning to its boiling point, but the
hope of reunion never changed to despair.

Shams was symbolic of the

Sun of Truth which consumed the poet wholly and brought him to a new
birth in a new world of divine harmony and joy.

The poet's emotions

expressed in relation to Shams, his pain of separation or his longing
for reunion, are all magnified and spiritualized to symbolize his
mystic relation with the cosmos and the Divine.

His massive poetic

masterpiece, the Divani Shamsi Tabriz, (a collection of 2,500 mystical
odes) presents a unique fusion of lyricism and mysticism. Human love
and divine love, Shams and God, art and mysticism are wedded in a most
effective way.

I shall discuss these in my coming chapters.

While Shams inspired the poet in the creation of the Divan,
Husam ud-Din, another mystic figure and devoted friend, helped him to
produce the Mathnavi, the greatest mystical epic in Islamic literature.
The six volumes of 25,000 rhyming couplets contain in his own words:
"The roots of the roots of Religion, and treats of the discovery of the
mysteries of reunion and sure knowledge. It is the Grand Jurisprudence
of God, the most glorious Law of the Deity, the most manifest Evidence
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of the Divine Being."

Jami's famous line ("The spiritual Mathnavi of

Maulavi / Is Koran in the language of Pahlavi.") is usually quoted in
praise of this work.

It is not because the Mathnavi is the artistic

and esoteric interpretation of the Koran in the Persian language.

It

is because it has become the Bible of the Sufis; a huge treasure of
medieval lore and knowledge, a fountain of mystical wisdom and
spiritual guidance, and finally a widely acclaimed literary masterpiece
in world literature.

And the popularity of this work among Persians,

Afghans, and Turks is perhaps no less than that of the Koran itself.
The association of the Mathnavi with the Koran, and its
mystical contents, reminds us of Whitman's Leaves of Grass, another
great mystical epic, which has also been praised on the same level with
the world Bibles.

Richard Bucke, Whitman's friend and biographer, him

self a mystic, like Jami, has made this statement:
Leaves of Grass belongs to a religious era not yet reached, of
which it is the revealer and herald. ... What the Vedas were
to Brahmanism, the Law and the Prophets to Judaism ... the
Gospels and Pauline writings to Christianity ... will Leaves
of Grass be to the future of American civilization.1^
The Divani Shamsi Tabriz is a better match with Leaves of Grass than
the Mathnavi which is largely a book of mystical tales and parables.
The Divan and Leaves of Grass contain similar mystical, lyrical,
symbolic, and even technical elements.
coming chapters.

These will be compared in my

And now, having become a little familiar with Rumi

3. A. J. Arberry, Classical Persian Literature (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1967), p. 235.
4. Richard Maurice Bucke, Walt Whitman (Philadelphia:
McKay, 1883), p. 183.

David
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and his works, I shall attempt to present an introductory study of some
fundamental kinship between the two poets, together with the opinions
of some important critics in regard to this topic.

Kinship Between Rumi and Whitman
The question of Rumi's literary resemblance to Whitman was
first raised by an early British Oriental scholar, Lord Viscount
Strangford, in his "Walt Whitman," published in The Pall Mall Gazette,
February 16, 1866.

In his article the author contends that Whitman's

poetry is pure Persian.

Walt Whitman, he claims, "has managed to

acquire or imbue himself with not only the spirit, but with the veriest
mannerism, the most absolute trick and accent of Persian poetry."

With

a cry of regret on the Persianized type of Whitman's poetry, Lord
Strangford continues:
We should have caught him early, sent him to study at Shiraz,
and eventually set him to work on a bona fide metrical and
rhythmical translation or reproduction of the glorious roll
ing hendecasyllabics of Jelaluddin Rumi ... Walt Whitman
has a very good ear; the Masnavi has to be translated sooner
or later, and the sympathetic American would have been
rescued from his sty of epicurean autolatory by devotion to
the great master-work of mystic transcendentalism in the
East.^
Although Rumi's Mathnavi has much in common with Leaves of
Grass, in matters of rhyme and rhythm they are the least comparable
because the former uses fixed forms and the latter does not.

Strang

ford's comparing them in terms of rhyme and rhythm is an obvious mis
take unless he means a few rhymed poems of the American poet, such as

5. Harold Blodgett, Walt Whitman in England (New York:
Cornell University Press, 1934), p. 198.
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"0 Captain! My Captain!"

If there is any remarkable common technique

between their poems, it is the technique of reiteration and catalogue,
which will be discussed in one of my chapters in this book.

Since Rumi

and Whitman possess a similar mystic temper and spiritual conscious
ness, this kind of kinship manifests itself more in imagery, symbolism,
ideas and motifs than in verse technique which is indeed a traditional
literary frame of the time in which they lived.
The next critic who does indeed point to this kinship of
imagery and symbolism between Rumi and Whitman is Frederik Schyberg,
the Danish biographer and critic of the American poet.

In his chapter

"Whitman in World Literature" Schyberg justifies his contention that
textual or analytical comparative literature can be much more challeng
ing and provocative than historical or biographical comparative
literature:

"In the relationship of literary history the influence of

one author on another is only half the story, and often the least
interesting; on the other hand the problem of types of parallel of
intellectual development of authors who may never have heard of each
other, is a genuine and truly interesting one."

On the basis of this

approach, putting aside the question of historical influence, Schyberg
in the second page of his chapter draws an accurate parallel between
the kinds of symbols Rumi and Whitman use in their poems.

And within

these symbolic images Schyberg finds the path of mystic evolution from
"primeval life" to lasting divinity.

Note how his general observation

6. Frederik Schyberg, Walt Whitman, trans, by Evie Allison
Allen and Gay Wilson Allen (New York: Columbia University Press, 1951),
p. 248.
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does indeed touch the central kinship between Rumi and Whitman:
There is a striking personal similarity between Whitman and the
Persian Rumi (1207-73), in whose ghazals, or mystic odes (which
we know through Ruckert and the Masnavi, translated by
Friederich Rosen in 1913), there is not only an obvious Calamus
motif and a concept of the divinity exactly parallel to
Whitman's 'Great Camerado,' but in Rumi's poetry there is also
a long list of individual Whitmanesque images. We encounter
themes such as the path from primeval life to the existing 'I,'
the spotted hawk shaking its wings before it takes leave of the
visible world, the thousands of mutations of the 'I,' the
abrogation of all religious sects because the poet encompasses
each of them in himself and hence declares all equally good.
There is no question of influence, because Rumi was not trans
lated into English until 1881. When Rumi exhorts human beings
to become compost gladly so that the nutritious grass can
sprout, or when in the intoxicating idea of universal unity he
and his 'dancing dervishes' represent the dance of the spheres
around the sun, we are reminded of passages from Whitman.
These express a primary mystic emotion, peculiarly oriental
and familiar in the East even today.?
Schyberg concludes that such remarkable points of resemblance between
Rumi and Whitman are as a result of a common mystic temper which they
recurrently reveal in their works.

Our justification of these and many

other similarities between the two poets will also center on mystic
temper and, more particularly, on the existence of akin mystic con
sciousness.
The third critic, this time a Persian, who does deal with the
topic of Rumi and Whitman with more seriousness and depth is Massud
Farzan.

In his essay "Whitman and Sufism:

Towards 'A Persian Lesson"1

Farzan touches another significant aspect of Rumi's and Whitman's
mysticism:

the "I-Thou" concept.

Having.considered section five of

7. Ibid., pp. 249-50. Schyberg, of course, did not know that
Ruckert's German translations of Rumi's poems had been translated into
English by William Rounseville Alger in his Poetry of the East in 1856.
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"Song of Myself" as an evidence of Whitman's "metaphysical experience,"
the author explains that—
. . . the 'soul'—and what the poet addresses as 'you' in
section five—is also the beloved of the 'I.' One could call
that entity an ordinary human being—male or female--and the
passage an ordinary love poem with touches of eroticism.
There is in fact enough in the lines of sexual imagery—sup
ported by similar passages in later sections of 'Song of
Myself'—to warrant such a point of view ...
Having quoted section five of "Song of Myself" to illustrate the poet's
use of erotic imagery, the author continues to conclude that similar
imagery of mystical love is abundantly common among the "Sufi-inspired"
poetry of Hafiz and Rumi:
Yet the fact is that in the language of carnal love Whitman is
actually representing mystical experiences. As such, it will
be seen, Whitman's triumvirate of lover-soul-deity reveals
interesting similarity, not so much to the 'abstract deity
... the Brahman, or rather Parabrahman, devoid of all per
sonal attributes,' but to the Beloved of the Sufi poet. The,
Sufi's primary desire to bring the I-Thou relationship, the
microcosm-macrocosm duality, to complete fusion and oneness,
finds its most convenient and poetic expression in the lovesex relationship between two people.®
To demonstrate the concept of "I-Thou" relationship in Rumi and
I
Whitman the author quotes these lines of Rumi ("Happy the moment when
were seated in the palace, thou and I / With two forms and with two
figures but with one soul, thou and I. .. .") in comparison with sec
tion five of "Song of Myself."

Moreover the author makes clear that--

For Sufis the vocative 'you' is usually an entity whom the poet
loves or identifies with, and through whom he wants to annihi
late the conscious or selfish 'I.' The 'you' (which is some
times named, such as Rumi's Shams), can be the master, an Ideal
or Perfect Man, Love, God, soul, over-soul, and so on; or, it

8. Massud Farzan, "Whitman and Sufism: Towards 'A Persian
Lesson'," American Literature, XLVII (1976), 574-75.
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is the Unconscious, if you will, who, to the extent that the
conscious 'I' diminishes, becomes more and more real to the
salek (Sufi neophyte). Thus the vacuum created by the
emptying of the conscious is generally filled with the
attributes of the Unknown.^
There is, the author says, an expanding journey of the "I," in both
Rumi and Whitman, from a state of consciousness or being to a state of
not-being or union with the "Thou" or God.

The isolated dynamic "I"

finally finds its ultimate destination in the longed-for Beloved and
becomes a part of him, wholly delivered from the pang of separation.
Farzan continues to add further details and examples in regard
to his subject of "I-Thou" relationship in Rumi and Whitman.

On the

whole, he draws some most illuminating parallels between the Persian
poet and Walt Whitman.

Although the lines quoted from both poets are

appropriate and convincing, Rumi's concept of "I-thou" relationship
finds its most proper counterpart in Whitman's "Passage to India," not
so much in his "Song of Myself" from which the author excerpts all his
supporting lines.

In "Song of Myself" the poet largely dramatizes and

celebrates the soul-body marriage and its further cosmic unity with all
the living entities of the world.

But it is in "Passage to India," the

most Sufic poem of Whitman, that the soul launches a most Rumi-type
journey toward "Thou" or God, as in these lines:
Reckoning ahead 0 soul, when thou, the time achiev'd,
The seas all crossed, weather'd the capes, the voyage done,
Surrounded, copest, frontest God, yieldest, the aim attain'd,

9.

Ibid., p. 578.

As fill'd with friendship, love complete, the Elder Brother
found,
10
The Younger melts in fondness in his arm.

Rumi's Indirect Influence on Whitman

As to the question of Rumi's influence on Whitman, none of the
three critics seems to have found a direct answer.

Lord Strangford

claims that Leaves of Grass sounds like a translation of the Mathnavi,
and he is ready to introduce some striking parallels between the two
works.

But in attempting to prove his claim, that Whitman had been

influenced by the Persian poet, he is just as helpless as any other
critic might be.

Farzan however offers a thoughtful conjecture:

While Strangford's comments were undoubtedly exaggerated, there
is no reason why Whitman would not have been acquainted with
Sufi poets of Persia and highly influenced by their thought and
poetry. His contemporary kindred soul Emerson was extremely
interested in the Sufis, having read their works extensively
and written about them, notably Saadi and Hafiz. Thoreau too
was fond of the Sufis and had quoted from Saadi's Gulistan in
Walden. More unequivocally, Whitman's own 1891 poem 'A
Persian Lesson'—originally called 'A Sufi Lesson'--is indeed
a surprisingly accurate and inspired reflection of Persian
Sufism.H
"A Persian Lesson" not only reflects a Sufi-inspired piece; it also
contains lines which marvelously complement

many a poem of Rumi

dramatizing his concept of mystic evolution:
The motion of every atom is towards its origin;
A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent.

10. Walt Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, ed. by
James E. Miller, Jr. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1959), p. 292.
11. Farzan, "Whitman and Sufism," p. 573.
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By the attraction of fondness and yearning, the soul and the
heart
Assume the qualities of the Beloved, who is the Soul of souls.
Rumi
It is the central urge in every atom,
(Often unconscious, often evil, dovmfallen,)
To return to its divine source and origin, however distant,
Latent the same in subject and in object, without one exception.
Whitman
While Farzan's opinion about Whitman's being inspired by Sufi
poetry is based on conjecture, Floyd Stovall in his The Foreground of
Leaves of Grass offers a piece of solid evidence in regard to the
poet's general familiarity with Persia and Persian literature:
Whitman's reading about ancient Persia was not extensive. ...
He mentions Zoroaster two or three times in Notes and Frag
ments , but only to give his date in relation to Menu, Moses,
and other ancient notables ... The Persian poets and poetry
of the Middle Ages interested him somewhat more, but he never
admired them as Emerson and Thoreau had done. In Notes and
Fragments he comments briefly on Ferdousi, Hafiz, and Sadi,
giving Sadi the date 'about 1000 A.D.' The Whig Review for
January 1849 contained an article on 'Ferdousi the Persian
Poet' that Whitman probably saw. It is based on James
Atkinson's translation (abridged) of Ferdousi's The Shah Nameh
and critical comments, which was published in 1832. Whether
Whitman had read this book I cannot say, but I think it
unlikely. He had read some or all of the selections from
Persian poets in W. R. Alger's Poetry of the East, but this
reading was probably too late to have influenced the early
Leaves.
Alger's Poetry of the East, more than half of which is devoted
to Persian poetry, with a large selection of Rumi's poems, the rest of
it being allotted to Hindi and Arabic poetry, was indeed in possession

12. Reynold A. Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam (Beirut:
Reprinted by Khayat Book and Publishing Company, 1966), p. 117.
13. Floyd Stovall, The Foreground of Leaves of Grass
(Charlottesville, Virginia: University Press of Virginia, 1974),
pp. 168-69.
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of Walt Whitman as early as 1862, as T. R. Rajasekharaiah in his The
Roots of Whitman's Grass notes:
On the flyleaf of his copy of Alger's book, Whitman has written:
'Given me by WRA the author in Boston it must have been in 1861
or '2. Have often read (dabbled) in the Introduction to
Oriental Poetry pp. 3 to 92 and over and over again . . . two
or three of my jaunts thro' the war, I carried this volume in
my trunk—read in it—sometimes to hospital groups, to while
away the time.'14
The poet's own short references to Persian and Hindi poetry in his
Notes and Fragments give further support to Rajasekharaiah's document:
The florid, rich, first phases of poetry, as in the oriental
poems, in the Bible, Arabian Nights, Tales of Genii, Ossian, the
Indians of America (Logan).
Song of Spring—from the Persian.
The primitive poets, their subjects, their style, all assimilate.
Very ancient poetry of the Hebrew prophets, of Ossian, of the
Hindu singer and ecstatics, of the Greeks ... the old Persian
... all resemble each other.
His title "Song of Spring—from the Persian" perhaps refers to this
"Inscription Over a Persian Spring" in Alger's Poetry of the East:
Beneath these palm-trees flows this fountain,
In endless gush, the joy-tears of you mountain.
Soft-gurgling clear,
It bubbles here,
Amid the sweet-exhaling flowers
O'er which the rock-cliff sternly bowers,
0 pilgrim! as your parched lips lave it,
Pour out your thanks to Him who gave it.

Jersey:

14. T. R. Rajasekharaiah, The Roots of Whitman's Grass (New
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1970), p. 47.

15. The Complete Writings of Walt Whitman, Prose Works VI
issued under the Editorial Supervision of his Literary Executors,
Richard M. Bucke, Thomas R. Harned, and Horace L. Traubel (New York:
Henry W. Knight, 1902), p. 96.
16. William R. Alger, Poetry of the East (Boston:
Whittemore, Niles, and Hall, 1856), p. 99.
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This idyllic complete image of nature, with palm trees, a clear foun
tain, rock cliffs, and "sweet-exhaling flowers," and the creative
Divine present, must have pleased Walt Whitman, the nature-loving bard
of the New World.

Words such as "lave," "endless gush," "joy-tears,"

"soft-gurgling," "flow," and so on appear quite frequently in Leaves of
Grass; in some way it sounds like a Whitmanesque poem.

Although there

are other poems celebrating the joys of Spring, this one, I believe,
must have appealed to his taste more than the others.

And his title

("Song of Spring") seems more to belong to this one in the selection
than any other of the same name.

In his "Introduction to Oriental

Poetry," the second part of which deals with the Persian poets, Alger
introduces Jalal al-Din Rumi in these exalted terms:
The Sufi poets are innumerable, but their universally acknowl
edged head and master is the celebrated Mewlana Dschelaleddin
Rumi, the greatest mystic poet of the whole Orient, the oracle
of the devotees, the nightingale of the contemplative life,
the lawgiver in piety, the founder of the principle order of
Dervishes, and author of the Mesnavi. The Mesnavi is a vast
and famous double-rhymed ascetic poem, an exhaustible coffer
of Sufi lore and gems. From the banks of Ganges to the
Bosporus it is the hand-book of all Sufis, the law-book and
ritual of all the mystics. From this work, says Von Hammer,
this volcanic eruption of inspiration, breaks forth the inmost
peculiarity of Oriental mysticism, a solitary self-direction
towards the loftiest goal of perfection over the contemplative
way of Divine Love. On the wings of the highest religious
inspiration, which rise far beyond all outer forms of positive
religion, adoring the Eternal Essence, in its completest
abstraction from everything earthly, as the purest fountain of
eternal light, soars Dschelaleddin, above suns and moons, above
time and space, above creation and fate, beyond the primeval
decrees of destiny, beyond the sentence of the last judgment,
forth into infinitude, where he melts into unity with the End
less Being as endless worshiper, and into the Boundless Love
as boundless lover. ..

17.

Ibid., pp. 66-67.
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The searching eye of Whitman, himself a mystic bard of the Occident,
must have lingered long over these lines on the grandeur of the mystic
prince of all Orient.

And a good selection of his poems, re-translated

into English from Ruckert's and Herder's German renderings, may have by
all possibility inspired Whitman's later editions of his Leaves,
particularly his "A Persian Lesson"—originally called "A Sufi
18
Lesson" —which appeared in the second annex of the 1891 edition.
Although no mention of Rumi or his works is given anywhere in his prose
or poetry, his own inscription on the flyleaf of Alger's book ("Given
me by WRA the author ... in 1861 ... Have often read ... the
'Introduction to Oriental Poetry' pp. 3 to 92 and over and over again.
. . .") testifies to his having read the section on Rumi and Sufism,
and possibly most of his poems translated by the author.

Compare how

the quest in this poem from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz, (given by Alger
as a specimen of Sufi poetry) finds its most panoramic and dramatic
form in Whitman's "Song of Myself" and "Passage to India"--in both of
which a long symbolic nature-mystic and psycho-mystic search is
launched by the self who on the road to perfection finds itself to be
19
"an acme of things accomplish'd" and "divine inside and out."
I was ere a name had been named upon earth,Ere one trace yet existed of aught that has birth,When the locks of the Loved One streamed forth for a sign,
And being was none save the Presence Divine!
Ere the veil of the flesh for Messiah was wrought,
To the Godhead I bowed in prostration of thought!
I measured intently, I pondered with heed,

18. Farzan, "Whitman and iufism", p. 573.
19.

Alger, Poetry of the East, pp. 42 and 62.
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(But ah fruitless my labor!) the Cross and its Creed.
To the pagoda I rushed, and the Magian's shrine,
But my eye caught no glimpse of a glory divine!
The reins of search to Caaba I bent,
Whither hopefully thronging the old and young went;
Candahar and Herat searched I wistfully through,
Nor above nor beneath came the Loved One to view!
I toiled to the summit, wild, pathless, and lone,
Of the globe-girding Kaf, but the Phoenix had flown.
The seventh earth I traversed, the seventh heaven explored,
But in neither discerned I the Court of the Lord!
I questioned the Pen and the Tablet of Fate,
But they whispered not where He pavilions his state.
My vision I strained, but my God-scanning eye
No trace that to Godhead belongs could descry.
But when I my glance turned within my own breast,
Lo! the vainly sought Loved One, the Godhead confessed!
In the swirl of its transport my spirit was tossed
Till each atom of separate being I lost;
And the bright sun of Tabriz a madder than me,
Or a wilder, hath never yet seen, nor shall see.
Whether this poem had influenced Whitman's later editions of "Song of
Myself"—in which he, like Rumi, leaves "Creeds and schools in
abeyance"; turns the mystic quest into and beyond time and space; and
finally comes back to his own self convinced that the divinity is
inherent in it—is not very important to know, for the mystic quest in
all cultures is an inner-directed movement.
only when the search within is completed.

Spiritual ascent can begin

These two journeys—inward

and upward—form the two basic stages of mystic evolution in the poetry
of the two poets.

These will be discussed and clarified in appropriate

chapters.
The Poetry of the East also contains a large selection of poems
from Saadi, Hafiz, Ferdusi, Attar, and Nizami, of whom the first three

20.

Ibid., pp. 64-65.
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21
are mentioned in his "Shorter Notes, Isolated Word, Etc."

Compare

how this doublet of Saadi might have influenced or inspired Whitman's
central image, the grass in "Song of Myself."
To pious minds each verdant leaf displays
A Volume teeming with th' Almighty's praise.^2
In a slightly different context Whitman ponders over a leaf of grass:
Or I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord,
A scented gift ...

23
Or I guess the grass is a uniform hieroglyphic,
Persia itself, like Egypt and Greece, the realms of the ancient
myths, had great fascination for Whitman.

The names of Zarathustra,

Menu, Magi, Darius, Xerxes, and so on are recurrently mentioned in his
notes and verse catalogues.

There is no doubt that Whitman was eager

to learn as much as he could about Persia, but as to the acknowledge
ment of his scanty sources about this subject he remains to be not the
least interested.

However sometimes he does give a few clues, as in

these:
199
New
206
333

long piece re RR. Mediterranean to Persian Gulf,
York Tribune, 20th March, 57.
A long newspaper piece on "Royal Family of Persia."
Newspaper piece, "Persian Poetry."24This last item, "Persian Poetry," is my main concern now, and

perhaps another key to Whitman's knowledge of Persian poetry. This

21. The Complete Writings of Walt Whitman, v. 10, pp. 8, 9,
13, 14, 22, etc.
22.

Alger, Poetry of the East, p. 58.

23.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 28.

24.

The Complete Writings of Walt Whitman, pp. 77 and 84.
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essay, to which he refers a number of times in his notes, is Emerson's
published in 1843.

Emerson who brought Whitman from a "simmering,

25
simmering, simmering" process to a "boiling"
point, and helped him
find himself, could have been the most crystal stream from the fountain
of Persian mysticism in which the poet might have immersed himself
quite a few times.

Emerson's published renderings from and comments on

Persian poetry were indeed early enough to have influenced Whitman's
early editions of Leaves of Grass.

Between 1843 and 1865 Emerson was

engaged quite intensely in reading, translating from, and writing on
Persian poetry.

Frederik Ives Carpenter in his book Emerson and Asia,

explains how deeply and enthusiastically Emerson was involved in
Persian poetry:
The Persian poets probably affected Emerson more profoundly
than any other Oriental writers. ... He came upon them later
in life than he did upon Hindu Literature, but was attracted
to them more immediately. He first read selections from them
in 1841; in 1842 he wrote his poem 'Saadi' for The Dial, and
in 1843 he read the Gulistan, and confided to his Journals
that 'In Saadi' I find many traits which comport with the
portrait I drew (in the poem 'Saadi').' In 1846-7 he read all
the Persian poets more fully in the German anthology of Von
Hammer Purgstall, and to some extent, perhaps, in Chodzko's
Specimens of Ancient Persian Poetry-. Throughout the rest of

25. Gay Wilson Allen, The New Walt Whitman Handbook (New York:
New York University Press, 1975), p. 19. The statement ("I was simmer
ing, simmering, simmering; Emerson brought me to a boil.") is from
Trowbridge which Allen quotes in his book. Whitman's relationship to
Emerson, his master and spiritual mentor, is comparable with that of
Rumi and Shams, of course in a less degree of mystical intensity.
Attar, a fine mystic poet who blessed Rumi in youth, influenced Rumi's
works to the same extent that Emerson influenced Whitman and his mysti
cal outlook. Both Rumi and Whitman surrounded themselves with friends
and spiritual mentors who inspired and influenced them: Rumi had such
bosom friends and masters as Burhan al-Din, Husam al»Din, Shams, etc.
Whitman also had friends of similar mystical inclination such as
Richard Bucke, Emerson, and so on.
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his life he continued to read them—usually in selections,
although in 1853 the Shah Nama of Ferdousi is listed among
his reading. And he noted down many comments on these poets
in his Journals, and quoted them often in his Essays.
Most striking of all, however, is the fact that Emerson
wrote two essays and two poems dealing with Persian poetry.
First of these in importance is the essay of that title,
included in Letters and Social Aims. Second is his poem
'Saadi,' first published in The Dial. Third is the Preface
. . . to . . . Gulistan ... published in 1865. ... And
last is a group of 'Fragments on the Poet and the Poetic
Gift,' which is an interpretation of Hafiz and Saadi, a good
deal idealized. To these may be added a few poems of
Persian influence now published in the Uncollected Writings.
All these are original essays and poems by Emerson. But he
also made many translations of Persian poems from Von Hammer
Purgstall, some of which are now published in the Centenary
Edition.2°
Although Emerson did not show as much interest in Rumi as he
did in Saadi and Hafiz, he had nevertheless read Rumi in Purgstall's
anthology and quoted him in his essays.

Philosophically Emerson's

rejection of fate and evil, his concept of man as macrocosm and God as
Over-soul, his very idea of self-reliance as the path to selfperfection, and his vision of nature as symbol of spirit--these are
more akin to the essence of Rumi's mysticism than to that of Hafiz and
Saadi.

Rumi's eminent translator and interpreter, R. A. Nicholson, a

contemporary of Emerson, points to several Neoplatonic parallels

?7

between Rumi and Emerson.

Mass.:

Indeed his very transcendental doctrines,

26. Frederic Ives Carpenter, Emerson and Asia (Cambridge,
Harvard University Press, 1930;,pp.195-96.

27. For this topic see: Reynold A. Nicholson, ed. and trans.,
The Mathnawi of Jalal al-Din Rumi (8 vols., London: Gibb Memorial
Series, 1925-1940), Book I, lines 2214-2215; Reynold A. Nicholson, ed.
and trans., Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz (Cambridge,
Mass.: Cambridge University Press, 1898),pi331.Also, Carpenter,
Emerson and Asia and a similar book by Mansure Ekhtiar, Emerson and
Persia (Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1976).
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which later influenced Whitman's Leaves of Grass, are said to have
developed largely out of his reading of Persian mysticism, at the
center of which, of course, stands Rumi1s Mathnavi.

By way of indirect

influence, Leaves of Grass, in addition to Alger's Poetry of the
East, seems to have benefitted from Emerso.n's Persian mysticism too.
And this could be responsible for the amazing points of resemblance we
encounter between Rumi and Whitman.
The third source from which an impact of Rumi's thoughts might
have reached Whitman is Hegel.

Of this philosopher, who influenced

Whitman no less than Emerson, the poet speaks in high terms:
Only Hegel is fit for America—is large enough and free
enough. Absorbing his speculations and imbued by his letter
and spirit, we bring to the study of life here and the
thought of hereafter, in all its mystery and vastness, an
expansion and clearness of sense before unknown. As a face
in a mirror we see the world of materials, nature with all
its objects, processes, shows, reflecting the human spirit
and by such reflection formulating, identifying, developing
and proving it.28
He devotes several pages to the praise of Hegel, and then declares:
Who advances me to light upon these? And without depreci
ating poets, patriots, saints, statesmen, inventors and the
like I rate (Hegel) as Humanity's chiefest teacher and the
choicest loved physician of my mind and soul.
While Hegel's influence on Whitman has been ascertained, Rumi's
impact on Hegel, who had read some of his poems in Ruckert's German
translations, remains to be discovered.

Although Annemarie Schimmel, a

noted German Sufi scholar, asserts that ("It was through Ruckert's book
that Hegel became familiar with the enthusiastic mystical poet whom he

28.

Complete Writings of Whitman, v. 9, pp. 70-71.
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praised in his Encyclopaedie der philosophischen Wjssenschaften."),^9
she does not mention the possibility of Rumi's influence on the German
Idealist.

However Hegel's concept of "nature amelioration" or cosmic

evolution, which significantly influenced Whitman's world view, could
have received some impact from his reading Rumi's mystical poems in the
Ruckert's book.

Whether it is through Hegel or his own reading Rumi's

poems in The Poetry of the East, Whitman in.his concept of mystic
evolution reveals a remarkable affinity with that of Rumi.

This common

concept, which is a fundamental aspect of their mysticism, will be dis
cussed as one of the major topics of this study.
Whereas Emerson and Hegel might have assimilated something of
the poetic and mystical mind of Persia, they are not so close to Rumi,
Hafiz, Saadi, and Attar as Whitman is.

In the writings of Emerson and

Hegel there is a deliberate rationalizing mind of the West engaged in
organizing and classifying its borrowed Eastern thoughts and inspira
tions.

But in the poems of the Persian mystic poets as well as in

those of Whitman there is a heart full of passion that dominates the
sober intellect, the domain of the prudent and passive mind, Rumi and
Whitman, more than all others, reach such a convergence in the con
scious or unconscious where this divine passion melts thoughts and
visions into a unified whole—an ecstatic experience of cosmic unity
under which all seeming differences and diversities dissolve.

29. Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam (North
Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 1975), p. 310.
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Whether Whitman had read Rumi or not; whether he had been
influenced through Emerson, or Hegel, or Goethe, or Carlyle, or such
other possible mediators of Persian literature and culture; these ques
tions do not concern my subject as much as the question of affinity by
mystic temper or that common state of consciousness which determines
many other thematic and technical points of resemblance existing
between the works of the two poets.

In the light of this deeper

psychic affinity I will attempt a comparative study of their works.

CHAPTER 2

PROPHETIC DIMENSION OF THE MYSTIC POET

In all his characteristics and in his true philanthropy he
resembles the greatest of the prophets, saints, men of God
and servants of humanity, and it can be properly said that
he stands in the ranks of the greatest guides of mankind.^
Furuzanfar on Rumi
Walt Whitman, in his confident and lofty piety, is the
direct inheritor of the great Oriental mystics, Brahma,
Proclus, Abou Said.^
Gabriel Sarrazin on Whitman
The mystic poet is a prophet of beatific visions.

He attains

these visions after he achieves a rapt state of union within himself
and God.

The major essentials of these visions are expressed in terms

of love, beauty, and unity--the same ideals cherished by ancient
prophets and other men of God.

By applying and becoming these ideals

the mystic poet and the prophet emerge as mediators among man, his
soul, nature, and God.

And they strive to establish links of love and

unity between man and the cosmos, a cosmos envisioned to be unified
and responsive to man's physical and spiritual needs.

Even though the

mystic poet seems to have deeper roots in his imagination or creative

1. Arberry, Classical Persian Literature, p. 222. The author
cpncludes his biographical account of Rumi with the above statement
from Badi al-Zaman Furuzanfar, Rumi's modern eminent biographer.
2. Walt Whitman, A Collection of Criticism, ed. by Arthur
Golden (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1974), p. 23. (Gay Wilson Allen
in his "The Making of a Poet" quotes this statement from the French
Whitman critic Gabriel Sarrazin. Abou Said, to whom Sarrazin refers,
is one of the first great Persian mystic poets who lived more than a
century before Rumi.
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self than in the Revealed Words, his visions are by nature prophetic
and often identical with certain passages in the ancient scriptures.
In this chapter I will attempt to see Rumi and Whitman as
mystic poets and their portrayal of, and identification with, certain
biblical prophets and idealized figures presented in their poems.

I

will focus more on the mystical dimensions of these biblical images in
relation to the poets' own mystical sides than on historical or bio
graphical perspectives.

That which makes a prophet or a saint is a

universal soul, and this universal soul will be seen in comparison with
the transcendent self.

Rumi
In Rumi's poetry the universal soul is identified in an
extended procession of biblical prophets and Sufi saints who had a
unitive vision of themselves with the Divine.

The universal soul, the
3

perfected form and the apex of the common soul (or self), has the
power to restore man to his pristine spiritual source--in God.

In a

large number of poems, Rumi identifies it in Adam, Abraham, Moses,
Christ, and Muhammad.

Equally perfectible in any other man of God, the

universal soul is also identified in such Sufi saints as Bayezid
Bistami, Hallaj, Ibrahim Adham, Abdullah Ansari, Shams Tabriz, and many
others.

It is because of the democratic nature of the soul and its

3. Rumi's concept of the soul is an evolutionary one. In a
number of poems he demonstrates that the soul passes several lower
animal forms before it becomes perfected in human body. This evolu
tionary process of the soul is very much comparable to Whitman's self
in "Song of Myself," both of which assume cosmic and divine largeness.
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perfectibility in any man of God that I am convinced that there is
something common between the mystic poet and the prophet.
In his metaphoric expression Rumi conceives a poetic dimension
in the universal soul:
Know that phenomenal forms are pitchers: with draught of the
Ideal,
^
Like a pitcher, we are being filled and emptied continually.
And in another famous poem in the Divan his image of the man of God is
not a passive saintly one, but a wild mystic type "drunken without
wine, / . . . distraught and bewildered."^

I shall present further such

romantic dimensions of the universal soul in the figure of Shams Tabriz
which will be seen later.

But now Rumi's portrayal of Adam, Moses,

Christ, and Muhammad in whom it reaches its most divine perfection,
will be examined.
Rumi's image of the first man begins with Adam.
tified as the first perfect man and the first prophet.
seen as being identical with the universal soul.

Adam is iden
But Adam is not

He is the first human

body in which the soul enters to link him with the Divine.
edge is deemed to be redemptive.

His knowl

He is no sinner in the Christian

sense, but a savior of his race by virtue of his speech and wisdom.

He

is exalted as the archetypal teacher of man and the angels, and "the
eye of the Eternal Light.Despite all this mystification of Adam,

4.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

5.

Ibid., p. 29.

p. 215.

6. Nicholson, The Mathnawi of Jalal al-Din Rumi, Book I, lines
1012-1025 and Book II, p. 17.
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Rumi himself sometimes turns too mystical to identify with the first
Man:
I was on that day when the Names were not,
Nor any sign of existence endowed with name.
By me Names and Named were brought to view y
On the day when there were not "I" and "We."
The next major prophet, who frequently appears in contrast to
Pharoah in the Mathnavi, is Moses.

He is usually depicted to be an

invincible challenge to Pharoah's power and vanity.

Devoted to his

faith in God, patient and strong, Moses always wins victory over
Pharoah's conspiracy and strategem aimed at his destruction.

In the

Mathnavi Moses is Rumi1s image of the perfect man whose spiritual
strength resists Pharoah's institutional animosity.
While Moses is depicted to incarnate spiritual strength and
endurance, Jesus is often seen as a symbol of creative love and healing

g
power.

The poet is mystically drawn to Jesus because in him he con

ceives the creative force of love which so strongly overwhelms his
heart, and permeates every line of his poetry.
I am sweet-smiling Jesus by whom the world is revived,
But my lineage is from God: I know nought of Mary.^

7. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
p. 71. Here Rumi in spirit identifies with the soul which preexists
Adam in body.
8. Nicholson, The Mathnawi of Jalal al-Din Rumi, Book III, p.
298. Jesus is also seen as the Spirit of God (Mathnawi, Book I, pp.
500, 1733) and the Word of God (Mathnawi, Book I, p. 1934). For Rumi
he also symbolizes the ideal type of spiritual poverty, which is one of
the basic requirements of Sufi path (tariqat). See Mathnawi, Book II,
pp. 298, 1850.
9.
p. 232.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
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The body is like Mary, and every one of us hath a Jesus within.
If the pain (of love) arise in us, our Jesus will be born. ^
For Rumi Jesus is also a paragon of humility:

"Child Jesus sat on an

ass for humility's sake: / How else should the Zephyr ride on the back
of an ass!?"^

It should be remembered that humility in Rumi's view

is not a passive quality of the soul; it is a state of receptivity and
expansion in the self which precedes creative love.

Jesus' healing

power can be ascribed to this cosmic receptivity of his soul in which
love rules supremely.
Rumi is more interested in the mystical representation of the
prophet Muhammad than in his historical image.

Another manifestation

of the universal soul, Muhammad is identified with the Divine Logos and

12

the Light of the Truth.

He is considered the first and the last

messenger of God because Rumi intuits in him the same universal spirit
which revealed itself in other prophets in the past.

To come to a con

clusive understanding of the poet's doctrine of the universal soul
revealed in all prophets and men of God, note the following lines in
support of what has been asserted in the preceding part of this study.
Every moment the robber Beauty rises in a different shape,
ravishes the soul and disappears.
Every instant the Loved One assumes a new garment, now of
eld, now of youth.

10. Reynold A. Nicholson, ed. and trans., Rumi, Poet and
Mystic (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1956), p. 121.
11.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

p. 17.
12. Reynold A. Nicholson, ,fThe Perfect Man" in his Studies in
Islamic Mysticism (Cambridge, London: Cambridge University Press,
1921) presents a complete discussion of Muhammad as the Logos.
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Now He plunged into the heart of the potter's clay—the
Spirit plunged like a diver.
Anon, rising from the depths of clay that is moulded and
baked, He appeared in the world.
He became Noah, and went into the Ark when at His prayer
the world was flooded.
He became Abraham and appeared in the midst of the fire,
which bloomed with roses for His sake.
For a while He was roaming on the earth to pleasure Himself;
Then He became Jesus and ascended to Heaven and glorified
God.
In brief, it was He that was coming and going in every
generation thou hast known,
Until at last He appeared in the form of an Arab and gained
the empire of the world.13
He continues to list other saints and perfect men in whom the same soul
reveals itself with the same brilliance.

For this reason, the poet's

concept of the universal soul is a democratic one; it can emerge in any
one who achieves a mystical state of union with the Divine.
exists in man but in rudimentary form.

And it

To make it reach this universal

level, man must pass certain mystical evolutionary stages.

Sufism

based on the evolutionary nature of the soul is perhaps one of the most
empirical kinds of mysticism which provides man with a power of
spiritual improvement in his life.
poem of Rumi:

This is the underlying theme in any

that the soul is in man, that it longs to be discovered,

that it wants to be liberated from that which is pure ego, and that it
can lead man to his spiritual perfection.
I mentioned above that Rumi conceives a romantic or a poetic
side in the soul:

"Every moment the robber Beauty rises in a different

shape, ravishes the soul and disappears."

And this poetic side of the

soul is best dramatized in the figure of a most wild and intoxicated

13.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 142.
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person called Shams Tabriz after whom Rumi names his greatest master
piece, the Divani Shamsi Tabriz—a collection of more than two
thousands odes.

In some of these odes the mystic heart reaches its

highest melting point where all images flow into one another and
finally dissolve into the soul.

This is one of the major mystical

14
techniques
used in the Divan, as the poet himself indicates in these
lines:
I am a painter, a maker of pictures; every moment I shape a
beauteous form,
And then in thy presence I melt them all away.
I call up a hundred phantoms and endue them with a
spirit. . . .15
It is on the basis of this image-melting technique that Rumi, having
lost his ego, feels united with Shams, with Shams in God, and all in
the One.

Wine, Saki, and the intoxicated one—the three central images

which symbolize to fuse the triadic figure—are also dissolved into a
unitive image.
God is the Saki and the Wine:
He knows what manner of Love is mine.

14. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
p. 20. The poet evokes a hundred images and "endue them with a spirit"
because for him everything has a reference to the soul, as Whitman also
declares in these lines:
And I will not make a poem nor the least part of a poem but has
reference to the soul,
Because having look'd at the objects of the universe, I find
there is no one nor any particle of one but has reference to
the soul (p. 20).
15.

Ibid., p. 135.
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The Beloved is all in all, the lover only veils him;
The Beloved is all that lives, the lover a dead thing.
A brief study of Rumi's psychic relationship with Shams will be
necessary before I attempt to examine his further spiritual identity in
comparison with that of Whitman.

Rumi's encounter with Shams has been

considered the climax of his mystical life.

A brief account of this

encounter and how it affected the poet's character is given by A. J.
Arberry in this passage:
'Suddenly the sun of love and truth cast its rays on that pure
soul, and so fired and inflamed him that his eyes were dazzled
by its light.' With these words Rumi's modern Persian
biographer and interpreter Badi al-Zaman Furuzanfar introduces
the most remarkable and influential episode in poet's life, his
encounter with the wild mystic Shams al-Din of Tabriz. The
meeting took place in 1244 when Shams ... a wandering dervish
of some sixty years, arrived in Qunia, 'Jalalu'1-Din found in
the stranger that perfect image of the Divine Beloved which he
had long been seeking,' writes R. A. Nicholson. 'He took him
away to his house, and for a year or two they remained insepa
rable,' What passed between the older and the younger mystic
during their close association is not recorded, but all
ancient sources agree that henceforward Rumi was a changed

man.-*-®
With this mystic encounter, during which a complete mergence takes
place between the two eager souls, Rumi discovers his new emergent self
in his being and identical with Shams.

As Whitman at the beginning of

"Song of Myself" leaves "creeds and schools in abeyance" and turns the
journey inward and outward to nature, Rumi similarly dismisses all the
established creeds and religious institutions and turns the journey

17. E. H. Whinfield, ed. and trans., The Teachings of Rumi,
The Masnavi (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1975), p. 3.
18.

Arberry, Classical Persian Literature, p. 215.
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into his own self:
Cross and Christians, from end to end,
I surveyed; He was not on the Cross.
I went to the idol-temple, to the ancient pagoda;
No trace was visible there.
I went to the mountains of Herat and Candahar;
I looked; He was not in that hill-and-dale.
•
m

I bent the reins of search to the Ka'ba;
He was not in that resort of old and young.
After the long journey then he turns inward:
I gazed into my own heart;
There I saw Him; He was nowhere else,
Save pure-hearted Shamsi Tabriz
None ever was drunken and intoxicated and distraught.
As he gazes into his inner being he intuits that his emergent
self and Shams are a creative stream of the universal:

"Even as from

briny soil a thousand sorts of fruit spring up / From the Sun, the
pride of Tabriz behold these miracles, / For every tree gains beauty by
the light of the sun."

20

Symbolic of the sun and the regenerative

force in its light, Shams is both the source of life and beauty in the
world.

Being called both love and beloved, wine and saki, the sun and

the moon--thus combining in himself male and female qualities (somewhat
like Tiresias), Shams is portrayed in the Divan to represent Rumi's
image of the universal soul in its most poetic form.

More specifically,

Shams is all the Muse, the source of inspiration, and the poetic vision

19.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

p. 71.
20. Ibid., p. 111. Shams literally means the "sun" in Arabia.
And Rumi often associates the spiritual power of Shams with the
creative force of the sun in the Divan.
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to be attained in the Divan, without whom Rumi would not be such a
great lyric poet at all.

Below are a few lines in which Rumi's mysti

cal attachment to Shams is shown in a number of ways:
The face of Shams Din, Tabriz's glory, is the sun.
In whose track the cloud-like hearts are moving.^
Tie up the skin, 0 cup-bearer, fetch wine from our jar;
The vessel of perception is straiter than a strait pass.
From Tabriz-ward shone the Sun of Truth, and I said to him;
'Thy light is at once joined with all things and apart from
all.22
Shamsi Din shone, moon-like, from Tabriz;
No, what is the very moon? for that is the monn's face
superlative.
In these lines Shams can be seen as the poet's Muse, together with a
love-lover relationship:
Then I go to sleep, he is my dream, when
I search for a rhyme in a lyric, he is the rhyme-giver in
my memory.
OC

I myself am love's rebeck, and love is a rebeck to me. ..
My body is like moon, which is melting for love,
My heart like Zuhra's* lute—may its strings be broken. ...26

21.

Ibid., P* 27

22.

Ibid., P* 37

23.

Ibid., P- 45

24.

Ibid., P- 64

25.

Ibid., P- 69

26.

Ibid., P- 19
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Shamsi Tabriz is seated in royal state, and before him
My rhymes are ranked like willing servants.^
Lines such as these, quite common in the Divan, may prove to
any reader that Rumi is not a mystic of theological bent.

But unfor

tunately he has been so presented by a number of theological critics.28
Being a poet of beatific visions, he presents a world that impresses
one with a strong feeling of beauty, love, and unity.

And the entities

inhabiting this world are seen to be attracted to one another, and all
toward a unifying divine center, with an instinct or awareness of love
which constitutes the poet's interpretation of life.

Walt Whitman also

shares with Rumi this concept of the universe-in-love, as is evident in
these lines:
The motion of every atom is towards its origin;
A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent.
By the attraction of fondness and yearning, the soul and the
heart
Assume the qualities of the Belowed, who is the Sour of souls.
(Rumi)

27.

Ibid., p. 107.

28. Rumi's major scholars and interpreters, such as R. A.
Nicholson, Badi al-Zaman Furuzanfar, A. J. Arberry, and Annemarie
Schimmel, have shown a more theological interest in Rumi than a literary
one. This is not because Rumi is a theological poet; it is because
these interpreters themselves have a more historical, or biographical,
or theological orientation in Persian literature than a literary one.
The main portion of Rumi scholarship is therefore an extended bulk of
commentaries based on his biographical accounts, mystical doctrines,
and the esoteric meanings of his poetry as a whole. It is rather
unfortunate that Rumi, unlike Whitman, has not yet benefitted from any
modern literary criticism. Even though for his native speakers he is a
poet and a singer, and they love to memorize and recite his songs, his
scholars biasly ignore him as a poet and fail to appreciate him as one
of the greatest poets in Persian literature. This can only be done
when his poetry is studied apart from his mystical ideas, it is recog
nized that the scholars of his work refrain, in a biased way from see
ing him as a poet and from appreciating him.
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It is the central urge in every atom,
(Often unconscious, often evil, downfallen,)
To return to its divine source and origin. ...
(Whitman)
In Shams Rumi celebrates all the perfect manifestations of
love.

Shams represents humanity in the image of God.

In loving Shams

he loves humanity and God; in merging with Shams he merges with human
ity and God; in identifying with Shams he finds himself Man in God.
Rumi likes to humanize and mystify his love of Shams because he is both
man and God in a most perfect unitive image.

He constantly returns to

this ideal image, this divine draught in the human pitcher, and cele
brates its influence in the Divan:
0 Shams Tabriz, I am so drunken in this world,
That except of drunkenness and revelry I have no tale to tell.29
Whitman in "Song of Myself" celebrates a similar Shams-like
figure with whom the poet wants to be united after the long journey:
My rendezvous is appointed, it is certain,
The Lord will be there and wait till I come on perfect terms,
The great Camerado, the lover true for whom I pine will be
there.30
Furthermore Whitman's other idealized figure, the poet-prophet, has
much more in common with Shams.

In the next part of this chapter I

will study this in more depth.

29.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

30.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 63.

p. 127.
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Whitman
Whitman's version of Adam and Christ, as well as his poetprophet, is sometimes akin to and sometimes different from that of
Rtimi.

While Rumi puts much emphasis on Adam's knowledge and his

proximity to God, Whitman concentrates on his masculine physique,
generative power, and all that which adds to his innocent sexual urge
before the fall.

In the New World where he places his Adam, and all

the innocent sexual imagery attached to it, he sees himself as the new
bard in the new Eden:
Ages and ages returning at intervals,
Undestroy'd, wandering immortal,
Lusty, phallic ...
I, chanter of Adamic songs,
Through the new garden the West, the great cities,
Deliriate. ...31
And sometimes he identifies with Adam:
As Adam early in the morning,
Walking forth from the bower refresh'd with sleep,
Behold me where I pass, hear my voice, approach,
Touch me, touch the palm of your hand to my body as I pass
Be not afraid of my body.^2
It is clear that Whitman celebrates the sexual and productive
urge in Adam more than anything else.

But this does not mean that he

tends to ignore the spiritual fibre which connects Adam and his
children to something more than flesh and blood.

In fact sexual

activity very often leads to spiritual experience in Whitman's mysti
cism, and the two are inseparable in his world of procreant urge and

31.

Ibid., p. 80.

32.

Ibid., p. 83.
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spiritual evolution, as Thomas E. Crawley also notes in this passage:
Drawing heavily upon the Adam tradition, he shows how this
significant, God-like, creative act, which is fundamentally
physical, inevitably leads man into his most basic and natural
spiritual experience—the spiritual experience at the heart of
Leaves of Grass—the union of individual spirits in the act of
love. This is the beginning of Adam's spiritual training in
Paradise Lost, and the angel points it out before he turns
scarlet. Stovall says of Whitman, 'If he tried to lift sex
out of its degradation and liberate it from taboo, it was
because he believed it to be the most spiritual part of man's
nature, and an integral part of the soul.'^3
Although Rumi is never outspoken about sexual activity, and he
does condemn pure lust, he conveys much of his spiritually ecstatic
experience through erotic imagery.

The recurrent portion of this kind

of imagery is derived from love and nuptial union, dance and music,
wine, intoxication, and dream.

It is obvious that the poet is always

concerned with the symbolic meaning of this kind of imagery, trying to
move above its phsyical level.

But the physical is somehow left

involved in the spiritual, as much as the body is affected by any act
of the soul.

Rumi's pain of love is as much tangible in the soul as it

is in the body:

"My body is like the moon which is melting for love, /

My heart is like Zuhra's lute—may its strings be broken."

Although he

does not sexualize spiritual experience as Whitman does, he does how
ever have a strong sensual awareness of spiritual ecstasy.
I mentioned before that Rumi's image of Adam is different from
that of Whitman, the first being more mystical than the second.

But

here I would like to point out that Adam's image in the views of both

33. Thomas Edward Craw'iey, The Structures of Leaves of Grass
(Austin and London: University of Texas Press, 1970), p. 100.
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poets is but a historic point of reference to the preexistence of the
cosmic self.

The cosmic self, co-eternal with the universe, is the

"Adamic archetype," or the soul of Adam in preexistence, as Dr. Chari
affirms, who also points to this remarkable resemblance between Rumi
and Whitman:
Time and space are seen as a vast spiritual expanse, a flow
or continuum. We find such expansiveness echoed again and
again: 'Distant and dead resuscitate, / They show us as the
dial or move as the hands of me, I am the clock myself,1 and,
'it avails not, time or place—distance avails not, / I am
with you, you women and men of a generation, or ever so many
generations hence,' and, 'I am alive in New York and San
Francisco, / Again I tread the streets after two thousand
years.' This sense of continuity may be seen in these words
of Jalalludin Rumi the Persian mystic:
Eve was not, I was
Adam was not, I was
He himself was not, I was.-^
For Rumi and Whitman the self or the soul assumes its first physicalspiritual manifestation in Adam, but it is not identical with him, for
its primordial dimension transcends time and space.
The second Biblical figure to whom Whitman frequently alludes,
with a gesture of identification, is Jesus Christ.

Much has been

written on Christ symbolism in Leaves of Grass, of which some will be
discussed in relevance to my topic in this chapter.

In his essay on

"Biblical Echoes in Whitman's Works" Gay Wilson Allen suggests that

34. V. K. Chari, Whitman in the Light of Vedantic Mysticism
(Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press,1976), p. 98. The
following are a few other lines in which Rumi expresses his identity
with the universal soul before the creation of Adam:
I was on that day when the Names were not.
Nor any sign of existence endowed with name ...
By me Names and Named were brought to view.
On the day when these were not 'I' and 'We.' ...
(The Divan, p. 71).
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Whitman gives an esoteric dimension to his Christ symbolism:
The study indicates the strong appeal that the life of Christ
had for him. ... My catalogue of his allusions indicates
that he drew most of his biblical inspiration from the New
Testament, and still more specifically from the crucifixion
scenes of the Christ-drama. ... The role which he strove to
play was modeled far more on the example of Christ than on
the prophets of the Old Testament. ... Nearly three times
as many 'specific allusions' are found in Whitman's early and
juvenile writings as in his later poetry and prose. . . .
Thus as Whitman's mind and art matured, the biblical influ
ence became deeper, more abstract, and more difficult to
identify precisely.^5
Another study dealing with this subject in depth is Thomas E. Crawley's
"Christ-Symbol" in The Structure of Leaves of Grass, in which he
examines the poet's various references to Christ-symbol in his poetry
and prose.

In the author's view this symbol is one of the unifying

themes in Leaves of Grass:
When we remember that the 'God in man1 idea is the dominant
theme in Leaves of Grass, we realize that Whitman's strong
attraction to the personality of Christ as the fruition of
Hebraic religion and thought is inevitable. There are more
than forty direct references to Christ (over twenty of which
are significant) in Whitman's prose. These references, of
course, do not include the numerous passages indicative of
the Christ spirit or idea in general, which are a part of
everything he wrote. Whitman sees, as the climactic element
in the Hebrew religion, its focus upon 'the sublime idea of
a coming man or Saviour, a perfect individual.' ... This
fact is clearly indicated in an annotated clipping on 'The
Unity of the Bible,' from the 'American Messenger,' an
article which takes the typical Protestant point of view
that running throughout the entire Bible, Old and New Testa
ments alike, is one unifying idea, 'in a word, Jesus Christ,
the Saviour.' ... Jesus Christ the key-note of the whole.-3®

35. Gay Wilson Allen, "Biblical Echoes in Whitman's Works,"
American Literature, VI (November 1934), 302-303.
36.

Crawley, The Structure of Leaves of Grass, p. 59.
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Whitman not only alludes to Christ, he also inclines to
identify with him along his mystic journey into the timeless cosmos:
. . . we walk unheld, free, the whole earth over, journeying
up and down till we make our ineffaceable mark upon time and
the diverse eras,
Till we saturate time and eras, that the men and women of
races, ages to come, may prove brethren and lovers as we
are.^'
"To Him That Was Crucified"
Or in these lines from "Song of Myself":
That I could forget the mockers and insults!
That I could forget the trickling tears and the blows of the
bludgeons and hammers!
That I could look with a separate look on my own crucifixion
and bloody crowning!^®
The third ideal figure qualified in his prose on poetics can be

39

called a poet-prophet.

This model artist is indeed Whitman himself

in Leaves of Grass, "the true son of God, the poet" who shall "justify"
and "fuse" all "separations and gaps."^®

He will not emerge as a mere

observer but a uniter and a mediator:
The prophet and the Bard,
Shall yet maintain themselves—in higher circles yet,
Shall mediate to the Modern, to Democracy—interpret yet
to them,
God and Eidolons.

37.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 271.

38.

Ibid., p. 56.

39. Thomas E. Crawley also discusses Whitman's concept of the
poet-prophet to prophecy and prophetic mission, but I have tried to
relate it to the mediating role of the mystic poet.
40.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 291.

41.

Ibid., p. 440.
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Eidolons are images of the Ideal behind the layers of appearance con
templated by the soul of the mystic poet.

Standing between the

apparent and the Ideal, he seeks to reconcile and fuse them into one.
Whitman ascribes this cosmic mediation to his "full-grown poet" in
these lines:
When the full-grown poet came,
Out spake pleased Nature ...
. . . saying, H e is mine;
But out spake too the Soul of man ...
. . . Nay, he is mine. . . .
Then the full-grown poet stood between the two, and took
each by hand;
And today and ever so stands, as blender, uniter, tightly
holding hands,
Which he will never release until he reconciles the two,
And wholly and joyously blends them.^
The "full-grown poet" is Whitman himself, his idealized self,
who assumes the various qualities of the perfect man and the prophet,
such as Rumi does with Shams.

In "Children of Adam" he emerges as the

new Adam; in "Calamus" he presents himself as the lover of mankind; in
"Drum-Taps" he identifies with Christ, as the healer and the lover; in
the "Sea-Drift" and "Autumn Rivulets" sections, and other songs, he
appears as a bard of nature and common people; in "Passage to India" he
is the poet and "the true son of God," and the mystic traveler circling
the globe, sailing the seas, and the infinite to attain the same
spiritual union desired by Rumi and the other Sufis:
. . . the voyage done,
Surrounded, copest, frontest God, yieldest, the aim attain'd

42.

Ibid., p. 379.
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As fill'd with friendship, love complete, the Edler Brother
found
The Younger melts in fondness in his arms.^
In "Song of Myself" the poet performs all these roles and assumes
similar qualification which Rumi perceives in Shams.

In "Song of My

self" Whitman speaks of himself as the cosmic man:
I am an acme of things accomplished, and I am an encloser of
things to be.^

ac
I am large, I contain multitudes.
Walt Whitman, a kosmos of Manhattan the son. . .
Before I was born out of my mother generations guided me,
My embryo has never been torpid, nothing could overlay it.^7
Rumi speaks of the perfect man who is also a projection of his ideal
self:
. . . in form thou art the microcosm, in reality thou art the
macrocosm.^8
Man is born once, I have been born many times.
Clothed in the mantle of corporeal limbs, I have busied myself
often with affairs,
And often I have rent this mantle with my own hands.
I have passed nights with ascetics in the monastery,
I have slept with infidels before the idols in the pagoda.
I am the theft of rogue, I am the pain of the sick,
I am both cloud and rain, I have rained in the meadows.^9

p. 332.
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Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 293.
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Whitman may be as elusive and symbolic about his self-image as
Rumi, but at times he can be clearly self-analytical and candid, as in
these lines from "Starting from Paumanok" in which he proclaims himself
as a new prophet:
I too, following many and follow'd by many, inaugurate a
religion, I descend into the arena,
(it may be I am destin'd to utter the loudest cries there,
the winner's pealing shouts,
Who know? they may rise from me yet, and soar above every
thing.)50
His claim to being a prophet must not be seen in orthodox terms.

For

him prophecy means more than mere prediction or the direct historic
revelation of the words of God:
The word prophecy is much misused: it seems narrowed to pre
diction merely. That is not the main sense of the Hebrew word
translated 'prophecty'; it means one whose mind bubbles up and
pours forth as a fountain, from inner, divine spontaneities
revealing God. Prediction is a very minor part of prophecy.
The great matter is to reveal and outpour the God-like sug
gestions pressing for birth in the soul.-^
The mind which "bubbles up and pour forth as a fountain, from
inner, divine spontaneities revealing God" is the intuitive soul of the
mystic poet who has had an intimate vision of the Divine in himself and
the outside world.

This mystical experience of the divinity in one's

self is equally shared by the mystic poet or poet-prophet and the
prophet.

In his "Preface to 1855 Edition of Leaves of Grass" Whitman

develops his concept of the great cosmic poet with the same quality of

50.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 18.

51. Walt Whitman, Specimen Days and Collect (Philadelphia:
Rees Welsh and Co., 1882-83), p. 307.
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the mind which he mentions in connection to prophecy:
The greatest poet does not moralize or make applications of
morals ... he knows the soul. The soul has that measure
less pride which consists in never acknowledging any lessons
but its own.
His brain is the ultimate brain. He is no arguer ...
he is judgment. He judges not as the judge judges but as
the sun falling around a helpless things.
Of all mankind the great poet is the equable man ...
He bestows on every object or quality its fit proportions
neither more nor less. He is the arbiter of the diverse and
he is the key ... Obedience does not master him, he masters
it. High up out of reach he stands turning a concentrated
light ... he turns the pivot with his finger.
He drags the dead out of their coffins and stands them
again on their feet ... he says to the past, Rise and walk
before me that I may realize you.52
These statements clearly demonstrate that Whitman sees the
great poet as the center of the universe, the cause, and the purpose of
creation.
spirit.

He is, as Rumi says, a microcosm in body and a macrocosm in

Whitman ascribes such superman qualification to his great poet

because this figure has discovered in himself the entrance to God and
to the mysteries of the universe.

In the words of Emerson:

"He (the

poet) stands among partial men for the complete man. ..." "The poet
is the sayer, the namer, and represents beauty.
53
stands on the center."
almost the same terms:

He is a sovereign, and

Rumi also speaks of the perfect man (Qutb) in

"The Qutb revolves round himself, while round

52. Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 417.
Whitman's "Preface to 1855 Edition of Leaves of Grass."

See

53. Selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. by Stephen E.
Whicher (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960), p. 224.
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him revolve all the spheres of Heaven."

To be the center and on the

center is the spiritual position of any of these:
prophet, and the perfect man.

the poet, the

These three perform the same mission

when located in-between man and his soul, man and the universe, man and
God.

The mystic poet may not be a prophet or a perfect man in the

literal sense of the words, but his position is obviously central and
his duty is to mediate between man and his higher ideals.
Perhaps mediation is the most common thing between the mystic
and the prophet.

When man's vision darkens, when he perceives himself

in parts and pieces, when he thinks he is beset with chaos and despair,
when he discovers that his soul is no longer in tune within himself
and the outside world—then the prophet and the mystic poet, committed
to the ideals of love and brotherhood and unity, emerge to bring man
to renewed visions of hope and salvation.

The prophet may seek to

accomplish this by means of a new vigorous faith and religion, and the
mystic poet may resort to man's own inner potentiality, yet despite
this difference in method the ultimate aim is the same.

54.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 126.

CHAPTER 3

MYSTICAL CONCEPTION OF LANGUAGE AND POETRY

Every fprro you see has its archetype in the placeless world;
If the form perished, no matter, since its original is ever
lasting.
Every fair shape you have seen, every deep saying you have
heard,
Be no cast down that it perished; for that is not so.
Whereas the spring-head is undying, its branch gives water
continually;1
(Rumi)
The soul is of itself,
All verges to it, all has reference to what ensues
All that a person does, says, thinks, is of consequence.2
(Whitman)
Much of old and modern scholarship on Rumi asserts that he has
a deprecatory attitude toward his poetry and that this attitude is evi
dent in these lines:
What is poetry that I should brag about it;
I have another art other than poetry.
Poetry is like a black cloud, behind which I am like the moon.
You cannot call the black cloud the bright moon in the sky.3
These lines seem to be rather contradictory to the life and
spirit of a person entirely dedicated to poetry and prose, and the
largest literary output produced by him in the history of Persian

1. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
p. 47. (Emphasis mine."3
2.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 264.

3. This poem is cited by Hossein Nasr in his essay on "Rumi
and the Sufi Tradition," The Scholar and The Saint (New York: New York
University Press, 1975), p. 177. This poem demonstrates the poet's
modest attitude toward his work. The poem is never discussed in con
trast to other lines which contradict this modest attitude.
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literature.

Reynold R. Nicholson, eminent Rumi scholar, provides this

brief estimate of the quantity and quality of his major works:

the

Divan and the Mathnavi:
Rumi's literary output, as stupendous in magnitude as it is sub
lime in content, consists of the very large collection of
mystical odes, perhaps as many as 2,500, which make up the
Diwan-i Shams-i Tabriz; the Mathnawi in six books of about
25,000 rhyming couplets; and the Rubaiyat or quatrains, of
which maybe about 1,600 are authentic ... his materials are
richer and more varied, and his method of handling the subject
is so original that it may justly be described as 'new style.'
It is a style of great subtlety and complexity, hard to analyze;
yet its general features are simple and cannot be doubted. In
the Mathnawi ... it gives the reader an exhilarating sense of
largeness and freedom by its disregard for logical cohesion,
defiance of convention, bold use of the language of common life,
and abundance of images drawn from homely things and incidents
familiar to every one. The poem resembles a trackless ocean:
there are no boundaries; no lines of demarcation between the
literal 'husk' and the 'kernel' of doctrine in which its inner
sense is conveyed and copiously expounded.^
As noted by Nicholson, Rumi is a prolific poet, with profundity of
vision and originality of style.

He is not only generally ranked one

of the four greatest poets in Iranian literature, but he is also, per
haps next only to Hafiz, the finest lyric poet.
Despite of all this abundance and fine quality of work, Rumi is
said to have deprecated poetry and the poet-craft in general.

In this

essay I will argue against the validity and finality of this claim, and
will attempt to debate it in the light of the poet's other statements
which imply more than a favorable attitude toward poetry.

This seeming

4. Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 22. The introduction
to this book was left incomplete after Nicholson's death in 1945. A.
J. Arberry then completed the introduction from which this quotation is
taken.
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contradiction, partly raised by himself and largely by his critics,
must be solved before I compare his conception of poetry with
Whitman's.
I will deal with this issue from three points of view:
torical, biographical, and textual.

his

First I will define sha'r (poetry)

and examine it in the way it was practiced by the early Arab poets and
the later Persian court poets.

Second I will attempt to analyze Rumi's

critical view on court poetry in contrast to his enthusiastic attitude
toward inspired speech.

Having discovered his conception of the true

poet and his craft, I will further investigate it through his certain
suggestive lines on language and poetry in comparison with similar ele
ments from Whitman's poems.

Finally I will try to conclude this study

with an analysis of the two poets' common conception of the true poet
and his craft.
Sha'r (poetry) in the ancient Arabic literary tradition can be
defined as a persuasive metrical speech, with established patterns of
rhythm, composed to entertain such simple emotions as anger, fear,
sympathy, sexuality, and so forth.

A person who composes sha'r is

called sha'ir, one who combines in his profession bardic, shamanic, and
comic roles, as one biographer of the Prophet notes:
Poets were not thought by established social opinion to have
much solid human quality. They were overemotional and
'indifferent.' They were popular enough. Some of them
could have you rolling on the ground in mirth at their rau
cous insolence or obscenity, or move you to tears of anger
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or pride. But many poets seemed quite mad, as if possessed
by an evil jinn.-'
This is a general description of the early Meccan poet who is
more of an entertainer or even of a wizard-figure than a serious
artist.
Muhammad in his youth, as Rumi tells us, wished to be a similar
poet, "with the like elegance and eloquence," but "when the unseen
world became revealed to him and he became drunk with God, his heart
turned completely against that desire.In his becoming "drunk with
God" the Prophet became a different poet—a poet possessed by the
Divine Spirit, whereas the Meccan poet was one who was "possessed by an
evil jinn."

In the "God-drunk" Prophet, Rumi sees his ideal poet,^

distinct from either the Meccan poet or the Persian court poet, whose
interest lies in something other than the Divine Spirit.

In the young

Muhammad the poet identifies a poetic urge similar to his.

And when

they receive divine illumination this poetic urge, being fostered by
God, turns toward Him.

Rumi speaks of the Prophet:

When the unseen world became revealed to him and he became
drunk with God, his heart turned completely against that
desire. ... God most High declared, 'I have given thee that
elegance and, eloquence which thou soughtest.' 'The Prophet
answered, Lord, of what use are they to me?' ... God most

5. Betty Kelen, Muhammad, The Messenger of God (A Kangaroo
Book) (New York: Pocket Books, 1977), p. 10.
6.

Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 155.

7. Ibid. Read also p. 13 where his description of the scholar
seems to be his description of the true poet: "All men living in his
time are held in check by the awe of him and derive succour from the
reflection of his radiance, whether they are aware of the fact or not."
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High replied, 'Do not grieve. That too shall come to pass,
and yet thy indifference shall still obtain and it will harm
thee nothing.' God most High bestowed on him such speech
that all the world, from his time down to the present day,
have composed and still compose so many volumes expounding it.
•

•

•

8

Rumi speaks of his own poetic urge:
When I first began to compose poetry it was a great urge that
compelled me to compose. At that time the urge had much
effect; now the urge has grown weaker and is declining, but
still it has its effect. Such is the way of God most High.
He fosters things in the time of their rising, and great
effect and much wisdom are produced therefrom; in the state
of declining his fostering has its force.^
In Rumi's view, as the above paragraph suggests, poetic urge is
a gift of God and it must be used to serve His purpose.

In the Meccan

or Persian court-poet this poetic urge is usually directed to serve the
ego or to bring the poet to the favor of a king and his audience.
Perhaps it is on the basis of this remarkable difference between
the court-poet and himself that Rumi shuns the appellation and craft of
the poet in their restrictive applications in his time and before.

For

Rumi a poet with a sense of the divine in his heart and his message
cannot be associated with the court-poet, who is often no more than a
mundane panegyrist and a lazy, thoughtless, professional rhymer.

Of

such kinds of verse-mongers there were about four hundred at the court
of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna^ a century or more before Rumi.

8.

Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 155.

9.

Ibid.

Having

10. Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna (997-1030), whose empire included
the whole central Asia, ancient Iran and Afghanistan (Khurasan), and
Turkey, had at his court about four hundred poets. Daulatshah, one of
the early Persian prosodist, writes in this connection: "They say that
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been strongly aware of himself as a poet in contrast to a court-poet or
any other common versifier, and of the confused conception of the two
as sha'ir, Rumi in the very first part of his Discourses sounds this
warning note:
The Prophet, on whom be peace, said: 'The worst of scholars
is he who visits princes, and the best of princes is he who
visits scholars. Happy is the prince who stands at the man's
door, and wretched is the poor man who stands at the door of
the prince.'H
And in the following he is more critical of the court-poet's dependence
on a monarch:
The danger arises from the fact that when kings enter upon the
scene and the spell of their influence gains strength, con
verting so to speak into a dragon, the man who keeps company
with them and lays claim to their friendship and accepts money
from them will inevitably speak in accordance with their
wishes. He will receive their evil views with the utmost
attention and will not be able to gainsay them.
As a poet of high vision, Rumi seems to have preferred the
terms "arif" (scholar in the gnostic sense) or "alim" and "ashiq"
(lover) to "sha'ir," which in its historical context refers more to a
poem-maker and a skilled versifier than to an inspired scholar.

Thus

when he says ("What is poetry that I should boast of it, /I possess an
art other than the art of the poets.") he refers to the poet and his

in the cavalcade of Sultan Mahmud ... four hundred appointed poets
were constantly in attendance. The leader and commander of this regi
ment of poets was Master Unsuri. ... He enjoyed at the Sultan's court
the combined rank of companion and poet, and was ... engaged in com
memorating in verse the Sultan's progresses and campaigns ...
11.

Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 13.

12.

Ibid., p. 21.
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craft (sha'r-u-sha'iri) in their literal and restrictive contexts, the
"arif," "alim," and "ashiq" and to the fact that true visions were
absent in their work.

In this case, his claim to "an art other than

the art of the poets" very likely alludes to the art or gift of the
mystic, which can be interpreted as the art of seeing rather than say
ing, as this line testifies:

"Dissolve your whole body into Vision:

become seeing, seeing, seeing!"
sayer, he is also the seer.^
of words and expressions.

Thus the true poet is not only the

And his visions move beyond the layers

When Rumi says "Poetry is like a black

cloud; I am like the moon hiding behind the veil" he means to place the
art of seeing before the art of saying.

First comes the mystic and

then the poet to articulate the former's visions.

In other words, the

mystic combines in himself the wisdom of the arif and the passion of
the ashiq.

And when he in his totality craves for expression, then the

true poet emerges and dominates and harmonizes them into a unified per
sonality.

Rumi in these lines declares the birth of the poet in him

self after he has been consumed by the art of the mystic--love:
When in my breast
The flame of love was lit,
Whate'er but love my heart possesst
Love's fire consumed it.
The subtle brain,
The school, the book I spurned;

13.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 37.

14. Walt Whitman's ideal poet is also the seer, the lover, and
the sayer: "He is a seer ... he is individual ... he is complete
in himself ... the others are as good as he, only he sees and they do
not." "The known universe has one complete lover and that is the
greatest poet." Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 415.
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The poet's craft I strove to gain,
And rhyming verse I learned.-^
Being born out of vision and love, this poet must be held in
higher esteem than the common poet, for he is the seer and the sayer.
And in him the wisdom of the arif, the true passion of the ashiq, and
the saying of the sha'ir all commingle in a graceful way.
fests these qualities in a proper way.

Rumi mani

So does Walt Whitman.

A study

of how these two visionary poets demonstrate some remarkable affinity
in their conceptions of language and poetry will be of sane notable
worth in the context of comparative literature.
Rumi and Whitman believe in the Platonic idea of archetype,
that is, facts and things of this visible world have their original and
ideal forms in the invisible.

"Every form you see has its archetype in

the placeless world; / If the form perished, no matter, since its orig
inal is everlasting."^

And Whitman in "Eidolons"-^ expresses a

similar idea:
Ever the mutable,
Ever materials, changing, crumbling, re-cohering,
Ever the ateliers,18 the factories divine,
Issuing eidolons.19

15.

Arberry, Classical Persian Literature, p. 229.

16.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

p. 47.
17. "Eidolon" is also equivalent to Plato's concept of the
"idea". Whitman uses this term to signify the spiritual counterpart of
a physical object or manifestation.
18.

"Ateliers" (workshop).

19.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 8.
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Here I do not intend to present a discussion of Rumi's and
Whitman's Platonic concept of the archetype, but rather to apply it to
their conceptions of language and poetry.

Three elements of language-

sounds, letters, and words—will be discussed in relation to their
archetypes, together with the poets' efforts to restore the link
between the ideal or archetype and the phenomenal.
In the archetypal world, the primeval speaker, the poet, and
the complete artist^O is God Himself whose words are creative and bring
life into the world.

This idea is suggested in the story of "Omar and

the Ambassador" in the Mathnavi:
He speaks to the rose's ear, and causes it to bloom;
He speaks to the tulip, and makes it blossom.
He speaks a spell to body, and it becomes soul;
He speaks to the sun, and it becomes a fount of light.
Again, in its ear He whispers a word of power,
And its face is darkened as by a hundred eclipses.21
A theologian may interpret God's speech as Logos; however, he cannot
ignore the poetic touch Rumi perceives in his God.

Furthermore, Rumi's

God appears more often as the "Cup-Bearer," the "Beloved," the "Wine,"
and He is as much intoxicated with His creation as the poet is with His
image in his soul.

In the Divan Rumi also uses the same images to

speak of Shams Tabriz, his spiritual guide, and of himself in a rapt
state of mergence with Shams and his God.

The tie which interlinks

Rumi and Shams and God is always accompanied with an array of

20.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 155.

21.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 25.
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love-beloved^

or

wine-and-saki images.

Thus the creation of this

triadic figure is more mystically poetic than theological.
If God is the archetypal artist, the universe is a perfect
expression of His art, teeming with archetypal sounds, letters, signs,
and words.

In this way, music was all composed and "poetry was all

written before time was," as Emerson further says:
and whenever we are so finely organized that we can penetrate
into that region where the air is music, we hear those primal
warblings and attempt to write them down, but we lose ever
and anon a word or a verse and substitute something of our
own, and thus miswrite the poem. The men of more delicate
ear write down these cadences more faithfully, and these
transcripts, though imperfect, become the songs of the
nations.23
First I will start my discussion with archetypal sounds, the
same sounds which Emerson calls "primal warbling."

To be brief and

clear, I will present a discussion of Rumi's "Remembered Music" in com
parison with Whitman's "Mystic Trumpeter."

In his poem Rumi expresses

a similar idea to Emerson's "primal warblings" often reverberative in
our souls and sometimes resonant in our best music and songs:
'Tis said, the pipe and lute that charm our ears
Derive their melody from rolling spheres;

22. God is the Salci and the Wine: / He knows what manner of
Love is mine. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
p. xliii. Or
"The Beloved is all in all, the lover only veils Him;
The Beloved is all that lives, the lover a dead thing."
(Whinfield, The Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 3.)
23. Selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson, An Organic Anthology,
ed. by Stephen E. Whicher (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960),
p. 224 ("the poet").
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We, who are parts of Adam, heard with him
The song of angels and of seraphim.
Our memory, though dull and sad, retains
Some echo still of those unearthly strains.
This poem reflects upon the pleasant echoes of a pristine time when
man's soul in its pure innocence enjoyed the presence of its Origin and
lived in harmony with the earth and heavens.

As a psychic mystic-poet,

Rumi is very sensitive to the kind of sound and music which can bring
to his memory a sense of spiritual union.

In his poetry he also

captures the sounds of nature, of birds and waves of the ocean, but
again he perceives in them one central motif:
and of the beloved.

the voice of the lover

The sound of the reed, which tells the story of

its separation from the reedbed (its origin) and its longing to return
to it, from which it had been cut off, symbolizes an urge in every
entity to return to its origin.25

in the murmur of a stream running

toward the sea (its origin); in the crackling sound of hay burning to
ash; in the songs of his whirling dervishes dancing around a spiritual
center—in all these the poet hears the voice of a lover calling his
beloved, an entity being attracted by its source and origin.
Whitman is a nature-oriented mystic-poet; therefore, he is more
attracted to the sounds and beauty of nature than in any thing else.

24.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 32.

25.

In the Mathnavi Rumi declares:
The motion of every atom is towards its origin;
A man comes to the thing on which he is bent.
And Whitman says in his "A Persian Lesson" the same thing:
It is the central urge in every atom,
To return to its divine source and origin. ...
(Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 381).
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His "The Mystic Trumpeter," unlike Rumi's reed-flute, spreads all kinds
of sounds.

But the poet wants it to sing one song:

Blow again trumpeter! and for thy theme,
Take now the enclosing theme of all, the solvent and the
setting,
Love, that is pulse of all, the sustenance and the pang,
The heart of man and woman all for love,
No other theme but love—knitting, enclosing, all-diffusing
love.26
The sound of the reed, like the trumpeter, also takes on a high pitch
when it speaks of love:
Hail to thee, then, 0 Love, sweet madness!
Thou who healest all our infirmities!
•••
• »•

Love exalts our earthly bodies to heaven,
And makes the very hills to dance with joy!^?
The sounds of the reed and the wind (trumpeter), being used
both as instruments of nature music and rhythm, combine in them arche
typal sounds of nature and human songs.

Whitman perceives in the

sounds of the wind something more beyond the familiar note:
0 glad, exulting, culminating song!
A vigor more than earth's is in thy notes.
Sing to my soul, renew its languishing faith and hope
Rouse up my slow belief, give me some vision of the future
Give me for once its prophecy and joy.28
And for both poets these sounds can impart a soothing influence and a
regenerative power on the human soul, because they utter the voice of
love.

Rumi's reed-flute is a love-inspired instrument, sensitive to

26.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 326.

27.

Whinfield, The Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 2.

28.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, pp. 326-327.
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the lover's joys and grievances, and companion of their lonely path,
because the reed itself is left separated from its beloved home, the
reedbed.
'The flute is the confidant of all unhappy lovers;
Yea, its strains lay bare my inmost secrets.
Who hath seen a poison and an antidote like the flute?
Who hath seen a sympathetic consoler like the flute?
The flute tells the tale of love's bloodstained path,29
The sounds of the reed and the wind are not the pure sounds of nature
in terms of language.

These are indeed songs which in their themes and

tones echo the rhythms and cadences of nature.

Since the reed and the

trumpeter have in their sounds echoes of noble human emotions, we can
be sure that they personify the voice of the human

soul.^O

A further fascination with archetypal sounds is shown in
delight in the warblings of birds.
monly emphasized in their poems:

Two aspects of bird imagery are com
flight and warbling.

Flight imagery

will be examined in another chapter, but here I intend to concentrate
on their interest in bird sounds.

As a note I would like to add that

flight in Rumi's and Whitman's poems symbolizes the movement of the
soul.

And sounds of birds are usually associated with songs and

poetry.

29.

Whinfield, The Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, pp. 1-2.

30. Rumi's "Song of the Reed," which appears at the beginning
of The Mathnavi, can be compared with Whitman's "Song of Myself," in
both of which the self or soul acts as the poet's delegated vision.
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Rumi and Whitman pay a special attention to the warblings of
birds, maybe because bird sounds, more musical and meaningful than any
other sounds in nature, are the primal songs of nature.

Perhaps it is

for the same reason that the songs of the nightingale have fascinated
the major poets of the Persian language throughout the centuries.

And

this bird sometimes appears as the poetic muse in some of Hafiz's
poems, as well as in the work of some other romantic poets.

Rumi in a

number of lines associates true poetry with bird's songs:
The eloquence of courtly birds is a mere echo: where is the
speech of the birds of Solomon?31
"The eloquence of courtly birds" refers to the artificial style
of the court poets, which, in Rumi's view, is a "mere echo" of "the
birds of Solomon."

Solomon, the perfect man, knew the language of

birds and thus could commune with nature and the higher planes of
existence.

Here Rumi points to the cosmic sense and the archetypal

element in the language of the mystic-poet in contrast to the preva
lence of fallacy and deadness in the language of the court poets.
Songs of the mocking-bird and the hermit thrush in "Out of The
Cradle" and "When Lilacs Last" bring inspiration and higher meaning to
the young poet.

The mocking-bird's carol of "lonesome love" inspires

"a thousand songs .

. . f A thousand warbling echoes ..." within the

oo
"outsetting bard."

While the mocking-bird's songs fill the young

31. Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 60; (The Mathnawi of
of Jalal al-Din Rumi, II, 3758; Solomon was taught the bird language
(Quran, xxvii, 16).

32.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 183.
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poet with love and compassion, the hermit thrush initiates him into the
deeper meaning of life and death.
Prais'd be the fathomless universe,
For life and joy, and for objects and knowledge curious
And for love, sweet love—but praise! praise! Praise!
For the sure-enwinding arms of cool-enfolding death.33
The sounds of birds in Rumi's and Whitman's poems are universal
songs which celebrate life, love, and death, both in their temporal and
spiritual dimensions.

And we call these songs and sounds archetypal

because they are supposed to be primal echoes of truths and "waves of
thought" arising from "the Ocean of Wisdom," as Rumi utters in these
lines:
The sound and speech arise from the thought;
Thou knowest not where is the ocean of thought;
Yet when thou seest fair waves of speech,
Thou knowest there is a glorious Ocean beneath them.
The waves of thought arise from the Ocean of Wisdon,
They assume the forms of sound and speech.
These forms of speech are born and die again,
These waves cast themselves back into the Ocean.34Whitman suggests a similar idea in these lines from "Song of Prudence":
The soul is of itself,
All verges to it, all has reference
to what ensues,
All that a person does, says, thinks, is
of consequence. I I .
Whitman, like Rumi, conceives certain cosmic and archetypal
counterparts to words and letters.

In "A Song of The Rolling Earth,"

33.

Ibid., p. 237.

34.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, pp. 23-24.

35. Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 160.
(emphasis mine.)
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Whitman sees the earth as a vast book of letters, words, and poems.
A song of the rolling earth, and of words according,
Were you thinking that those were the words, those upright
lines? those curves, angles, dots?
No, those are not the words, the substantial words are in the
ground and sea,
They are in the air, they are in you.
Human bodies are words, myriads of words
(In the best poems re-appear the body ... well-shaped,
natural. . .
Even though the sea is used by both poets as a metaphor for the realm
of "waves of speech" and "the substantial words," it may not mean the
same thing to both poets.

Here Rumi uses the sea as a metaphor for the

pure ground of spiritual archetypes or the divine universal mind.
Whitman uses it as a creative part of nature:37

But

"the substantial words

are in the ground and sea, / They are in the air, they are in you."
Perhaps the main difference between their concepts of nature as arche
typal words is that Rumi perceives these words to be archetypes of
other archetypes in the invisible; but Whitman, being more earthly,
sees the words of nature as the only archetypal and substantial words.
But sometimes these differences do not hold very long, and then the two
poets' border becomes a thin line and thus their views overlap, as in

36.

Ibid.

37. In "Passage to India" the sea metaphor becomes as much
mystical as it appears in Rumi's poetry. I will discuss this in
Chapter 5. See also V. Hart Crane's Voyages II and Stevens' "The
Comedian as the Letter C" (for similar uses of the figure).
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these lines:
Man is a mighty volume; within him all things are written,
but veils and darknesses do not allow him to read that
knowledge within him.38
Human bodies are words, myriads of words. . . .^9
The heavens and earth indeed are words to him who understands
aright, being themselves engendered by words. ..
Air, soil, fire—those are words,
I myself am a word with them. . . .
And in another poem Rumi compares the shapes of the Arabic letters sad,
nun, and jim with the eye, the eyebrow, and the ear.

42

God, the "Fair-writer!"

And he calls his

Similarly, in "A Song of The Rolling Earth,"

in which the act of creation is linked with speech, Whitman sees him
self another page of the cosmic book, the earth.

Furthermore, Whitman

sometimes becomes so rapt with his vision of the earth that he goes so
far as to say that the earth is a book of God's love-letters:
I find letters from God dropt in the street, and every one
is sign'd by God's name.
And I leave them where they are, for I know that whereso'er
I go
Others will punctually come for ever and ever.^3

38.

Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 61.

39.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 161.

40.

Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 330.

41.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 160.

42. Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 134. The Arabic
letters mentioned are written in these respective shapes

s '• . .
43.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p.- 66.
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Rumi's arid Whitman's concepts of words and their archetypes can
be understood in a more theoretical way in the light of Emerson's
theory of language.

Emerson in "Nature" conceives a similar mystically

symbolic correspondence between words and natural facts, in relation to
their spiritual counterparts in the invisible.
1.
2.
3.

Words are signs of natural facts.
Particular natural facts are symbolic of particular
spiritual facts.
Nature is the symbol of spirit.^
If not all, a large portion of Emerson's view of language is

similar to what we noticed in Rumi's and Whitman's lines on words and
archetypes.

The common root of this similarity can be discovered in

several ancient sources, for example, Neo-Platonism, the Christian or.
Islamic doctrine of the Logos, and in mysticism itself.

I am not

interested in examining this issue here; however, I would like to add
as an opinion that Emerson's theory of language, which may have influ
enced Whitman, is Sufi in origin.

Joseph Von Hammer Purgstall's German

translation of classical Persian poetry, to which I referred in my
introduction, with which Emerson was thoroughly familiar, influenced
much of the latter's Transcendentalism.

Mahmud Shabistari's Gulshan-i-

Raz, a dialogue of Sufi theology, with which European travelers have
been familiar since 1700, as A. J. Arberry^ says, may have been
responsible for the Sufi aspect of American Transcendentalism.

Note

how Shabistari (d. 1320), expresses a symbolic view of language and the

44. Whicher, Selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson, An Organic
Anthology, p. 31.
45.

Arberry, Classical Persian Literature, p. 301.
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cosmos similar to that of Whitman and Emerson:
To him, whose soul attains the beatific vision,
The unverse is the book of 'The Truth Most High,'
Accidents are its vowels, and substance its consonants,
And grades of creatures its verse and pauses.^
So far I have examined Rumi1s and Whitman's concepts of
language in relation to symbols and archetypes.

Now I will try to know

if these concepts can produce some implications in regard to their con
ceptions of poetry.

In bringing the sounds and words of their poems

close to their original forms in nature, Rumi and Whitman make poems
which encompass both the real and the transcendent, the real and the
transcendent not in isolation, but in fusion, as Rumi declares in these
lines:
I am a painter ... every moment I form an image
And when all the images are before you, I melt them.
I rouse a hundred pictures; I mix them with the spirit.
And in a different way Whitman expresses the same feeling:
I will not make poems with reference to parts,
But I will make poems ... with reference to ensemble,
•

•

•

And I will not make a poem nor the least of a poem but has
reference to the soul.^®
The fusion of the real and the transcendent brings us to
another aspect of their conceptions of poetry.
faculty, or the creative imagination.

And this is the poetic

In Rumi and Whitman, the poetic

46. Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Sufi Essays (New York: Schocken Books
1977), p. 29; or see Arberry, Classical Persian Literature, pp. 301-307
47.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from The Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

48.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 20.

p. 135.
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faculty is more than any single aspect of the mind.

It can be called

intuition, not in the sense that it is only an extra-sensory percep
tion, but that it is a central force which coordinates all the other
aspects of the mind.

More definitely, intuition, in the way I apply it

to Rumi and Whitman, does not tend to annul the senses, but it rather
activates them and makes them a part of itself.

James E. Miller Jr.

makes the following remark in regard to Whitman's idea of sense per
ception and intuition:
It is through the transfigured senses that he reaches mystical
consciousness. ... When the soul plunges his tongue to the
'bare-stript heart' of the poet, the physical becomes trans
figure into the spiritual, the body from beard to feet is held
in the grip of the soul, and become one: 'Lack one lacks
both.'49
Similarly Rumi maintains that the senses be transformed into a unified
whole and be a part of the inner vision:
Drive the sheep, thy senses, to pasture; let them browse in
the verdant meadow of Reality,
That every sense of thine may become an apostle to others
and lead all their senses into that Paradise;
And then those sensss will tell their secret to thine,
without words and without conveying either literal
or metaphysical meanings.50
Thus intuition, acting as the poetic faculty, has both a sensual and a
spiritual awareness of life.

It has that mercurial force to flow into

the physical and the nonphysical and coalesce the two into a unitive
world of connected images and symbols.

49. James E. Miller Jr., A Critical Guide to Leaves of Grass
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 10.

50.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 101.
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Having had a sensual-spiritual awareness of life, Rumi and
Whitman write poems essentially based on feeling and seeing.
brings the poet in contact with the world within.
poet in contact with the world beyond.

Feeling

Seeing brings the

When the two worlds are felt

and seen, a unitive urge begins to stimulate the poet to interlink the
two.

The fusion is not a conceptual process, or an intellectual

fabrication outside the poet's personal involvement.
the poet with the worlds within, without, and beyond.

It is a fusion of
In other words,

feeling and seeing make the poet one with the things being felt and
seen.

This is the real theme and drama of Whitman's longest poem "Song

of Myself," in which the poet expresses a recurrent sense of identifi
cation with his catalogues:
I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs,
Hell and despair are upon me. ...
Agonies are one of my changes of garments,
I do not ask the wounded person how he feels, I myself
become the wounded person.
Seeing in Rumi includes the idea of becoming one with the thing
desired to be seen or known.
In hearing there is a transformation of qualities;
in seeing a transformation of essence.
If your knowledge of fire has been ascertained
from words alone,
CO
Seek to be cooked by fire!-^
Rumi seems to suggest that in seeing there is becoming, in becoming
there is knowing, in knowing there is a change of essence in the seer.

51.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 52.

52.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 99.
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Therefore, knowledge, as understood by Rumi and Whitman, results from
a mergence of the three elements of intuition:
becoming.

feeling and seeing and

This is the knowledge of the mystic-poet that pervades the

essence and form of his poems.
The poems of Rumi and Whitman embody the spirit of this kind of
knowledge.
roles:

Within their works the poets perform four most significant

in feeling they become lovers; in seeing they become seers or

saints; in becoming they become equal with others; in knowing they
become knowers and gnostics.

Whitman's own statement about his ideal

poet, to some extent, presents a similar view:
He (the poet is a seer ... he is individual ... he is com
plete in himself ... the others are as good as he, only he
sees i t a n d they d o n o t . H e i s n o t o n e o f t h e chorus . . . h e
does not stop for any regulations ... he is the president
of regulation.
In his "Man-of-God"—"drunken without wine," "distraught and bewil
dered," one who is like a "boundless sea," and "rains pearl without a
cloud"--Rumi presents his ideal image of the perfect poet-^ who repre
sents love and beauty and truth.

As Rumi's "man-of-God" has a lot in

53. "Preface to 1855 Edition" of Leaves of Grass (Complete
Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 414.
54. Rumi scholars think that "the man of God" is Rumi's image
of the Perfect Man. I do not intend to argue against this idea. But I
would like to point out that such phrases as "drunken without wine,"
"distraught and bewildered," "boundless sea," and "rains pearl without
a cloud" more qualify a description of a perfect poet than a saint, or
a mergent image of both the poet and the Perfect man. And even if this
is the image of the Perfect Man, it would probably fit Rumi's ideal
poets such as Attar and Sanai and Shams who are both poets and perfect
men. Read this poem in Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi
Tabriz, p. 29.
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common with Whitman's ideal poet, their concepts of poetry also center
on these universal values and truths which they and their idealized
figures seem to epitomize.

As Whitman sums up in these lines:

My comrade!
For you to share with me two greatnesses, and a third
one rising inclusive and more resplendent,
The greatness of Love and Democracy, and the greatness
of religion.

55. Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 19. These
lines come from "Starting from Paumanok."

CHAPTER 4

SOME TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF MYSTICAL POETRY

So, when the Mathnavi is purged of letters and words,
It drops all these, and appears as the sea of Unity.
Then speaker and hearer and spoken words
All three give up the ghost in that consummation.^
(Rumi)
Camerado, this is no book,
Who touches this touches a man,
•

•

•

It is I you hold and who holds you,
I spring from the pages into your arms. .. .2
(Whitman)
These lines declare that Rumi and Whitman wait to be felt in
their works, identified and united with, beyond the verbal and esthetic
levels.

First the poets like to merge with the reader because mergence

or interfusion is indeed a part of the larger cosmic theme which
ensues.

The poets and the reader must not stay in dual isolation so

that they can go on accomplishing a greater mergence with humanity and
the universe in full.

This mystic mergence, seen as the underlying

cosmic operation, is frequently reenacted and dramatized with the use
of certain technical devices in Rumi's and Whitman's poetry.

Mystic

mergence is also the central theme of their works which will be dealt
with, in part, in relation to technique.

Reiterative and catalogue

1.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 276.

2.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 349.
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techniques, performed under the dynamic eye, are two most common
aspects of form in Rumi's and Whitman's poetry.
Before I turn to reiterative techniques I will clarify my con
cept of the dynamic eye and the way it gives rise to repetitive
patterns in the works of the two poets.

The dynamic eye is that inner

vision of the poets which transcends time and space, and perceives the
universe in parts and whole.

In other words, individual parts are seen

as a whole and wholeness is intuited in each part.

The transcendent

power of the dynamic eye is best illustrated in Whitman's "Salut au
Monde!" more than eighty lines of which begin with "I see ..." into
time, space, matter, and idea.

The following is just a small fragment

of that which the dynamic eye can see:
I see plenteous waters,
I see mountain peaks, I see the sierras of Andes where they
range,
I see plainly the Himalayas, Ghian Shaba, Altays, Ghauts,
I see the giant pinnacles of Elbruz, Kazbek, Bazardjusi,
I see the Styrian Alps, and the Karnac Alps,
I see the Pyrenees, Balks, Carpathians, . ..
I see Vesuvius and Etna, the mountains of the moon, and the
red mountains of Madagascar,
I see the Lybian, Arabian, and Asiatic deserts,
I see huge dreadful Arctic and Antarctic icebergs. ...
"Salut au Monde" is a vision of the world with its all history
in part and full.

Endowed with a macrocosmic vision, the poet, as the

first Man, steps into the world, points to and re-names all the peoples
and tribes; all the cities and countries and continents, all the land
scapes and seascapes of the world in the past and present.

The dynamic

eye does more than see the continual parade of history and nature; it

3.

Ibid., p. 101.
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participates, merges with, and feels into the lives of the things it
sees.

It combines and coordinates all the other senses together with

its innate intuitive power.

In "Salut au Monde!" Whitman becomes all

active and participative seeing—seeing which blends his body and mind
into a unitive organic force which can feel itself and the life of the
thing into which he enters.

"Salut au Mind!" ends with seeing being

transformed into love and oneness with man and nature:
My spirit has pass'd in compassion and determination around
the whole earth,
I have look'd for equals and lovers and found them ready for
me in all lands,
I think some divine rapport has equalized me with them.
You vapors, I think I have risen with you, moved away to
distant continents, and fallen down there, for reasons,
I think I have blown with you you winds;
You waters I have finger'd every shore with you,
I have run through what any river or strait of the globe
has run through...7^
Seeing with the inner vision is merging, and merging lead to
love and union.

This is the essence of Rumi's teaching in the

Mathnavi, as he says in these lines:
Since you have seen the dust, see the Wind; since you have
seen the foam, see the Ocean of Creative Energy.
Come, see it, for insight is the only thing in you that avails:
the rest of you is a piece of fat and flesh. ...
Dissolve your whole body into Vision: become seeing, seeing,
seeing!

4. Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 107.
(emphasis mine) Rumi also sees himself in cloud and rain in similar
lines:
"I am both cloud and rain, I have rained in the meadows."
(Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz, p. 332.

5.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, pp. 37-38.
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When body is dissolved into seeing, as salt is dissolved into ocean,
man becomes nothing but seeing, and in seeing he becomes the eternal
eye of the world and a part of the Divine.

But Rumi, as Whitman, goes

beyond pure seeing, for in this state a division remains to be united
by becoming the thing being seen.
tions of the Ultimate:

In his essay "Alternative Descrip

The Mirror and The Sea in Rumi's Poetry,"

Richard Strier offers some interesting observation about Rumi's concept
of seeing in contrast to the same concept in Western mysticism but in
remarkable affinity with that of Emerson and Hart Crane:
.. . The grammar of a phrase like 'I keep fixed on eternity
my amorous gaze' would seem to imply an awareness of division
within the visionary ecstasy, an awareness of subject and
object, seer and seen. 'In things spiritual,' however, Rumi
adamantly maintains, 'there is no partition' (134). The
mystic 'is an agent only in respect of the grammatical
expression' (181). The goal of the Sufi's quest is not
rapturous contemplation. What distinguishes Sufism from most
other (particularly Western) forms of mysticism is its
insistence on being rather than seeing. In describing the
mystic's ultimate vision, Plotinus writes, 'We ought not even
to say that he will see, but that he will be that which he
sees, if indeed it is possible any longer to distinguish seer
and seen and not boldly to affirm that the two are one. Rumi
is not even this circuspect. In what is surely a central
passage, Rumi indeed 'boldly affirms':
. . . becoming is the necessary condition for
beholding the reality of anything,
Whether it be light or darkness, until thou become
it, thou wilt never know it completely.6

6. Richard Strier, "Alternative Descriptions of the Ultimate:
The Mirror and the Sea in Rumi's Poetry," Literature East & West (June,
1967), p. 126. Strier's observes this resemblance between Rumi's image
of the sea and that of Hart Crane:
Just as the Sufi must close his eyes in order to see, he must
die and become nothing in order to enter the Life, for 'to be
is sin.' True prayer is drowning of the soul (92). The image
of the mirror embodies the metaphysical content of the mystical
experience; the image of the sea embodies the emotional and
affective content of the experience. Drowning in the sea—and

Ik
Emerson in these famous lines from "Nature", "... all mean egotism
vanishes.

I become a transparent eyeball; I am nothing:

I see all,

the currents of the Universal Being circulates through me; I am part or
parcel of God,"^ points to the same seeing-and-being mergence which we
noticed in the lines of Rumi and Whitman.

Whether it is the dynamic

eye, or "a transparent eyeball," or "the eternal eye," or "the inner
vision,"—all refer to the mystical concept of seeing-and-being
mergence.

It is evident that Rumi and Whitman mean almost the same

thing when they refer to seeing.

And seeing gives rise to some similar

repetitive techniques which will be examined in more detail in the
second part of this chapter.
The dynamic all-seeing eye is essentially responsible for much
of the repetitive technique found in the poetry of Rumi and Whitman.
Normally a sequence, a cluster, or a diverse number of images follow
the movement of the dynamic eye when it tends to see more than one
thing or a few things at a time.

Repetitive patterns often accompany

the frequent returns of the eye to a number of central images, e.g.,
the grass image in "Song of Myself."

But cataloguing, particularly in

so becoming the sea—is Rumi's image of mystical death and
mystical love. In "Voyages II," a poem preeminently about
mystical death and love, Hart Crane called the sea "this great
wink of eternity" and using an image of drowning as the final
culmination of seeing, prayed:
Bequeath us to no earthly shore until
Is answered in the vortex of our grave
The seal's wide spindrift gaze toward paradise.
Rumi's fervent wish is
That all "I's" and "thou's" might become one soul
and at last be submerged in the Beloved.
7. Whicher, Selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson, An Organic
Anthology, p. 24.
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Whitman, is a consequence of a rather fleeting movement of the dynamic
eye over a multitude of diverse images scattered on a global scale,
e.g., names of various races, countries, and seas listed in "Salut au
Monde!"

In this way, reiterative patterns, upon which there is a con

scious lingering of the eye, often contain series of selected and
significant images.

But catalogued patterns, seen only with a bird-eye

fleeting movement, contain insignificant and miscellaneous images.
Catalogued patterns do not receive much focal emphasis because they are
used to display the panoramic diversity and multitudinousness of the
cosmos; whereas reiterative patterns, with their frequent appearance,
dramatize the recurrent rhythms and cadences of the cosmos.

I will

illustrate most of these propositions in more detail.
Repetitive technique in Leaves of Grass has been the subject of
a number of articles and books, of which Autrey Nell Wiley's "Reiter
ative Devices in Leaves of Grass"is considered to be the most thorough
study of this kind.

In this essay the author notes that "epanaphora"

and "epanalepsis" (initial repetition and internal repetition) appear
Q

in 41 percent of the more than 10,500 lines of Leaves of Grass.

She

continues that epanaphora "appears in some form in 262 of the 403 poems
that make up the latest edition of Leaves of Grass."

She lists "Song

of Myself," "Salut au Monde!", "Song of the Broad-Axe," and "Reversals"
as the major poems in which this device is used on a very large scale.
Furthermore, she illustrates that epanaphora usually appears with

8. Autrey Nell Wiley, "Reiterative Devices in Leaves of Grass"
American Literature (1929), 162.
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length of one-word unit, two-word units, three-word units, four-word
units, and sometimes with larger units.

And she continues to analyze

the length, sequence, function, and quality of reiterative patterns in
the major poems of Leaves of Grass.

Wiley's analysis is so evident

that further illustration from the text may be needless, as far as
technique goes, but I will proceed to examine it in the light of
certain mystical themes which underlie technique in both Rumi and
Whitman.
Examples of initial repetition and internal repetition are also
abundant in Rumi's works.

But the volume of his poetic output is so

vast (perhaps more than ten times larger than that of Whitman) that
such examples may seem at first glance sporadic and less conspicuous
than the ones we encounter in Leaves of Grass.
appear in various forms in Rumi's poetry.

Repetitive patterns

They can be such fixed forms

as ghazal (ode), rubai (quatrain), and mathnavi (doublet)they can be
the fixed metrical elements or ending rhymes which characterize the
formal aspects of medieval Persian poetry; they can be certain
symphonic mystical themes and motifs to which the poet returns with

9. In the mathnavi each line consists of two hemistichs, or
half-lines, rhyming together and independently of the other lines.
Rumi's Mathnavi, the longest mystical epic in world literature, is com
posed in mathnavi. Since in mathnavi each line has its own rhyme inde
pendent of other lines, long narrative poems have preferred this form
to any other form in Persian literature, in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
and in some early French Chanson de Geste almost the same mathnavi form
has been used. In Rumi's Mathnavi this form is handled with so much
ease and smoothness that the reader, being carried away by the natural
melody of the ending rhymes, moves ahead with more excitement and
energy as he comes at the end of each line which is also a complete
unit of thought.
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overwhelming enthusiasm over and over again; they can be some recurrent
key terms—such as love—with which the poet invokes his Muse and
strikes his every new note; or finally they can be certain central
images and symbols—such as the sea, the falcon, the sun, or Shams-which receive the most frequent visual emphasis or psychic preoccupa
tion.

Although ghazal, rubai, and mathnavi are pure forms devoid of

thought pattern, other repetitive elements synchronize both form and
meaning, or verbal pattern with thought pattern.

It is in this mystic

mergence of meaning and word that Rumi comes close to Whitman even in
terms of technique—that aspect of his technique which evolves from
within rather than from tradition.

For this reason, only those aspects

of Rumi1s technique which evolve from his mystical experience, not from
the established Persian poetics, will be mentioned.
Epanaphora in the Whitman manner, but with less urgence and
onward-movement, can be found in a large number of Rumi1s poems.

Below

are a few examples in literal translation:
I am neither Christian, nor Jew, nor Gabr, nor Moslem.
I am not of the East, nor of the West, nor of the land,
nor of the sea,
I am not of Nature's mint, nor of the circling heavens.
•
•

•
•

•
•

I am not of India, nor of China, nor of Bulgaria, nor
of Saqsin ...
I am not of this world, nor of the next, nor of Paradise,
nor of Hell;
I am not of Adam, nor of Eve, nor of Eden and Rizwan.
My place is the Placeless, my trace is the Traceless;
'Tis neither body nor soul, for I belong to the soul
of the Beloved.-'-®

10.
p. 125.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
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In his "Song of Myself" Whitman reiterates a similar theme in a similar
pattern but with a less metaphysical emphasis:
I pass death with the dying and birth with the new-wash'd
babe, and am not contain'd between my hat and boots,
•

•

•

•

•

•

I am not an earth nor an adjunct of an earth.
I am the mate and companion of people. . . .
In these any many other reiterative patterns the first unit begins with
"I" because "I" is in Rumi's and Whitman's poetry the unifying prin
ciple in a universe of diversity.

Rumi reiterates "I" in the Divani

Shams more than in the Mathnavi because the Divan, being a lyrical
expression of the cosmic self, is in a way an interior dialogue between
"I" and "Thou," the lover and the beloved, and more specifically
between Rumi and Shams.

The poet's voice in any such interior dialogue

between "I" and "thou" usually turns into a lyrically plaintive one,
with much yearning for union on the part of "I," as if separation does
still exist, even though unity between the two is asserted.

The follow

ing is a good example in which "I and thou"--appearing in initial,
medial, and final positions—is reiterated in a sort of interior
dialogue:
Happy the moment when we are seated in the palace,
thou and I,
With two forms and with two figures but with one soul,
thou and I.
The colours of the grove and the voice of the birds will
bestow immortality
At the time when we come into the garden, thou and I.
The stars of heaven will come to gaze upon us;
We shall show them the moon itself, thou and I.

11.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 29.
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Thou and I, individuals no more, shall be mingled in ecstasy,
Joyful, and secure from foolish babble, thou and I. . . .
In Whitman the long reiteration of "I" appears in "Salut au
Monde!", "Song of Myself," "Song of Parting," "Song of the Broad-Axe,"
"Whispers of Heavenly Death."

In shorter sequences, it also appears

in most of his poems in Leaves of Grass.

The "I" in most of these

poems contains the same cosmic dimension as it does in Rumi.

And

"thou"—whenever reiterated in "Song of Myself" and "Passage to India"
—represents the poet's soul.

But on many occasions the "I" in Leaves

of Grass combines both the body and the soul, a unifying principle
which obliterates duality as it embraces all diversity.

In the follow

ing repetitive pattern the "I" sees diversity and differences, moves
into them, and merges with them:
I
I
I
I
I

see male and female everywhere,
see the serene brotherhood of philosophs,
see the constructiveness of my race,
see the results of the perseverance and industry of my race,
see ranks, colors, barbarisms, I go among them, I mix
indiscriminately,
And I salute all the inhabitants of the earth.1-3

In "Song of Myself" this "I" is not only a fluid merging force; it is
also the center to which "the converging objects of the universe

12. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
p. 152. (emphasis mine)
13.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 105.
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perpetually flow . .

and it asserts immortality:

I know I am deathless,
I know this orbit of mine cannot be swept by a carpenter's
compass,
I know I shall not pass like a child's curlacue cut with a
burnt stick at night.
In the Divani Shams there are numerous poems in which "I" is
reiterated in the same Whitmanesque manner:
I am not the sea, neither am I empty of the sea.
I am the leaf of the tree in every breeze.
I am wet from the water of the stream.
•
•

•
•

•
•

I am drunk of the wine of oneness, I am free from colour and
smell.
I am so unaware here; I have another place in mind;
I don11 know vinegar from sugar, I don't know a vat from
a jar.
At times Rumi likes to transcend his "I-ness" and transform it into
love."^

When "I" is replaced by love, the lover and the beloved in

one, then love is reiterated instead of "I" in a voice extremely
ecstatic:
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through

14.

love
love
love
love
love

bitter things seem sweet,
bits of copper are made gold.
dregs taste like pure wine,
pains are as healing balms.
thorns become roses,

Ibid., p. 38.

15. This piece is translated from the Divan by Reza Arasteh in
his book: Rumi, The Persian, The Sufi (Tucson: Omen Press, 1972),
p. 85.
16. In being "I"—even though this "I" is cosmic and immortal
—Rumi feels a state of duality between himself and his Beloved; there
fore, he strives to transcend "I-ness" and "thou-ness" in oneness, as
he says in this line: "Thou didst contrive this 'I' and 'we' in order
to play the game of worship with Thyself, / That all 'I1s' and 'thou's'
might become one soul and at last be submerged in the Beloved" (Rumi,
Poet and Mystic, p. 34).
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And through love vinegar becomes sweet wine.
Through love the stake becomes a throne,
Through love reverse of fortune seems good fortune.
Through love a prison seems a rose bower,
Through love a grate full of ashes seems a garden.
Through love burning fire is pleasing light,
Through love the Devil becomes a Houri
Through love hard stones become soft as butter,
Without love soft wax becomes hard iron.
Through love grief is as joy.
Through love Ghouls turn into angels.
Through love stings are as honey,
Through love lions are harmless as mice.
Through love sickness is health,
Through love wrath is as mercy.
Through love the dead rise to life,
Through love the king becomes a slave.^
The word "love" is reiterated more than any other word in Rumi's
poetry.

It appears in initial, medial, and final positions.

It

appears as a refrain, a keynote, a unifying theme, a transformative
force, an alchemical formula, and a melting-fusing power in Rumi's uni
verse of multiplicity and unity.

If there is any unity in the Divan

and the Mathnavi it must be seen in terms of love, for the reiteration
of this word, and its derivatives not only creates a thematic and a
symphonic unity, and even structure, in the two works; it also elimi
nates all kinds of fragmentations and dualities in the universe into
which Rumi moves with his mystic eye.
Love is also one of the unifying themes in Leaves of Grass, as
Whitman declares in "Starting from Paumanok":
For you to share with me two greatnesses, and a third one
rising inclusive and more resplendent,

17.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 80.
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The greatness of Love and Democracy, and the greatness of
religion.
But love is not reiterated with so much musical and intoxicative
imagery as it is in Rumi; nevertheless, Whitman sometimes speaks of
love in the manner of Rumi, as in these lines:
Love, that is all the earth to lovers—love, that mocks time
and space,
Love, and that is day and night—love, that is sun and moon
and stars,
Love, that is crimson, sumptuous, sick with perfume,
No other words but words of love, no other thought but love.-^
Frequent use of the word "love" also appears in "Song of Myself,"
"Calamus," "Out of The Cradle Endlessly Rocking," and in a number of
other poems but in a more sporadic way.

Even though the word "love"

may not have a technical significance, a symphonic type of effect or a
refraining keynote, as in Rumi, it does function as a unifying prin
ciple in the cosmos into which Whitman moves with a sensually mystic
eye:
Blow again trumpeter! and for thy theme,
Take now the enclosing theme of all, the solvent and the setting
Love, that is pulse of all, the sustenance and the pang,
The heart of man and woman all for love,
No other theme but love—knitting, enclosing, all-diffusing
love.
That Whitman repeats the word "I" in initial position more than
any other word (120 times in "Salut au Monde," 34 times in "Whispers of
Heavenly Death," and in the same proportion in "Song of Parting," "Song

18.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 49.

19.

Ibid., p. 326.

20.

Ibid.
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of Myself," and "Song of the Broad-Axe") and Rumi, even more so,
repeats the word "love"—this may lead to some general statement about
the stage or their own mystical development.

In Rumi and Whitman the

assertion of "I" is not the assertion of the limited ego.

It is

another term for the cosmic self, and is sometimes even more inclusive.
In Whitman's "Song of Myself" it presents itself as the universal "I":
"And what I assume you shall assume."

In Rumi this "I" is also fluid,

universal, and timeless; it assumes various guises, but its essence
never changes:
Man is born once, I have been born many times.
•
•

•
•

•
•

I have passed nights with ascetics in the monastery,
I have slept with infidels before the idols in the pagoda.
I am the pang of the jealous, I am the pain of the sick.
I am both cloud and rain: I have rained on the meadows.
Never did the dust of mortality settle on my skirt, 0 dervish!
•

•

•

I am not of water nor fire, I am not of the forward wind,
I am not of moulded clay: I have mocked at them all.
0 son, I am not Shams-i Tabriz, I am the pure Light.21
Even though in other places this "I" is annihilated or made unconscious
in love, particularly the "I" which contains a tinge of selfhood in it,
Rumi always tries to assert the divinity of "I-ness"—"I-ness" in its
state of universality.

This is true with Whitman too:

"Divine am I

inside and out, and I make holy whatever I touch or am touch'd
from. . . ."22

3uj- there is one fundamental difference:

While

Whitman's "I" usually refers to both body and soul; Rumi's "I" often

21.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

22.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 42.

p. 332.
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refers to the soul, and the voice of the "I" is always recognizably the
voice of the soul.

For this reason, Rumi's mysticism is the mysticism

of "I-ness" lost in love and identical with the soul.

Whitman's

mysticism is the mysticism of "I-ness" in body and soul equally immor
talized.
So far I have discussed repetitive patterns in relation to the
dynamic eye and the other motive principle:

the merging "I."

Now I

would like to turn to catalogue rhetoric and examine it in relation to
the same dynamic principles.

While repetitive patterns contain

parallels of the same words, phrases, or lines, catalogue rhetoric
presents enumerative lists of the names of objects and ideas.

Classi

cal examples of catalogue rhetoric can be found in The Odyssey and
Iliad, The Divine Comedy, The Shahnamah, Moby Dick, and similar other
epics which intend to portray life and history on a global and cosmic
scale.

While in the classical epics catalogue rhetoric is used to

depict panoramic vastness and multitudinousness, in mystical epics, such
as the Mathnavi and Leaves of Grass, it is used to reveal "the sense of
the underlying identity of all things in the universe as manifestations
of the divine plenitude.But within "the divine plenitude" one
extensive unifying divine fibre is always identified.
Rumi's and Whitman's central mystic core:

And this is

diversity in unity.

The

prime function of the catalogue rhetoric is to dramatize it in the

London:

23. Lawrence Buel, Literary Transcendentalism (Ithaca and
Cornell University Press, 1973), p. 169.
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universe as seen and experienced by two basic spiritual organs:

the

dynamic eye and the expanding ego or the merging "I."
Whitman in "Song of Myself," enumerates long lists of land
scapes, seascapes, objects, animals, and plants.

Yet under all this

diversity he sees the principle of cosmic unity.

Section 33 of "Song

of Myself," "Song of the Broad-Axe," "Salut au Monde!," "Song of
Occupations" are the poems in which catalogue rhetoric is used on a
very large scale.

The lines in these poems are loaded with successive

names of objects and ideas, with an onward moving urge often produced
by the ing-form of the words.

The merging "I" synchronizes the extend

ing and expanding lines, moving above, within, and under the images
being named and identified.

And the dynamic eye soars above all,

photographing the world with all its physical and invisible dimensions,
transcending all the phenomenal obstacles that bar the phenomenal eye.
I see the site of the old empire of Assyria, and that of Persia,
and that of India,
I see the rolling of the Gangas over the high rim of Saukara.
I see the place of the idea of the Deity incarnated by avatars
in human forms,
I see the spots of the successions of priests on the earth,
oracles, sacrificers, brahmins, sabians, lamas, monks,
muftis, exhorters,
I see where druids walk'd the groves of Mona, I see the
mistletoe and vervain,
I see the temples of the deaths of the bodies of Gods ...
I see Christ eating the bread of his last supper in the midst
of youths and old persons. . . .24In Rumi we cannot find such unbalanced lines of crowded words,
fixed metrical patterns being the chief reason.

However catalogue

rhetoric on a shorter sequence does characterize the formal aspect of

24.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 103.
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his poetry, as in these lines:
I am neither Christian, nor Jew, nor Gabr, nor Moslem.
I am not of the East, nor of the West, nor of the land, nor
of the sea;
I am not of Nature's mint, nor of the circling heavens.
I am not of earth, nor of water, nor of air, nor of fire. ...^5
And the list continues until the poet declares his real identity.

In

these and many other lines in which catalogue rhetoric is used, the
technique of similitude and contrast normally prevails.

Random lists

of words used in Whitman's catalogues, seldom appear in Rumi1s poems.
Again fixed metrical forms are responsible for the limited use of
catalogue rhetoric because everything has to be balanced in accordance
with the kind of rhyme and meter appropriated for each poem.

In the

same way, a stream of consciousness that sometimes seems to have con
nected a sequence of similar or contrasted words is also being sup
pressed by the given rhyme and meter.

But these restraints in the hand

of a skillful poet such as Rumi have not marred the natural flow and
spontaneity of his poetry.

Perhaps this is the most distinct mark of

his genius in Persian literature, that even today's modern poets like
to compose lyric poetry in the style of this great mystic poet of the
thirteenth century.
Other differences between catalogue rhetoric in Rumi and Whit
man also exist.

Whitman's catalogues are longer and often more

descriptive and even imagistic.

More significantly, they are more ele

mental and physical, and thus sensuous and concrete.

25.
p. 125.

Even though Rumi

Nicholson , Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
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uses a lot of erotic and elemental images too, his catalogues are
usually emblematic and abstract.

Despite these differences in form,

catalogue rhetoric is used by both poets to celebrate diversity in
unity and to demonstrate that all phenomenal forms share a common root
in the one universal soul.

As Rumi declares in these lines:

What is this fountain, wouldst thou rightly know?
The Soul whence issue all created things.
Doubtless the rivers shall not cease to flow
Till silenced are the everlasting springs.26

26.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 109.

CHAPTER 5

NATURE IMAGERY

Much of the symbolic imagery recurring in Rumi's and Whitman's
poems can be grouped into three kinds:
and images of the Divine.

Chief examples of the first two groups are

water and grass, flight and circle.
ceived in nature and man.

nature imagery, motion imagery,

And images of the Divine are con

These three groups of symbolic imagery are

used to dramatize a mystic evolution of the soul or the self from
vegetative and animal forms to higher human and spiritual planes.

The

following two poems—the first from Rumi and the second from Whitman's
"Children of Adam"—contain the kinds of imagery and evolution we would
like to examine in the next three chapters:
I died as mineral and became a plant,
I died as plant and rose to animal,
I died as animal and I was Man.
Why should I fear? When was I less by dying?
Yet once more I shall die as Man, to soar
With angels blest; but even from angelhood
I must pass on. . . .^
We two, how long we were fool'd,
Now transmuted ...
We are Nature,
long have we been absent,
but now we return,
We become plants ...
We are bedded in the ground ...
We are oaks ...
We browse . . .
We' are two fishes swimming in the sea together,

1.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 103.
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We are two predatory hawks ...
We are two resplendent suns .. .2
These two poems contain similar images and develop the same
theme of mystic evolution.

A progress of the self, through the lower

forms of existence toward some higher spiritual transformation, seems
to have been staged with the active participation of certain selected
and symbolic images from nature, space and heaven.

The kind of imagery

used in the two poems pertains to water and plant, animal and bird, the
sun and heaven.

They are selected in such a way to sketch the evolu

tionary path of the self or soul from its lowest organic and animal
embodiments to its highest divine manifestations.
Sea imagery and grass imagery are more abundant in Leaves of
Grass than any other kind.

In the same way, Rumi's poems teem with

symbolic sea imagery and various floral images, if not always the com
mon grass.

However the first poem in his Mathnavi, which is perhaps

the most popular one in Persian literature, begins with the shorn image
of a rather special type of grass, the reed.

And another poem from the

Mathnavi focuses on the image of a chickpea in its various transforma
tions which intend to represent mystic evolution.
imagery is a recognized mark of Persian poetry.

And of course floral

Although other types

of natural images may be found to be common between the two poets, I
believe that the grass and the sea are elaborated in their poems with
proper symbolic and thematic parallels.

2.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 81.
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The Sea in Rumi's Poems
I will begin with Rumi's favorite image—the sea.

In his poems

the sea is usually turned into a sort of metaphysical conceit pro
ducing a mystical connection between his soul and the Divine.

Other

associated water imagery is also incorporated to further externalize
this mystical relationship.

Such associated water imagery is often

paired into fountain and stream, snow and rain, wave and foam, ebb and
flow, drop and pearl, shipwreck and drowning, and so on.

One might

think that the sea apparently depicted in his poems could be the
crystal Medieval Mediterranean sea, but no such descriptive and objec
tive interest is shown with its physical characteristics.

For Rumi the

sea, more than anything else, is another immense ground of the Divine
creative force.

Note how in these lines from the Mathnavi the sea and

its associated imagery are used to symbolize a pure mystic relationship
between the Primeval Soul (the sea) and that which originates from it:
The grief of the dead is not on account of death; it is because
they dwelt on the phenomenal forms of existence
And never perceived that all this form is moved and fed by the
Sea.
When the sea has cast the foam-flakes on the shore, go to the
graveyard and behold them!
Say to them, "Where is your swirling onrush now?' and hear
them answer mutely, 'Ask this question of the Sea, not
of us.'
How should the foam fly without the wave? How should the
dust rise to the zenith without the wind?
Since you have seen the dust, see the Wind?
Since you have seen the foam, see the Ocean of Creative Energy.-3
"The Ocean of Creative Energy" creates both the foam (body) and
the wave (the spirit) and links life to death and death to life because

3.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 37.
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it is the unifying force of existence.

It is like the wind whose gust

eradicates old growths and stirs hidden dust to renewed fertility.
Man's body and soul evolve from the sea, and there he must wreck the
ship (body) to be drowned in it.

This drowning of the soul, when the

body is annihilated, in the sea is symbolic of the loss of the indi
vidual self in the Whole or God.

This idea is clearly stated in these

lines from the Divan:
Came the billow of 'Am I not?1 and wrecked the
body's ship;
When the ship wrecks once more is the time of union's
attainment.
Mankind, like waterfowl, are sprung from the sea—the
sea of soul;
Risen from that sea, why should the bird make here
his home?
Nay, we are pearls in that sea, therein we all abide:^
That man, like a pearl or drop, wants to return to the sea is because
it is his origin and spiritual womb.
rationale for this:
..

And Rumi has a philosophical

"The motion of every atom is towards its origin.

Therefore man, as a macrocosm of the divine sea, carries in his

soul primeval echoes of the Primeval Sea, within which once he lived in
spirit with his origin.

In these lines the poet reminisces his happy

life in union with God:
Happy was I
In the pearl's heart to lie;
Till, lashed by life's hurricane,
Like a tossed wave I ran.
The secret of the sea
I uttered thunderously;

4." Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
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Like a spent cloud on the shore
I slept and stirred no more.^
Drowning in the sea first reminds the poet of his preexistent
spiritual union with the Beloved—the Day of Alast^ when the Lord spoke
to man in pure soul:

"Am I not your Lord?"

As this nostalgia of the

mystical and archetypal kind is evoked, the poet desires a shipwreck, a
splintering of the body, so that free of burden he can become a part of
that vast and surging Eternity.

Thus death in the sea is desired

because it is a dissolving into the immortal source of life and sym
bolically a one-ness of the Drop with the Sea:
As salt resolved in the ocean
I was swallowed in God's sea,
Past faith, past unbelieving,
past doubt, past certainty.
How should a fish not leap nimbly from
the dry land into the water
When the sound of waves reaches
its ear
o
from the cold ocean?
Travel away from the bitter stream towards
the water of life.
Return from the vestibule to the high seat
of the soul.
Haste, haste! for we too, o soul, are coming
From the world of severance to that world
of union.^

5.
6.
Covenant.

Arberry, Classical Persian Literature, p. 233.
The Koran, sura 7:171.

Alast is translated as Primordial

7. A. J. Arberry, ed. and trans., The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyan
and other Persian Poems (London: Everyman's Library, 1954, p. 34.

8.
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So much sea imagery and the desire of drowning in Rumi's poems
have led to some Freudian interpretation.

Reza Arestah in his psycho

logical approach to Rumi claims that the sea in his poems is compared
to the unconscious:
Like a calm sea, the human in its depth carries a sample of
the whole creation, which we are unaware of and cannot see.
Yet a wave may bring some of the sea's contents to the sur
face. Though the source of the wave (motivation) may be the
same, the natural forces in men can presumably bring to the
surface any creature—a sea dragon, snake, plant, or animal,
useful or dangerous, or even a precious pearl. Thus man has
potentially inherited a force which directs him to a bestial
state or elevates him.-'-®
The problem with this interpretation is that this monstrous side of the
sea, symbolic of the bestial aspect of the unconscious, as Arestah
would say, is not shown by the poet.

Maybe that is why the author's

theory does not have the support of the text.

In its Macrocosmic form

the sea is symbolic of the Divine Creative Ground in which the poet
wants to be resolved or drowned or lost.

In its microcosmic form the

sea is also symbolic of the human soul or the self, but not the ego and
the unconscious if the unconscious is seen as a dualistic realm of the
self.

The sea could be a good symbol for the unconscious insofar as

its contents are concerned, but for the poet, who is mystically
attracted by its ebb and flow or wave and foam, it always evokes a
sense of Divine unity and creative power.
On the basis of this Freudian interpretation Arestah would
probably like to see the poet's desire of drowning as a return to the

10. Reza Arestah, Rumi, the Persian, the Sufi (Tucson:
Press, 1976), p. 93.

Omen
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unconscious or to the womb.

Such an approach would not be impossible

in the case of an extempore poet such as Rumi who put no restraint upon
the flew of his spontaneous thoughts.

But unfortunately the author's

psychological approach turns out to be ineffective because it lacks the
support of the text.

At any rate, a Darwinian evolution of man from

the sea or a Freudian death-wish or return to the womb may be read in a
few of the lines of his water imagery, perhaps as little as his wine
imagery may yield to some Epicurean interpretation.

But above all

this sea that ever surges in his poems is the mystic sea of God, the
original abode of body and soul, and the realm of His creative and
unifying force.

The sun, with its light and fire imagery, is another

such symbol which engages the poet's desire to be consumed.

The image

of the moth circling the candle is another objective rationale for his
longing to be consumed by the fire of Truth.

Or this rationale:

Each atom dancing in the plain
Or on the air,
Behold well, like us, insane
It spinneth there.
Each atom, whether glad it be
Or sorrowful,
Circleth the sun in ecstasy
Ineffable.H
For Rumi the physical world seems like a stage upon which the
ideal world is reenacted in a symbolic fashion.

He observes enough

evidence of its existence to urge him on a mystic venture into it.
luckily it exists in him.

And in him there opens the door into the

world of the ideal of the Ideal or God whom he calls his Beloved.

11.
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incentives and reasons are offered for his taking this inner journey.
First he is a lover and naturally longs to join his Beloved.

Second

this phenomenal world is an outward form of the ideal and the real in
which he has his spiritual root.

So there is a longing in his soul—

like that in the reed-pipe^ which sings the song of its wish to return
to the reedland—to go back to its source.

In the profound analogy of

the single drop propending to be swallowed by the ocean Rumi sees his
drowning as a reunification of his soul with the Oversoul.

Dissolving

of the drop in the ocean, symbolic of self-annihilation in the Higher
Self Cfana), is not, however, the last stage of his mystic evolution.
It is indeed in the active and individual living of the pearl in the
sea that he often embodies the highest idealism of his mysticism—a
doctrine which inspired Muhammad Iqbal, the great Pakistani poet and
philosopher, in his mystical philosophy of selfhood.I will discuss
this later in relation to Whitman's concept of the progressive ego.

12. Rumi's first poem of the Mathnavi begins with the song of
the reed-pipe, perhaps the most popular poem in Persian literature.
Being untimely shorn from its reedland, and being punched into, the
reed tells a sad strain of how it had been cut off from its reedbed
and how it longs to return to it again.
13. The subject of Rumi's influence on Iqbal is presented in
several parts of Hafeez Malik, ed., Muhammad Iqbal, Poet-Philosopher of
Pakistan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1971). This portion is
from the chapter "Heritage of Islamic Thought":
Iqbal's evolutionism grew out of Rumi's metaphysical outlook.
Life develops by evolutionary stages. From matter to the
stage of fana, and eventually to the more developed stage of
man, life has undergone several evolutionary periods. How
ever, even man, according to Rumi, is not the final form of
evolution. He proclaims: 'Dying from animality, I became a
man; why should I be afraid of becoming anything less through
another death? In the next step I shall die from humanity in
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The Sea in Whitman's Leaves of Grass
In the words of James E. Miller Jr.:

"probably no image, not

even that in the title, appears more frequently in Leaves of Grass than
the sea and the related water images such as rivers, lakes, and
ponds.Another critic, having elaborated on this subject, identi
fies five "predominant images" associated with the sea:
first, swimming or bathing which is always sensuous, often
sexual; second, the ocean or sea as fearsome life-death
force; third, the river or stream which symbolizes the
journey through life; fourth, the ocean or sea as a vast
universal unifying force; and finally, the ocean or sea as
a means of journeying out to death in which fear has been
sublimated by resignation and acceptance.-^
Of these five the last two—the sea as a "unifying universal force" and
the sea as a "means of journeying out to death"—will be discussed in
"Out of the Cradle" and "Passage to India"—two of Whitman's best known
poems in which the sea image appears in its highly mystical form.

Two

other poems ("As I Ebb'd with the Ocean of Life" from the "Sea-Drift"
section and "Out of the Rolling Ocean the Crowd" from "Children of
Adam") also present some interesting sea symbolisms in comparison with
that of Rumi, as I mentioned before.

In these lines from "As I

in order to develop wings like the angels.
sacrifice my angelic self. .. .'

Then again I shall

14. James E. Miller Jr., Walt Whitman (New York:
Publishers, 1963), p. 117.

Twayne

15. A. Helen Smith, "Water Imagery in Leaves of Grass," Walt
Whitman Review, XVII (September, 1971), 83.
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Ebb'd . . . " the sea is seen as a unifying life-death force:
I too but signify at the utmost a little wash'd-up drift,
A few sands and dead leaves to gather,
Gather, and merge myself as part of the sands and drift.
These lines refer to a similar concept of the evolution of man from the
sea as we already noticed in Rumi.

This idea is much more explicit in

these lines from the same poem:
I too Paumanok,
I too have bubbled up, floated the measureless float, and
been wash'd on your shores,
I too am but a trail of drift and debris,
I too leave little wrecks upon you ..."
In "Out of the Rolling Ocean the Crowd" Whitman thinks of himself as a
"part of that ocean ... the cohesion of all . . ."to which he longs
to "Return in peace to the ocean my love."

The predominant image in

the poem is that of the drop with which the poet identifies his
inherent relationship with the sea, the realm of diversity-in-unity.
The sea and what had been "wash'd up" on the shore appears at first to
have been conceived in their literal relationship to each other, thus
lacking any symbolic connection.

But this does not last very long

after the poet in his rapt mystically involved moment cries:
But 0 the ship, the immortal ship! 0 ship aboard the ship!
Ship of the body, ship of the soul, voyaging, voyaging,
voyaging.
From here Whitman's sea imagery assumes its deeper mystic sym
bolism.

The ship and the sea, the wave and the foam, the body and the

soul—all are symbolically interlinked and seen "voyaging, voyaging,

16.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, pp. 184-85.

17.

Ibid., p. 188.
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voyaging" until we come to "Passage to India" and discover where they
are voyaging:
Sail forth—steer for the deep waters only,
Reckless 0 soul exploring, I with thee, and thou with rae,
For we are bound where mariner has not yet dared to go,
And we will risk the ship, ourselves and all.-^
He is in the last stage of the journey after the "Comrade perfect" had
been embraced, the "Elder Brother found" with the "Younger" melting
"in his arms—in Sufi terms, a union has been achieved.
longs to sail forth farther and farther, and inquires:
all the seas of God?"

But the soul
"are they not

He attains what in Sufism is called Qurbat

(proximity with the Divine) but continues even beyond that to the ulti
mate stage of living in God.

"Passage to India" ends with the quest

unending.
0
0
0
0

my brave soul!
farther farther sail!
daring joy, but safe! are they not all the seas of God?
farther farther, farther sail!19

In "Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking" as the waves rising
out of the deep cradle rustle at his feet and "Creeping thence steadily
up to my ears and laving me softly all over, / Death, death, death,
90
death, death." —at this moment it seems that the poet must have
experienced his baptismal death-birth in the sea—a death that is a
rebirth and a journey to what is beyond the sea.

This journey after

the baptismal death in the "Cradle" will lead him to "the seas of God"

18.

Ibid., p. 294. (emphasis mine)

19.

Ibid.

20.

Ibid., p. 184.
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in "Passage to India."

In "Out of the Cradle" the poet is initiated

into the meaning and mystery of death which he celebrates them in a
ritualistic incantation.

In fact the whole poem in which the word

"death" is repeated more than ten times sounds like an incantation on
the regenerative power of death.

Love which is emphasized in the same

proportion is linked to the theme of death, and a fusion of the two is
seen to be the ultimate meaning and mystery of life.
In terms of mysticism "Out of The Cradle" presents a more real
and deeper mystical experience of Whitman than the widely claimed
section 5 of "Song of Myself."

In "Out of The Cradle" Whitman appears

as the "outsetting bard" and the mystic novice pondering over the
secrets of love and death; not over the dead written words of love and
death, but the way they exist in nature and the way they can be experi
enced and felt into by and through nature.

His meditation by the sea

and his intimate feeling for the bereaved bird; his very effort to
become the bird in order to feel the pain of loss; his communion with
the sea and how it relates to the bird in the moment and in the context
of the cosmic

'er; his very rapt spontaneous and incantatory

expressions, his trying to mimic the voice of the bird and that of the
husky sea,—these and many other such reasons testify to his having
attained a mystical illumination by the sea.

"From that hour" his

songs awaken and praise death, which the sea revealed to him, as "The
word final, superior to all . . . / The word of the sweetest song and

21

all songs. ..."

21.

Having been inspired thenceforth, Whitman seems to

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 184.
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have considered this experience as a turning point in his life as a
poet, as he admits in these last lines of the poem:
My own songs awaked from that hour,
And with them the key, the word up from the waves,
The word of the sweetest song and all songs,
That strong and delicious word which, creeping to my feet,
(Or like some old crone rocking the cradle, swathed in sweet
garments, bending aside,)
The sea whisper'd me.^
Rumi's encounter with Shams al9o results in a similar turning
OO

point in his life.

A man as wild, turbulent, mysterious, and husky

as Whitman's sea, Shams does indeed, like the sea, initiate Rumi into
the secrets of love and death.

Parallel sun and sea imagery is used in

the Divan to describe this cosmic figure (Shams) and how he drowned the
poet into the ocean of love and death and how he burned him in the
fires of Light.

It is a striking coincidence that Rumi too, like

Whitman, ascribes his poetic inspiration to Shams and the kind of
psychic transformation Shams wrought upon him:
When in my breast
The flame of love was lit,
Whate'er but love my heart possess
Love's fire consumed it.
The subtle brain,
The school, the book I spurned;
The poet's craft I strove to gain. ... ^
Moreover another more internal aspect of Whitman's sea imagery
akin to that of Rumi is the triadic initiation-quest-union theme.

22.

Ibid.

23.

See Chapter 1 "Introduction."

24.
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theme is almost equivalent to what I call the three-graded Path in
Sufism:

shariat-tariqat-haqiqat.25

Whitman seems to have turned this

theme into his three mystical stages in the "Sea-Drift" poems and
"Passage to India."

In "Out of the Cradle" he presents the sea as

nature-initiator and himself as "the boy" or "the outsetting bard"—
thus something like a master-pupil relationship is suggested.

A

mother-son relationship between the sea and the boy is also suggested
through the word "the old crone" and recurrent cradle and rocking
imagery.

As a novice, the boy retires to nature to meditate on the

actual meaning and mystery of love and death, although the bereaved
bird provides the incentive for his meditation.

The sea, impassive and

yet responsive to the boy's spiritual need, initiates him into the
mystery of death through her motive and sound symbolism.

Having been

illuminated and inspired by the sea, the young boy becomes a poet and
vows to sing nothing other than the word of the master sea—death as
"The word final, superior to all" and "The word of the sweetest song
and all songs."

Proper initiation is thus accomplished in this poem.

And the second stage, the quest, begins in "Passage to India"
and culminates to highest mystical points where union of the soul with

25. Shariat means religious law and the laws prescribed for
the novice; Tariqat means path on which there are several stages toward
Union; Haqiqat means truth; it is the ultimate Truth and the last stage
of the Sufi. Marifat (gnosis) can also be added as a significant Sufi
stage before haqiqat, but I have used the latter to include the former
too. There are also other classifications of the Sufi path, but these
four include them in a general way.
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the Sea or the Cosmic Force becomes possible.

It is in these two

stages that Whitman appears to be most like Rumi in his concepts of
fana (dying of the self in the Higher Self) and baqa (active immor
tality in the Divine).

In the frequent use of such words as laving,

bathing, joining, fusing, etc. a sense of the dissolution of the indi
vidual self in the Higher Self or the Sea is suggested in "Passage to
India," as in these lines:
. . . lave me all over,
Bathe me 0 God in thee ...
And in these lines a melting of the self in God is longed for:
The seas all cross'd . . . the voyage done,
Surrounded, copest, frontest God, yieldest, the aim achiev'd,
As fill'd with friendship, love complete, the Elder Brother
found,
The Younger melts in fondness in his arms.27
Eastbound sailing on "the seas of God" toward the "primal
thought," "the fealms of budding bibles," and "reason's early paradise,"
and the Beloved Divine, Whitman on this mystic path embracing all
encounters his "Comrade perfect"—a figure very similar to Rumi's Shams
whom we mentioned before.

The same figure appears in his other quest

poems such as in "Song of Myself":

"The Lord will be there and wait

till I come on perfect terms, / The great Camerado, the lover true for
whom I pine will be there.Shams and the great Camerado are similar
images of the perfect men or even images of the Divine Beloved whose

26.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 293.

27.

Ibid.

28.

Ibid., p. 63.
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love and union the poets need in their ultimate union with God.

Rumi's

union with Shams is even synchronized with his union with God and the
whole universe.

Thus the disappearance of the individual self or the

solitary soul in its divine origin where it gains an active immortality
is what we mean by fana and baga.
The sea as a primeval unifying force interlinks life and death.
And it even leads man to his origin as it does in "Passage to India."
In "Out of the Cradle" the sea replaces the poet's disappointment by
the beautiful necessity of death, and helps him to realize that death
is a bridge to rebirth.

In "Passage to India" the sea is not only a

passage to the East, "the realm of budding bibles" and "primal
thought"; it is also a path leading to the union of the soul with the
Oversoul.

Thus Whitman's image of the sea "as a means of journeying

out to death" should be reconsidered in the light of a mystical concept
of death—a death that leads to rebirth and possible integration of the
self in the Higher Self.

The sea does represent death, both in Rumi

and Whitman, but it is through death that it functions as a unifying
cosmic force.

In Rumi's terms creative waves surge up from the depth

and constantly cast up foam-flakes above.

Upon it debris floats and

within diverse creatures exist yet the sea remains one enormous unify
ing force.

It is analoguous to God Himself, the creator of the soul

and the body.
For Rumi and Whitman death in the sea can be nothing else but
an integration of a part into the whole.

The sea is symbolic of a

divine whole and they want to be a part of it.

Bathing, swimming, and
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sailing are more common with Whitman's wishing to be with the sea.
Rumi prefers complete immersion.
his dealing with the sea.

But

Drowning is a predominant image in

Whitman, on the other hand, seems to have

indulged in some submergence but not complete drowning.

In terms of

mystical symbolism, drowning suggests absolute oneness with the whole;
submergence advocates but a partial oneness with the whole.

Thus a

little duality is kept between the part and the whole in Whitman's try
ing to be a part of the sea.

But for Rumi a complete dissolving of the

two into one is always longed for.

Rumi's recurring images symbolizing

his oneness with the sea are the drop and the pearl already mentioned
in the previous section.

In the image of the drop falling from the

cloud to be lost in the sea Rumi portrays his concept of the absolute
assimilation of the soul in the Oversoul or the self in the Higher
Self.

But in the image of the pearl, which retains its identity in the

sea, he suggests a concept of union rather than pure and absolute
assimilation and disappearance of the soul in the Oversoul.

It is in

this second kind of union, in that which the self preserves its indi-

oq
viduality, that Whitman appears to be very close to Rumi. ^

29. Mohan Lai Sharma in his essay "Whitman, Tagore, Iqbal"
maintains, like other critics, that Iqbal's doctrine of "Selfhood" grew
largely out of his reading Rumi's works. But according to the author
of this essay Iqbal represents the extreme side of the doctrine of
selfhood. He is an "over-Whitmanated singer of the self" whereas
Tagore is an "under-Whitmanated singer of the self." The author says
that this "self manifests its highest point in "The Man of God," such
as Jalal al-Din Rumi, who is to Iqbal what Virgil is to Dante." He
concludes that
. . . the living core and marrow of each one of these singers
is the (mystical) revelation of God (Self) within the self and
an active and continuing incarnation of this selfhood. All
absorb luminous rays of the Self into their selves, experiencing
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In "Passage to India" Whitman mentions ibn Batuta ("Batouta,
the Moor"), an early Sufi traveler, and identifies with him, by way of
common mystic temper, he sa ms to have expressed that which is the
poetic spirit of Sufism in Persian literature.

And this spirit of

course culminates in the poems of Rumi in the Divan.

Sea symbolism and

lyrical spiritualization of the sea characterize Rumi's poems as much
as they do Whitman's in a more dramatic way.

And it is on this sea of

beauty and creative power that the two poets once again seem to be
moving toward each other.

However one may appear to be swimming and

the other diving to the depth, and one may prefer submergence to drown
ing, they always want to be with the sea because the sea is in them
and to the sea they return.

These lines from the Mathnavi point to

this idea quite clearly:
The thirst in my soul is the attraction of the water;

I am the water and the water is mine.
God's wisdom in His eternal foreknowledge and decree
Mad us to be lovers one of the other.
Nay more, all the parts of the world by this decree

Are arranged in pairs, and each loves its mate. .. .^0

The Grass Image in Rumi and Whitman
The grass image in classical Sufi poetry appears either as a
symbol of resurrection or a sign of divine wisdom and mystery in minia
ture.

Umar Khayyam, who is for some a skeptic and for others a mystic,

progressive self-exfoliation leading toward an epiphany
(darshana in Sanskrit, didar in Persian) of self-revelation.
...(Mohan Lai Sharma, "Whitman, Tagor, Iqbal," Walt Whitman
Review, XV (December, 1969), 235.)

30.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 161.
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uses the grass as a symbol of physical resurrection in his quatrains,
for example in this one:
When the spring showers bathe the tulip's cheek,
Then is the time to fill the cup and drink,
For this green grass whereon you play today
Tomorrow will be sprouting from your dust.-3-1In this following couplet from Saadi, which Whitman had certainly read
in Alger's The Poetry of the East, a leaf of grass is compared to a
bible esteeming the Lord:

"To pious minds each verdant leaf displays /

A volume teeming with th' Almighty's praise."32

Although Rumi's poems

do not contain a definite cluster of grass imagery, like that in
Khayyam's, he sees nature analoguous to the human body and mind.

For

him the "earth and heaven ... act like persons endued with sense."
And
Heaven is man and earth woman in character;
Whatever heaven sends it, earth cherishes.
When earth lacks heat, heaven sends heat;
When it lacks moisture and dew, heaven sends them.33
In unit, a tree is likened to the heart of man in these lines:
The heart of man is like the root of a tree,
Therefrom grow the leaves on firm branches.
Corresponding to that root grow up branches
As well on the tree as on souls and intellects.

31. Ali Dashti, In Search of Omar Khayyam, trans, by L.' P.
Elwell-Sutton (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1971), p. 110. (The
quatrain quoted is considered one of the authentic quatrains of Khayyam
and it is in literal translation.
32. W. R. Alger, The Poetry of the East, p. 58. Concerning
Whitman's familiarity with this book, read the introduction to this
book.

33.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 161.
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The tops of the perfect trees reach the heavens,
The roots firm, and the branches in the sky.34
The inherent link seen between the natural world and the human organic
and spiritual microcosms by Khayyam, Saadi and Rumi is further
explained in a philosophical system by the Ikhwan al-Safa:
The body itself is like the earth, the bones like mountains,
the brain like mines, the belly like the sea, the intestine
like rivers, the nerves like brooks, the flesh like dust and
mud. The hair on the body is like plants, the places where
hair grows like fertile land and where is no growth like
saline soil. From its face to its feet, the body is like a
populated state, its back the west, right the south, left
the north. Its breath is like the wind, words like thunder,
sounds like thunderbolts. Its laughter is like the light of
moon, its tears like rain, its sadness like the darkness of
night, and its sleep is like death as its awakening is like
life. The days of its childhood are like spring, youth like
summer, maturity like autumn, and old age like winter. Its
motions and acts are like motions of stars and their rota
tion. Its birth and presence are like the rising of the
stars and its death and absence like their setting. .. .35
This idea of the natural world analoguous to the human body and
mind finds its robust expression among the chief American Transcendentalists.

Henry David Thoreau in Walden contemplates:

What is man but a mass of thawing clay? The ball of the human
finger is but a drop congealed. The fingers and toes flow to

34. Ibid., p. 160. Note how Tagore in this line presents a
similar image of the tree:
The tree is a winged spirit / released from the bondage of
seed, / pursuing its adventure of life / across the unknown.
Rabindranath Tagore, Fireflies (New York: MacMillan Company, 1945),
p. 227. Or this one:
Trees are the earth's endless effort to speak to the
listening heaven (p. 68).
35. Seyyed Hossein Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, Conceptions of Nature and Methods used for Its Study
by the Ikhwan al-Safa, al-Biruni, and Ibn Sina (Cambridge, Mass.:The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1964), pp. 101-102.
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their extent from the thawing mass of the body. ... Is
not the hand a spreading palm leaf with its lobes and
veins? The ear may be regarded . . . as a lichen . . .
on the side of the head, with its lobe or drop .. .36
Having compared parts of the human body with the green leaves emerging
out of "a mass of thawing clay" during the resurrective season of the
spring, Thoreau, like Rumi, thinks of the Earth as the primeval mother
out of and on whom life renews its inorganic, organic, and human
cycles:
. . . Nature has some bowels, and there again is mother of
humanity. ... It convinces me that Earth is still in her
swaddling clothes, and stretches forth baby fingers on
every side. Fresh curls spring from the baldest brow . . .
The earth is not a mere fragment of dead history, stratum
upon stratum like the leaves of a book, to be studied by
geologists and antiquaries chiefly, but living poetry like
the leaves of a tree. . . .^
For Thoreau, as well as for the Persian Sufi poets, a green
leaf of this world tells much more about the meaning and mystery of
life and death than volumes of words.
Thoreau, "but patented a leaf."

"The Maker of this earth," says

"What Champollion," he asks, "will

decipher this hieroglyphic for us, that we may turn a new leaf at
38
last."

This leaf of grass becomes even more mystical and pregnant

with essential facts in Whitman's "Song of Myself."

In this imagistic

36. Henry David Thoreau, Walden, with commentaries and notes
by Larzer Ziff (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966),
pp. 238-239.
37.

Ibid.

38.

Ibid., p. 238.
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portion of his poem he echoes Khayyam, Saadi, Rumi, and Thoreau:
Tenderly will I use you curling grass,
It may be you transpire from the breasts of young men,
It may be if I had known them I would have loved them.
Or I guess the grass is itself a child, the produced babe of
the vegetation.
Or I guess it is a uniform hieroglyphic ...
And now it seem to me the beautiful uncut hair of graves.
I guess it must be the flag of my disposition ...
Or I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord,
A scented gift and remembrance H<='oignedly dropt. . . .39
The grass in the above lines, like the sea in Rumi's poems, is
used as a metaphysical conceit symbolizing the self (the "flag of my
disposition"), life ("a uniform hieroglyphic ... sprouting alike in
broad zones and narrow zones"), death ("the beautiful uncut hair of
graves"), and divine attributes (the "handkerchief of the Lord").^
The seed of life and death, evidence of the human and the divine are
all seen to be inherent in the grass. (Compare how in this line Rumi
also interlinks life and death in the image of a tree:

"Your spirit is

like the tree; and death like the leaf. / It has grown from you.
...")^

It is the inner image of the grass that the poet is con

cerned with.

And in this image he contemplates the universe in micro

cosm, the universe in influx, and the universe in its transformative

39.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 28.

40. Jami, the last great classical Persian poet, sees Nature
as attributes of Divine Perfection: "He created the verdant fields
... every branch and leaf and fruit (that) might show forth His
various perfections." See Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, p. 81.
41. A. J. Arberry, trans., Mystical Poems of Rumi (Chicago:
Chicago University Press, 1968), p. 23.
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evolutionary process.

The grass attracts the poet because it is a

semblance of his self, the "flag" of his "disposition."

The grass is

nature seen in unit as much as the self is God seen in microcosm.
Moreover the grass, like the self, is a symbol of life in influx.
Death is but a temporary part of its endless renewing process.

"So

our human life but dies down to its root," says Thoreau," "and still
/

puts forth its' green blade to eternity."
Whereas Whitman's grass is a symbol of life and death in fusion,
Rumi's chickpea, a similar plant image, represents transformative
evolution of man from his vegetative form to his spiritual ascent:
Continue, 0 chickpea, to boil in tribulation until neither
existence nor self remains to thee.
If thou hast been severed from the garden of earth, yet
thou wilt be food in the mouth and enter into living.
•
•

•
•

•
•

Thou grewest from God's Attributes in the beginning: pass
again into His Attributes!
Thou wert a part of the cloud and the sun and the stars:
thou wilt become soul and action and speech and thought.^
The chickpea is man seen in his various evolutionary stages toward
ideal perfection.

But Whitman's grass is the actual grass manifesting

life in a state of influx.
Whitman.

As always, Rumi is more metaphysical than

And he often turns his nature images into symbols of their

archetypes in the invisible, having reduced nature to the mere outward
form of the spirit.

But in Whitman nature always remains nature, even

though he also finds it floating on a sea of surging "eidolons" or

42.

Thoreau, Waldeh, p. 240.

43.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 81.
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archetypes.

Rumi and Whitman seem to be alike in their Platonic atti

tude toward nature, but the former is often more metaphysically sym
bolistic than the latter.

In his poems "Eidolons," "Passage to India,"

and "Song of the Universal" Whitman may be as metaphysical as Rumi, but
he never allows his sense of life's organic realism to be suppressed
by his intuitive inclination toward symbolism.
The organic and material reality of nature is not rejected by
Rumi.

But is is made subordinate to the creative reality of the

spirit.

Nature as an organic source cradles the child of his mystic

evolution.

And he praises the Earth "For God hath mingled in the dusty

earth / a draught of Beauty from His choicest cup."^

Moreover he

argues that "Since God hath made Man from dust, it behoves thee to
45
recognize the real nature of every particle of the universe."

Thus

it is evident that Rumi loves nature, for it issues from the Ideal.

On

the basis of this belief his nature images are shown to have their
ideal forms in the Ideal.

Whitman suggests a similar idea in

"Eidolons," but his idealism does not subdue his realism, the spirit is
not preferred to matter, and nature is equally embraced with that from
which it evolves.^

44.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 45.

45. Nicholson, The Mathnavi of Jalal al-Din Rumi, Book III,
1008; or Ibid., p. 119.
46. "Eidolons" mean the changeless and eternal spiritual
effluxes of every object in the universe. As a unitive force, eidolon
is identical with Rumi's concept of the soul that exists in every
animate and inanimate entity in the universe. See Ibid., 1008.

CHAPTER 6

MOTION IMAGERY

Motion imagery in Rumi and Whitman consists of flight and
circle.

Other types may exist in their poems too, but these two seem

to be the major ones and have much to suggest about their concepts of
mystic evolution.

Often musical and rhythmic, motion imagery is used

to dramatize the free movements of the soul into the universe of its
own mystic imagination.

Flight imagery, or bird imagery, is used by

both poets to suggest a dynamic quality of the soul.

Circle imagery,

on the other hand, is often used to produce a sense of unitive harmony
between the soul and the concentric universe.

Rumi often uses dance

imagery in the same sense to elevate his body-mind rhythm in harmony
with the spheric dance of the heavenly bodies.

Bird Imagery
Bird images in the poems of Rumi and Whitman can be divided
into five kinds:

the singing birds, the nightingale and the mocking

bird; the fast powerful birds, the falcon and the spotted hawk; the
seabirds, the sea-gulls and the ducks; the mediating birds, the hoopoe
and the hermit-thrush; and the ethereal birds, the simurgh or anqa
(mythical birds like the phoenix) and the elusive "uncaught bird" of
the "Song of the Universal."

Some overlapping among these cannot be

avoided, but I believe that this classification, which is concerned
with the poets' special attentions to certain bird imagery, can be
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very helpful in understanding further mystical and poetic affinity
between the works of the two poets.
Much of the bird imagery in Leaves of Grass contains similar
symbolism expressed with similar imagery as those to be found in Rumi's
poems.

However, only in two cases, Attar's image of the hoopoe and

Hafiz's image of the nightingale do seem to be better matches for
the hermit-thrush and the mocking-bird in Whitman's poems.

Attar's

famous bird allegory, The Conference of the Birds, influenced Rumi a
great deal, and it could be claimed as the major source for much of the
mystical symbolism to be encountered in his works.

Hafiz is not, of

course, a contemporary of Rumi, but his work is a later more sensual
and lyrical extension, and he is a master of the kind of lyrical odes
Rumi wrote in his Divan.
him in his notes.^

After all, Whitman knew Hafiz and mentions

For such reasons, a partial involvement of Hafiz

in this discussion will prove to be interesting.
Whitman's image of the mocking-bird in "Out of the Cradle"—
representing one who is immersed in sadness, ceaselessly pouring out
his cries of unsatisfied love—parallels the heart-sore nightingale in
Hafiz's early poems:
I walked within a garden fair
At dawn, to gather roses there;
When suddenly sounded in the dale
The singing of a nightingale.
Alas, he loved a rose, like me,
And he, too, loved in agony;
Tumbling upon the mead he sent
The cataract of his lament.

1.

The Complete Writing of Walt Whitman, VII, p. 13.
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With sad and meditative pace
I wandered in that flowering place,
And thought upon the tragic tale
Of love, and rose, and the nightingale.
•
•

•
•

•
•

It moved me strongly, as I heard
The singing of that passionate bird;
So much it moved me, I could not£
Endure the burden of his throat.
Other than the setting in the two poems—a garden in this one and a
seascape in "Out of the Cradle"—there is much between the two which
corresponds.

Emphasis upon the deep grief of the two male birds, the

nightingale and the mocking-bird, over the loss or impending loss of
their mates, and the heartfelt participation of, and identification
with, the two poets in the tragedies of their bereaved ones parallel
quite closely in these poems.

The theme of unsatisfied love and the

poetic utterances which ensue are essentially common in the two poems.
In the sad trillings of the birds, which tell of the agony of the loss
of love and loneliness, the two poets identify the projections of their
own unfulfilled passions.

As Whitman exclaims in these lines:

0 you singer solitary, singing by yourself,
perpetuating me,
0 solitary me listening, never more shall I
cease perpetuating you,
Never more shall I escape, never more the
reverberations,
Never more the cries of unsatisfied love is
absent from me.
The mocking-bird's carols of "lonesome love," which both inspire him
and vent his "unsatisfied" love now "tumultously bursting," will be the

2. A. J. Arberry, ed. and trans., Fifty Poems of Hafiz
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1962), p. 127.

3.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 184.
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future songs of the "outsetting bard."

Hafiz also in many of his

lyrics claims that he reechoes the free sad and happy songs of Shiraz
nightingales in his poems.

The passion of unfulfilled love stirred

again in the young poets by the love-sick birds is at first erotic, not
as mystical as one would expect.
the.<w.vl

But as Whitman begins to listen to

the sea—"the word of the sweetest song and all songs,"--

and Hafiz turns to the wise Magian and the Saki, eroticism in their
poems fuses with mysticism, even with a dominance of the latter upon
the former.

Thus Whitman celebrates the mystical song of the sea as

"superior to all" and the song of all songs.

And neither does Hafiz

continue to sing like the libertine nightingale once he is given to
drink deep from the Cup of the Magian or the Sufi master.

To sum up,

neither Hafiz nor Whitman finds the ultimate truth in the Epicurean
4
meaning of life, in the sensual pleasure of love, as represented by
the two birds.

The ultimate truth for them reveals itself in the

mystical creative beauty of death inherent in life, as represented by
the sea and the old Magian.

4. Muhammad Iqbal's satire on Hafiz as a pure sensualist seems
to be unfounded and unfair in the light of what we have said and what
is discovered by the modern critics. The great Pakistani philosopher
and poet must have misunderstood Hafiz when he spoke of him in this
bitter tone:
Beware of Hafiz the drinker,
His cup is full of the poison of death.
His garment of abstinence is mortgaged to the cup-bearer.
Wine is the remedy for the horror of the resurrection.
There is nothing in his market except wineWith two cups his turban has beensspoiled,
He is a Muslim but his belief wears the thread of an unbeliever.
The rest of this poem is to be found in Hafeez Malik, ed. Iqbal, PoetPhilosopher of Pakistan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1971),
p. 294.
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Two other birds which present parallel flight imagery in the
poems of Rumi and Whitman are the former's falcon or white hawk and the
latter's spotted hawk.

These two birds, apparently of one kind, are

depicted by both poets to be wild, powerful, high-soaring, and yet
extremely tamable.

Having extraordinary sharp eyes, swooping down like

thunderbolts over their preys, they hardly fail to miss their targets.
It is the high flight and the power of the hawk which fascinates
Whitman, not its sounds, as he admits in this poem from a section of
"Old Age Echoes":
I have not so much emulated the birds that musically sing,
I have abandon'd myself to flights, broad circles,
The hawk, the seagull, have far more possessed me than the
canary or mocking-bird,
I have not felt to warble and trill, however sweetly,
I have felt to soar in freedom and in the fullness of power,
joy, volition.^
As Whitman suggests in the above lines, the hawk stands for the dynamic
and transcendent self whose sweeping soaring, circling, spiraling, and
hovering are all powerfully dramatized in "Song of Myself."

When the

show of its wonderous flights are performed, the self appears once
again, for the last time, in the form of "the spotted hawk" shaking its
wings before it takes leave of the phenomenal world:
The spotted hawk swoops by and accuses me, he complains
of my gab and my loitering.
I too am not a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable,
I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world.

5.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 386.
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The last scud of day holds back for me,
It flings my likeness after the rest and true as any on
the shadow'd wild,
It coaxes me to the vapor and the dusk.
I depart as air, I shake my white locks at the runaway sun,
I effuse my flesh in eddies, and drift it in lacy jags.6
In another poem from "Children of Adam" the identification between the
soul and the hawk is quite explicit, as in these lines:
0 that you and I escape from the rest and go utterly off,
free and lawless,
Two hawks in the air, two fishes swimming in the sea not
more lawless than we.^
In the above lines Whitman presents a synchronized movement of the self
toward the sea and the heaven through a juxtaposed use of flight and
swimming imagery:

"Two hawks in the air, two fishes swimming in the

sea not more lawless than we."

This juxtaposition is also the dominant

motif in "Passage to India" where the sea and the heaven overlap and
the soul, like some winged-vessel, interpenetrates both realms of
infinitude:
Passage to more than India!
Are thy wings plumed indeed for such far flights?
0 soul, voyagest thou indeed on voyages like those?
Disported thou on waters such as those?
Soundest below the Sancrit and
o Vedas?
Then have thy bent unleash'd.
•

It is more than a matter of coincidence that Rumi, as is true
as well of Whitman, should also, and always, juxtapose flight and

6.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 68.

7.

Ibid., p. 70.

8-

Ibid',

p. 299.
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swimming imagery.

Note the striking resemblance in these lines:

Fly, fly, 0 bird, to thy native home,
For thou hast escaped from the cage and
thy pinions are outspread.
Travel away from the bitter stream towards
the water of life.
Haste, haste! for we too, 0 soul, are coming
g
From this world of severance to that world of union.
Or in these lines:
How should a fish leap not nimbly from the dry land
into the water,
When the sound of waves reaches its ear from the cold
ocean?
Why should a falcon not fly from the quarry towards the
King
When it hears by drum-stick the notice of "Return"?
The call of the ocean in the young duck raised by a hen is explained by
the attraction of the part toward its whole or origin:
Although a domestic fowl may have taken thee,
Who art a duckling, under her wing and nurtured thee,
Thy mother was a duck of that ocean,
Thy nurse was earthy, and her wing dry land.
The longing for the ocean which fills thy heart,That natural longing of thy soul comes from thy mother.

1

In the last four examples quoted, the fish and hawk, being by
nature fluid and fast, represent the free movements of the soul in the
sea and in the sky.

The sea-gulls, in "Brooklyn Ferry," and the ducks

or other waterfowls, in Rumi's poetry, are used to alternate and syn
chronize these movements in unitive fusion of the sea and the sky.

The

sea-gulls and the ducks are better symbols of the soul than the fish

9.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from The Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

p. 109.
10.

Ibid., p. 117.

11.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 109.
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arid the falcon because they belong to the sea and the sky at the same
time.

And they always tend to hover over the sea, the realm of their

origin.

Hovering over generation after generation of mankind crossing

the Brooklyn Ferry, a symbol of the phenomenal world, the sea-gulls
stand for the eidolons or souls of human life.

In identifying with the

free and powerful flights of these birds, Rumi and Whitman create a
sense of largeness and freedom in their souls.

As the flight of a bird

is always toward the heaven or the sea, an urge and attraction of a
part toward its whole, such is also the movement of the human soul
toward its Origin.

As the birds follow the natural cycle, the soul

also seeks to harmonize its urge with the rhythm and motion of the
universe.

It even expands to the extent that it feels it has recreated

the universe within itself.

Thus Whitman claims:

12

widens, longitude lengthens."

"Within me latitude

Man in spirit, says Rumi, is a

macro

cosm because he can attain an inclusive consciousness of God and the
cosmos in his soul."^
Having discussed the concept of some kind of Romantic love in
the songs of the nightingale and the mocking-bird and the motive
aspects of the soul in such birds as the falcon, the hawk, and sea
gulls, I should like now to examine the mystical concept of mediation
in the hoopoe and the hermit-thrush.

The hoopoe, the legendary mes

senger of King Solomon, as Attar describes him in his The Conference
of the Birds—Rumi also alludes to the same symbolic legend—stands for

12.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 100.

13.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 124.
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the Sufi master leading his adepts through several mystical stages to
reunion with the King Bird.

Although Whitman does not attach any

legend or myth to his hermit-thrush, he does suggest a role of media
tion and leadership in his description of the hermit bird.
I shall begin with Attar's The Conference of the Birds, since
this poem seems to be the original source of Rumi's bird imagery.
Below is a synopsis of the mere plot of the poem:

Birds of all kinds,

representing humanity, are gathered by the hoopoe who insists that
they all must set out on a journey in search of their King Bird (the
Simurgh) who dwells in Mount Oaf.

At first some of the weaker birds

hesitate and offer excuses that they have personal and family duties to
do, or that the journey may be perilous and too far to reach, or that
they are not interested in taking such a long trip, and so on.

But the

hoopoe, using his Biblical knowledge, his gift of rhetoric and wit, and
the strength of his belief in the cause of this pilgrimage, convinces
all of the birds and demands that they just follow him and never worry
about the possible hazards of the path toward the King Bird.
pass seven symbolic valleys:

They

the valley of quest, the valley of love,

the valley of gnosis, the valley of freedom, the valley of unity, the
valley of astonishment, and finally the valley of death.

Entertaining

the pilgrims with numerous tales, parables, and songs, the hoopoe can
save only thirty birds out of the thousands who took the path.

The

thirty birds reach the valley of death, the last and the most mystical
valley of all.

Here images of death, rebirth, immortality, and reunion-

all commingle and the poet succeeds in describing something most
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ineffable in terms of Sufism.

The thirty birds (si murgh) become the

Simurgh, the legendary Phoenix-like bird in Persian mythology, here
14
symbolic of the Divine.
In the allegorical tradition of The Conference of the Birds,
Rumi presents the hoopoe in his poems to signify"^ the role of the Sufi
master in the adept's path to spiritual salvation.

Knowing the path

through the dangerous valleys to Mount Oaf (imagined to be the charmed
dwelling of supernatural beings) where the Simurgh is supposed to be
nesting, the wise hoopoe is often shown to externalize the inner Sufi
journey which leads to the discovery of God in man.

Such is also the

interior meaning of the pilgrimage in Attar's great mystical poem.
Parviz Morewedge makes a similar comment in regard to bird imagery in
Rumi:
Numerous references indicate either that our soul is a bird
like entity or that the sage figure himself is depicted as a
heavenly bird, a light coming from God (Shams, VII, 27455).
The relationship between the bird and life is depicted in
many other poems such as Mathnawi, I, 310, where a bird in
cage represents man's imprisoned state, or in (Shams, VII,
34994), where a release from the physical body is conveyed
through a release of the bird from the cage and a flight
towards the throne of God, or in (Shams, III, 12627), where
the bird of the heart is identified with the simurgh who
resides in Mount Oaf. ... In these and other poems the
flight of the bird indicates that the most significant
aspect of a person is his spiritual self, represented by the
Divine, and connected to the Divine. The mediator figure,

14. This synopsis is mine from Farid al-Din Attar, The Con
ference of the Birds, A Sufi Fable, translated from French translation
by Garcin de Tassy into English by C. S. Nott (Berkeley: Shambhala,
1971).
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such as Shams, is the source of the Divine within us, able
to assist us in this mystical self-realization.^

Although there is not any metaphysical reference or mythical
allusion attached to the hermit-thrush, as there is with hoopoe,
Whitman, nevertheless, describes him as a hermit bird "withdrawn to
himself, avoiding the settlements," singing in "secluded recesses"

among the thick "cedars and pines."

Furthermore, the poet describes

his encounter with the mystic bird in such a way that a sense of
master-pupil relationship can easily be discerned in these lines:

And the singer so shy to the rest receiv'd me,
The gray-brown bird I know receiv'd us comrades three,
And he sang the carol of death, and a verse for him I love.
Having been given a high mystical lesson about the beautiful necessity
of death by the hermit bird, the poet is not only able to overcome his

tremendous grief over the death of his dearest friend (Abraham
Lincoln), but he also emerges as a transformed person with a great
sense of joy toward death, as in these lines:

Come lovely and soothing death,
Undulate round the world, serenely arriving, arriving,
In the day, in the night, to all, to each,
Sooner or later delicate death.
Prais'd be the fathomless universe,
For life and joy, and for objects and knowledge curious,
And for love, sweet love--but praise! praise! praise!
For the sure-enwinding arms of cool-enjoying death.-'-®
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It is apparent that the hermit-thrush, like Attar's hoopoe, has a
mystical mediating function in "Lilacs," and that this new regenerative
concept of death, celebrated so ecstatically by the poet, has also some
remarkable affinity with the Sufi idea of death.

The two mediating

figures may not necessarily be identical any more than the two concepts
of death, but the evident kinship cannot be ignored.
The "uncaught bird" of "Song of Universal" ever "hovering,
hovering, / High in the purer, happier air" evokes a sense of ethereal
mystery like the simurgh or anqa in Rumi's poems.

The "uncaught bird"

seems to be the essence of pure goodness in the universe, something
like the soul itself, as Whitman describes it below:
Over the mountain-growths disease and sorrow,
As uncaught bird is ever hovering, hovering,
High in the purer, happier air.
From imperfection's murkiest cloud,
Darts always forth one ray of perfect light,
One flash of heaven's glory.^
In many poems in the Divan, Rumi also describes the simurgh as an elu
sive pure heavenly light that could only be captured by the snare of
love:
Though the simurgh flies happily in Mount Oaf,
when it sees
Love's snare it falls, and flies no more.20

19.
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Here he sees himself as the simurgh:
Do you not know that I am simurgh? for I fly around Oaf;
Do you not know that I have caught the scent? for I
circle about the rosebower.
Whereas the other birds which the two poets use in their works are
familiar ones and have some physical characteristics, the simurgh and
the "uncaught bird" are intended to be as inscrutable as the tran
scendent self they represent.

James E. Miller Jr. makes this remark

about the "uncaught bird" in "Song of the Universal":
The bird, like the seed perfection, is that element of eternity
in the event encaged in time, that element of universal good
always present in temporary and passing evil. It is possible
that the 'Birds' in 'Birds of Passage' are meant to be
instances of the 'uncaught bird' of 'Song of the Universal';
the poems of this group are, perhaps, meant to discover this
element of the eternal in the events of the passing moment.
Seed or bird, this ever present element is the soul, and
For it the mystic evolution,
Not the right only justified, what we call evil also
justified (L, 277). ^
The most dynamic element in mystic evolution and imagery is the
soul or the transcendent self, and the center which it seeks to reach
is the Higher Self.

On the path to that center it is shown as a

pilgrim, a mariner, a wandering lover, and, most of all, a high-winging
bird soaring in the free sky.

It assumes numerous other motions too.

It swims like a fish, glides like a boat, surges like waves, and is as
vast as the sea itself.

It also manifests itself in light imagery.

It

radiates like the sun, beams like the moon, flashes like a comet, turns

p. 211.

21.
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to fire without becoming ash.
a cloud, and floods the ego.

And it melts like the snow, rains like
There are hundreds of other similar

images used by both poets to display the various aspects of the dynamic
self.

Bird imagery is more recurrent than many of these.

It seems

that certain birds can evoke a sense of spirituality better than any
other kind of living entity.

After all, the Divine Spirit appeared on

the primeval Earth in the figure of a white dove.

Circle Imagery
The life of a man is a self-evolving circle, which from a ring
imperceptibly small, rushes on all sides outward to new and
larger circles. ... The extent to which this generation of
circles ... will go, depends on the force or truth of the
individual soul.23
Mystic evolution in much of the nature and motion imagery used
in the poems of Rumi and Whitman appears to be circular.

Circularity

is also the shape of many celestial orbs, which revolving one after
another, form a sort of concentric universe.

Above all, circularity is

the life-death-rebirth process on the earth.

For the mystic things on

the earth, the earth itself, the planets and the stars all in one way
or another circle around one another, or possess "orbic tendencies"
toward one another.
and circles.

In the wakes of their orbiting they leave circles

Thus in the mind of the mystic the whole universe

.imprints a circular concentric shape.

To the mystical eye the universe

must so appear; otherwise unity would not be possible.

23. Whicher, Selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson, An Organic
Anthology , p. 169.
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Circle and Dance Imagery in Rumi
For Rumi love is the axis of this wheeling universe.

Love is

also the magnetic and creative center in every other thing in the uni
verse.

Often he speaks of love as one with the Divine—the Primeval

Center and the Infinite Circle.
that of Rumi when he says:

Emerson's idea is not different from

"Whilst the eternal generation of circles

proceeds, the eternal generator abides.

That central life is somewhat

24
superior to creation ... and contains all its circles."

If there

is any rounding in the objects of the universe, any circling in their
movements around one another, any motive urge and animating force in
the smallest particles of the Earth, Rumi attributes them to the
attractive central power of love.
The wheel of heaven, with all its pomp and splendor,
circles around God like a mill.
My soul, circumambulates around such a Kaaba ...
Travel like a ball around in His Polo-field, inasmuch
as you have become happy and helpless.
He set on your finger the royal signet so that you
might become a ruler having authority.
Whoever circumambulates about the heart becomes the soul of
the world, heart-ravishing.
The heart-forlorn becomes companion to the moth, he
circles about the tip of the candle.
Because his body is earthy and his heart of fire--congener
has an inclincation towards congener.
The mystic's soul circles about annihilation, even as iron
about a magnet.
Every star circles about the sky, because purity is the
congener of purity.25
There is no movement in the soul and in the concrete in which a
sense of circularity is not suggested.

In his myriad images of the

24.
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bird and the sky, the drop and the sea, the light and the sun, the mill
and the wind, the ebb and the flow, the moth and the candle, the
pilgrim and the Kaaba, and in hundreds of other similar images the
symbolic circle, the round unitive urge, is suggested.

Nothing is

disconnected, nothing is off the magic circle, nothing is static and
dead in Rumi's world.

Whitman describes it better in "Eidolons":

Ever the dim beginning,
Ever the growth, the rounding of the circle,
Ever the summit and the merge at last, (to surely start again,)
Eidolons! Eidolons!
These lines of Whitman ("Urge and urge and urge, / Always the
9fi

procreant urge of the world.")

with only a substitute of the word

"love" for "the world" would be a best description of Rumi's mystic
vision of the cosmos.

The law of gravitation he would have changed to

the law of love had he lived after Sir Isaac Newton.

Thus he argues:

The motion of every atom is towards its origin;
A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent,
By the attraction of fondness and yearning, the soul
and the heart
Assumes the qualities of the Beloved, who is the Soul
of souls.27
Isn't the same idea delivered in Whitman's "A Persian Lesson"?
It is the central urge in every atom,
(often unconscious, often evil, downfallen,)
To return to its divine source and origin, however
distant,
Latent the same in subject and in object, without
one exception.

26.
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In some of Rumi's quatrains this idea is crystallized in single images,
as in this one:
Each atom dancing in the plain
Or in the air,
Behold it well, like us, insane
It spineth there.
Each atom, whether glad it be
Or sorrowful,
Circleth the sun in ecstasy
Ineffable.^
It is in the real dance of his Whirling Dervishes that Rumi
creates a symbolically intrinsic center-circle relationship.

As Eva

Meyerovitch says:
While dancing around themselves, they also revolve around the
room. This turning represents union in plurality, and also
the circle of existence, from stone to man. It also represents
the law of the universe—the planets turning around the sun,
and also around themselves. The three bows they exchanged sym
bolize the successive degrees of faith, and the beating drums
evoke the trumpets of judgement.
The circle of dancers is divided into two half-circles, one
of which represents the arc of descent or the involution of
souls into matter; and the other the arc of the soul's ascent
back to God. An ideal line separates the two arcs, represent
ing the shortest way for arriving at Supreme Unity—it goes
from the shaikh's carpet to the entrance door of the room, and
the dervishes are not permitted to walk on it. The first two
dances were done in common, the third is danced individually,
for time is supposed to be overtaken. The shaikh enters in the
dancing only on the fourth time. Now the rhythme changes and
speeds up to a very rapid pace. The shaikh dances, turning,
along the ideal line in the center of the circle, like the sun
and its rays.^O

29.

Arberry, Classical Persian Poetry, p. 233.

30. Eva Meyerovitch, Mystique et poesie en Islam: Dialal-udDin Rumi et l'ordre des Derviches tourneurs (Bruges, 1972), pp. 86-88.
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In the dance of the Whirling Dervishes there is a rapt marriage of the
body and the soul, a magical death of the individual ego in the col
lective rhythms of the group, and an experience of self-integration and
harmony with the motive order and the creative center.

In the dance

each individual is a circle turning around its own center and the
collective center, with the perfect coordination of all the other
circles and centers.

There is much more than we know about in the

meaning and the effect of this dance.

Perhaps the one who performs it

is in the most direct position to express his experience.

On the basis

of our interpretation of dance imagery used in Rumi1s poems, we can
conclude that this mystic ritual produces a psychic unitive urge and
ecstasy in the whirling dervish who seeks to elevate himself in harmony
with the revolving sphere around the Divine Center.
It should be mentioned that Whitman had heard of the dance of
the Whirling Dervishes, but he may not have discovered that the
original founder of the Order was the same mystic whose poems he had
read in Alger's Poetry of the East.

At any rate, in "Proud Music

of the Storm," as well as in his notes, he mentions the dance of the
dervishes:
I hear dervishes monotonously chanting, interspers'd with
frantic shouts, as they spin around turning always
towards Mecca,
I see the rapt religious dances of the Persians and the
Arabs . . .
I hear from Mussulman mosque the muezzin calling,
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I see the worshippers within, nor form nor sermons, argument
nor word,
But silent, strange, devout, rais'd, glowing heads, ecstatic
faces.

Circle Imagery in Leaves of Grass
Circle imagery is used in a great number of the poems in
Leaves of Grass.

In "Eidolons," "Birds of Passage," and "Crossing

Brooklyn Ferry" the archetypal good or "the seed perfection" or the
soul appears in the shape of an everlasting creative center toward
which all phenomenal forms have "orbic tendencies."

In "Eidolons" the

circle-center relationship is dramatized in the very circular structure
of the poem.

It consists of twenty-one uniform circular stanzas, each

containing one short initial line, two medial long lines, and a final
short line. In form, each initial line begins with the idea of
"eidolon" (the soul), underlying the life-force of the entities
mentioned in the two medial lines, and ends with a short description of
"eidolon" in the final line.

But in essence, the "eidolon" is in the

center and is the creative center, for example:
Thy body permanent,
The body lurking there within thy body,
The only purport of the form thou art, the real I myself
An image, an eidolon.

31. Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, pp. 285-86.
His great contemporary, Mark Twain, had actually witnessed the "Dancing
Dervishes" in Constantinople and was fascinated by them"in a different
way. After a rather accurate description of the ritual, Mark Twain,
lacking the kind of depth and interest Emerson and Whitman had in
Eastern religion and literature, writes this final note: "It was about
as barbarous an exhibition as we have witnessed yet," see Mark Twain,
The Innocents Abroad (New York: Harper & Brothers Pub., 1911), p. 73.
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Exalte, rapt, ecstatic,
The visible but their womb of birth,
Of orbic tendencies to shape and shape and shape
The mighty earth-eidolon.-^
Rabindranath Tagore aptly describes a similar idea in his Fireflies:
"The center is still and silent in the heart of an eternal dance of

oo
circles."

But for Whitman, as well as for Rumi, this center is both

"Unfix1d yet fix'd," "Ever the mutable," "The old, old urge," and
"Exalte, rapt, ecstatic."
In "Song of the Universal" this eidolon is certainly identified
with the soul and assumes the image of "an uncaught bird" "ever hover
ing, hovering, / High in the purer, happier air."

In the earth it is

"the seed perfection" "Amid the measureless grossness and the slag, /
Enclosed and safe within its central heart. ..."

In its highest

manifestation it is the soul toward which time and space gravitate:
. . . Lo! the soul, above all sciences,
For it has history gather'd like husks around the globe,
For it the entire star-myriads roll through the sky.
In spiral routes by long detours,
• • •

For it the partial to the permanent flowing,
For it the real to the ideal tends.
For it the mystic evolution,
Not the right only justified,
what we call evil also justified.^
In the same poem the soul is also called "one flash of heaven's glory,"
"love," and the divine image ("Thy ensemble").

The creative centrality
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of it "in the heart of an eternal dance of circles," as Tagore says, is
emphasized throughout the poem.

As the title of the poem ("Song of the

Universal") suggests, Whitman seems to have intended to celebrate the
various attributes of the universal soul in nature, in history, in man,
and in God.

The universal soul inherent as "the seed perfection" in

nature manifests itself as the soul in man after he has completed the
vegetative and animal stages of the mystic evolution.

Since it issues

from God, it makes it possible for man to reach his highest evolu
tionary stage--becoming a part of God.
The concept of the universal soul is a most dominant theme in
the poems of Rumi.

Just as Whitman calls it "The entities of entities,

eidolons" in the world of forms, Rumi describes it in the same manner:
"In that earthly shell / There is naught but foam of foam of foam of
35
foam! / God is that foam; God is also that pure sea. ..."

In

nature it is the supreme alchemist who turns base metals into gold,
stones into gems, and animates the frozen and the dead.36

in

man

it is

love—diffusing, knitting, and melting love:
When man and woman becomes one"., Thou are that One!
When their union is dissolved, Lo! Thou abidest!
. . . Canaan was drowned at last.
Love is as the ark appointed for the righteous,
Which annuls the danger and provides a way of escape.

35.
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Hail to thee, then 0 Love, sweet madness!
Thou who healest all our infirmities!
Who art the physician of our pride and self-conceit!
Who art our Plato and our Galen!
Love exalts our earthly bodies to heaven,
And makes the very hills to dance with j o y ? 39
For Walt Whitman love is not less than what it is for Rumi.
The most striking point of resemblance appears in the almost same love
imagery they use.

In the same manner the American poet exalts love in

"Song of Myself":
. . . a k e l s o n o f t h e c r e a t i o n i s l o v e . ..
Love, that is pulse of all, the sustenance and the pang,
The heart of man and woman all for love,
No other theme but love—knitting, enclosing, all-diffusing
love.
• • •

Love, that is all the earth to lovers—love, that mocks time
and space,
Love, that is day and night--love, that is sun and moon and
stars. . .
In "Ashes of Soldiers" he invokes the resurrective power of love:
. . .0 love, immortal love,
Give me to bathe the memories of all dead soldiers,
Shroud them, embalm them, cover them all .. .
Make these ashes to nourish and blossom,
0 love, solve all, fructify all with the last chemistry. ^
Love is not only the beating heart in man; it is also the
attracting-diffusing force in every other entity in the universe.
universe seen with such a vision is obviously a sexual one.

The

Note how
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in these lines Rumi imagines a blushing full moon attracting circling
planets and signs of the Zodiac:
Tonight is a night of union for the stars and of scattering,
scattering, since a bride is coming from the skies,
consisting of a full moon.
Venus cannot contain herself for charming melodies, like the
nightingale which becomes intoxicated with the rose
in spring time.
See how the Polestar is ogling Leo; behold what dust Pisces
is stirring up from the deep J
Jupitar has galloped his steed against ancient Saturn, saying
'Take back your youth and go, bring good tidings!'
Mars' hand, which was full of blood from the handle of his
sword, has become life-giving as the sun, the
exalted in works.
Since Aquarius has come full of that water of life, the day
cluster of Virgo is raining pearls from him.
•

•

•

When from the moon the arrow of a glance struck the heart
of Sagitarius, he took to night-faring, in passion
for her, like Scorpio.
On such a festival, go, sacrifice Taurus, else you are crooked
of gait in the mud like Cancer.
This sky is the astrolabe, and the reality is Love; whatever
we say of this, attend to the meaning.^
For Whitman the most sexual and sensual planet is the earth herself:
"Smile 0 voluptuous cool-breath'd earth! / Earth of the slumbering and
44
liquid trees! / Earth of departed sunset. ..."

In "Eidolons" the

poet intuits a soul in the core of every object and that soul is always
"Exalte, rapt, ecstatic. ..."

And that soul or "eidolon"—being the

creative "womb of birth"--is the unitive urge in the centers of the
earth and the heavenly bodies.

Whitman, like Rumi, often tends to

spiritualize his portrayal of cosmic sexuality, relating it to the co
hesive nature of the soul rather than any kinds of physical conditions.
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In such Platonic concepts as "eidolon," "the seed perfection," "the
uncaught bird," "thou," and even God, the poet never ceases to explore
a sense of rapt sexuality, urge, and productivity.

All of these terms

are but various aspects of the creative soul theologically defined as
"Santa Spirita" in "Chanting the Square Deific."

It is:

. . . breather, life . . .
Essence of forms, life of the real identities ...
Life of the great round world, the sun and the stars,
and of man. . .
There are, of course, other reasons why Rumi and Whitman
sexualize the universe.

First, in sexualizing the universe they create

a poetical sense of tangible cohesiveness in life.

And this is a great

poetic aspect of the kind of mysticism they espouse.

Secondly, it is

the prime purpose of the mystic poet to act as a uniter, blender, and
lover.

Thus Whitman claims:

"Nature and Man Shall be disjoin1d and

diffused no more, / The true son of God shall absolutely fuse them.
And Rumi says the same thing:

"... every moment I shape a beauteous

form, / And then in thy presence I melt them all away."

"Every drop of

blood which proceeds from me is saying to thy dust: / 'I am one colour
with thy love, I am the partner of thy affection1."^'''

His reason for

the fact that man is in love with the cosmos and the cosmos with itself
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and man is a philosophical one:
. . . all the parts of the world . . .
Are arranged in pairs, and each loves its mate,
Just as amber attracts blades of straw,
Heaven says to earth, 'All hail to thee!'
We are related to one another as iron
and magnet.'^®
Time and again we come back to the same old principle:

love.

This

magnetic inborn force is made responsible for all the urge and movement
the poets experience in the universe.

The Circle and the Center in the Self
From the smallest atom of dust that "circleth the sun in
ecstasy" to the orbiting stars and the wheeling heavens—in such
circling images, microcosmic or macrocosmic, Rumi identifies a semblance
of his dynamic soul.

In essence, his soul which accompanies the

circling orbs is indeed one with the same unitive universal soul in
their centers.

In these lines the soul of the poet is shown to be a

part of the circling planets "the nine Fathers" and identical with the
universal soul in them:
I have circled awhile with the nine Fathers in each
Heaven.
For years I have revolved with the stars in their
signs.
I was invisible awhile, I was dwelling with Him.
•

•

•

I receive my nourishment from God, as a child in the
womb.
Man is born once, I have been born many times. ...

48.
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Whitman sounds in "Song of Myself" as if he is a part of the same
chorus:
Before I was born out of my mother generations
guided me,
My embryo has never been torpid . . .
Cycles ferried my cradle, rowing and rowing ...
For room to me stars kept aside in their own rings,
They sent influences to look after what was
to hold me.
My embryo has never been torpid. ...
For it the nebula cohered to an orb,
The long slow strata piled to rest it on,
Vast vegetables gave it sustenance ...
All forces have been steadily employ'd to
complete and delight me,
Now on this spot I stand with my robust soul.

y

Then Rumi continues the story of his life before and after birth:
Man is born once, I have been born many times.
Clothed in a bodily mantle, I have busied myself
with affairs,
And often have I rent the mantle with my own hands.
I have passed nights with ascetics in the monastery.
I have slept with infidels before the idols in the
pagoda.
I am the pangs of the jealous, I am the pain of the sick.
I am both cloud and rain; I have rained on the meadows.
Never did the dust of mortality settle on my skin. ...
This is the story of mystic evolution from "the seed perfection" "Amid
the measureless grossness and the slag" to the point where the mystic
claims:

"I am an acme of things accomplish'd, and I am encloser of

things to be.""^

The most effulgent image in which the soul desires to

49.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 62.

50.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

51.

Ibid.

p. 331.
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reach this perfectibility is light, as Rumi claims:
I am not of water nor of fire, I am not of the froward wind,
I am not of moulded clay; I have mocked at them all . . .
I am the pure Light.
The idea that the soul of the perfect man can reach that
transcendent potentiality that it can circle the planets, center them,
and even surpass them is not a pure mystical fantasy.

There is some

esoteric logic in it, as long as mysticism is concerned.

Being often

dialectic and empirical, Rumi never fails to posit some kind of
esoteric justification for his mystical expressions, as in these lines:
From the pure star-bright souls replenishment is
ever coming to the stars of heaven.
Outwardly we are ruled by these stars, but our inward
nature has become the ruler of the skies.
Therefore, while in form thou art the microcosm, in
reality thou art the macrocosm.52
One can always find dramatic illustrations of Rumi's thoughts in Leaves
of Grass, as in these lines from "Passage to India" in which Whitman
presents his soul as the same macrocosm mentioned by Rumi:
. . .0 soul, thou actual Me,
And lo, thou gently masterest the orbs,
Thou matest Time, smilest content at Death,
5*3
And fillest, swellest full the vastness of Space.
Thus it is in this mystical experience of seeing the universe in the
self—the macrocosm in the microcosm—that the mystic transforms the
infinite universe into a finite one and masters it internally.

The

transcendent self in "Song of Myself"--having reached a full

52.

Ibid., p. 124.

53.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 293.
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consciousness of the universe and identified with its grand images—
rises above all and feels larger and more confident than all:
I match my spirit against yours, you orbs, growths,
mountains, brutes,
Copious as you are I absorb you all in myself, and
become the master myself.5^
Internalization of the universe in the self is even more evident in
these lines from "Salut au Monde!":
Within me latitude widens, longitude lengthens,
Asia, Africa, Europe, are to the east—America ...
in the west. ...
Curiously north and south turn the axis-ends,
Within me is the longest day, the sun wheels
in slanting rings, it does not set for months ...
Within me zones, seas, cataracts, forests, volcanoes. .. .55
In these lines the universal elements are seen circling within
the transcendent self, not the self into the universe.

Rumi speaks of

the Perfect Man (Qutb) as one who "revolves round himself, while round
him revolves all the spheres of heaven."

For him nothing is more

occult than the soul of man in the earth or in the lofty heavens.56

In

his "Song of Myself" Whitman dramatizes this idea, having felt the
circling orbs within the self, or the self permeating several objects
at once.

Like a shaft of light or some mercurial substance, the self

pierces or flows into myriad forms and feels them within itself:

"I

fly those flights of a fluid and swallowing soul, / My course runs

54.

Ibid., p. 38.

55.

Ibid., p. 100.

56. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
pp. 126 and 127.
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below the soundings of plummets.Being identified as the active
macrocosm of the Macrocosm, the self is more infinite than the cosmos
because it can experience it and master it within itself.
the self is not one center or one circle.

Therefore,

It contains infinite centers

and circles because it is always in a state of flux and evolution.

It

may transmit itself into one image and become that image for a while,
as it does in "Song of Myself," but it always expands and extends
itself into other images and seeks to encompass all and yet be above
all.

57. Instances of this happen when the poet identifies with a
single image or an individual. For example, in "Song of Myself" he
says: "I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs"
(Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 52).

CHAPTER 7

images of the divine

Things are a great deal better when the transcendent, omni
potent personal God is regarded as also a loving Father. The
sincere worship of such a God changes character as well as
conduct, and does something to modify consciousness. But the
complete transformation of consciousness ... comes only
when God is thought of as the Perrenial Philosophy affirms Him
to be—immanent as well as transcendent, supra-personal as
well as personal.^
Aldous Huxley

A religionist may characterize God in terms of his scripture
and the history of his religion, but a mystic poet is often inclined
to intuit Him in his own soul, in nature, in the universe, and in the
infinite invisible.

Whereas a religionist restricts the Divine to some

certain time, setting, and people, a mystic poet is willing to uni
versalize and democratize Him in every thing, in every place, and in
every time.

Rumi and Whitman are such mystic poets who are more con

cerned with the unity of the Divine than God sectarianized or conceptu
alized in a restrictive way.

Being inherent in man, nature, and the

universe His unity is conceived to be all in all.
Rumi, "is all in all, the lover only veils Him."
could be defined in this simple formula:

2

"The Beloved," says
His complete unity

The absolute objectivity plus

absolute subjectivity equal the unity of the Divine in the universe.

1. Aldous Huxley, Perrenial Philosophy (New York:
Brothers Publishers, 1945), p. 23.

2.

Harper &

Whinfield, The Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 3.
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He may not be the Biblical God, but His unity includes the latter and
even Satan, as Whitman declares in these lines from "Chanting the
Square Deific":
Santa Spirita, breather, life,
Beyond the light, lighter than light ...
Including all life on earth, touching, including God,
including Saviour and Satan,
Ethereal, pervading all ...
Essence of formal life of the real identities ...
Life of the great round world, the sun and stars. . . .3
Rumi in a very simple way characterizes the same unity of the Divine:
I have put duality away, I have seen that the two worlds are
one;
One I seek, One I know, One I see, One I call.
He is the first, He is the last, He is the
outward, He is the inward. . . .^
In order to present the complete image of the unity of the
Divine, Rumi and Whitman accept evil as a part of Him and necessary in
the scheme of the creation.

Thus Rumi boldly declares in these lines:

He is the source of evil, as thou sayest,
Yet evil hurts Him not. To make that evil
Denotes in Him perfection . . .
The heavenly Artist paints
Beautiful shapes and ugly. . . .
"Santa Spirita" is also the complete Divine Image "including God,
including Saviour and Satan, / Ethereal, pervading all. ..." This
reminds us of the first scene of Goethe's Faust where the Lord, who is
also the source of all, addresses the Devil as a minor part of

3.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 311.

4.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from The Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

5.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 150.

p. 127.
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His creation:
Therein thou art free, according to thy merits;
The like of thee have never moved My hate.
Of all the bold, denying spirits,
The waggish knave least trouble doth c r e a t e . ^
Mystic poets never succumb to dualism, the Manichean concept of the
Devil as Anti-God with his horde of macabre goblins and demons.

The

relativity of evil in relation to the absolute unity of God is indeed
one of the fundamental aspects of mysticism in world religion and
literature.

Rumi affirms this in the following lines:

There is no absolute evil in the world: evil is relative.
In the realm of time there is nothing that is not a foot
to one and a fetter to another.^

God in Nature
An ecstatic mystic poet, such as Rumi, may go so far as to
claim that nature, man, and the whole universe are but images or attri
butes of the Divine unity.
double is a squint-eyed

"All this multiformity is one; whoever sees

m
a
n
i
k
i
n
,
"
8

he says.

In "A Persian Lesson"

Whitman makes "the greybeard sufi" speak for the old poet in the kind
of unitive voice that we always hear from Rumi.

"The greybeard sufi"

6. Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Faust, A Tragedy, trans, by Bayard
Taylor (New York: Washington Square Press, 1969), p. 12.
7.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 152.

8.

Ibid., p. 169.
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gives this "last lesson" to "the young priests and students":
Finally my children, to envelop each word, each part of
the rest,
Allah is all, all, all—is immanent in every life and object,
May-be at many and many-a-more removes—-yet Allah, Allah, Allah
is there."
It should be remembered that this is the Sufi voice of Whitman at the
age of sixty-nine, three years before his death in 1892.

That he

included "A Persian Lesson"--originally called "A Sufi Lesson"—in the
section "Good-Bye My Fancy" may suggest that he came across Rumi once
again, as he did first almost twenty-seven years earlier in Poetry of
the East,^ and strongly identified with him.

At any rate, at this

time I am more concerned with how the two poets conceive God in nature
than the matters of influence which I discussed in my introduction.
There is an obvious effort on the parts of Rumi and Whitman to
see beyond the external of every nature image they use in their poems.
What they see beyond the mere form of the image is a spirit, or an
archetype, or an "eidolon," or "the seed perfection"—all of them are
but different terms for the same universal unifying force.

In the

Bhagavad-Gita Brahman claims to be that force:
For I am Brahman
Within this body,
Life immortal

9.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 381.

10. "A Persian Lesson" has been compared with some similar
lines in the introduction of this book.
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That shall riot perish:
I am the Truth
11
And the Joy for ever.
Brahman or the Divine Essence (in Rumi) or Santa Spirita (in Whitman)
are proper names for the various creative and unitive aspects of this
universal soul or force.

Rabindranath Tagore in Gitanjali speaks of

it in most poetic terms:
The same stream of life that runs through my veins night
and day runs through the world and dances in rhythmic
measures.
It is the same life that shouts in joy through the dust of
the earth in numberless blades of grass breaks into
tumultuous waves of leaves and flowers.
It is the same life that is rocked in the ocean-cradle of
birth and of death, in ebb and in flow.
I feel my limbs are made glorious by the touch of this world
of life.
And my pride is from the life of ages dancing in my blood
this moment.-^
It is not my intention to compare Brahman and Tagore's concept of the
universal force with the Divine Essence and Santa Spirita, but rather
to emphasize that, if we leave aside metaphysical nuances and our pos
sible prejudices, all mystics intuit and experience the same unifying
primeval power in nature.

Tagore, as we know, was a great admirer of

Whitman,an(j he was influenced by the American poet and possibly by
Rumi too.

In his Gitanjali he uses the same kinds of nature and flight

11. Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood, trans.,
Bhagavad-Gita (New York: A Mentor Book, 1951), p. 110.
12. Rabindranath Tagore, A Tagore Reader, edited by Amiya
Chakravarty (Boston: Beacon Press,1966), p. 305.
13. Tagore declared that "no American has caught the Oriental
spirit so well as Whitman." See Tagore's view of Whitman in "The World
of Personality," A Tagore Reader, pp. 264-69.
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images ("blades of grass," "life that is rocked in the ocean-cradle of
birth and of death, in ebb and in flow.") which we observed in the
poems of Rumi"^ and Whitman before.

What all this means is that there

is a unity of spirit between nature and man, of which all mystics are
intuitively aware and express it in some more or less symbolic and
poetic terms.
Rumi often speaks of the unity of spirit in man and nature,
through the imminence of the Divine, in Sufi ecstatic terms:
Know that phenomenal forms are pitchers: with draughts of
the Ideal,
Like a pitcher, we all are being filled with and emptied
continually.-'-^
Whitman has a similar expression in "Eidolons" in which phenom
enal forms are seen to be filled with eidolons (spiritual effluxes) of
the one cosmic unifying Eidolon permeating everything in the universe.
It may be argued that Rumi considers nature a phenomenal form, but it
should be remembered that phenomertality for him is life in everlasting
renewing

process, for it is the nature of the soul to continue the

14. Tagore's poems teem with such images, as flute, dance,
bird, sea, etc., which we always notice in the Divan. For example,
these lines from Tagore's Fireflies ("The world is the ever-changing
foam I that floats on the surface of a sea of silence." Or "Between
the shores of Me and Thee / there is the loud ocean, my own surging
self, / which I long to cross.") Or "The shore whispers to the sea:
'Write to me what thy waves struggle to say / The sea writes in foam
again and again / and wipes off the lines in a boisterous despair."
These lines are quoted from: Tagore, Fireflies, pp. 89, 190, and 216.

15.
p. 215.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from The Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
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cycle of life-death-rebirth:
What is this fountain ...
The Soul whence issue all created things,
Doubtless the rivers shall not cease to flow
Till silenced are the everlasting springs.-1-"
The erraneous contention that the "Eastern" mystics dismiss the world
as being maya or illusion does not apply to Rumi.

One must consider

the burden of these words before making any such allegation:

"I have

put duality away, I have seen that the two worlds are one. ... He is
the outward, He is the inward."

The world is real and manifests the

eternal truths and spiritual effluxes of the Ideal because "God hath
mingled in the dusty earth / A draught of Beauty from His choicest
17
cup."

This "draught of Beauty" is what Tagore calls "the same stream

of life that runs through my veins night and day runs through the world
and dances in rhythmic measures."
criminates.

A true mystic never divides and dis

In accord with his central art and vision, which is unity

in love, he never allows any fragmentation in the God-imminent earth.
All parts of the earth are experienced to be interconnected, flowing
into one another, becoming one another, living one another, and thus
continually renewing the life-death-rebirth evolutionary cycle.
Therefore Rumi and Whitman, being true mystics, always feel
united with the earth because the earth is in them and they are in the
earth, as much as a child is linked to his parents.

"I am ever in con

cord," says Rumi, "with this father (the earth) of ours, /And earth

16.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 109.

17.

Ibid., p. 45.
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ever appears to me as a paradise.In his "A Song of the Rolling
Earth" Whitman explains what it means to be "in concord" with the
earth:
I swear the earth shall surely be complete to him or her
who shall be complete,
The earth remains jagged and broken only to him or her who
is jagged and broken.19
At times Rumi's love for the earth is very much like that of Whitman,
as in these lines:
And earth ever appears to me as a paradise.
Each moment a fresh form, a new beauty,
So that weariness vanishes at these ever-fresh sights.
I see the world filled with blessings,Fresh water ever welling up from new fountains.
The sound of those waters reaches my ears,
My brain and senses are intoxicated therewith,
Branches of trees dancing like fair damsals,
Leaves clapping hands like singers. ...
These glories are a mirror shining through a veil. .. .20
Leaves of Grass reverberates with a celebration of the Divine in the
earth and of the earth in the Divine.

In "Song of Myself" He is seen

in and heard from every object of the earth:
I hear and behold God in Every object ...
In the faces of men and women I see God ...
I find letters from God dropt in the street. .. .^1
In "A Song of the Rolling Earth" the earth is depicted to be His lan
guage, "the substantial words," the true Logos.

The earth is "com

plete," "positive and direct," and her "greatness and power" are ideals

18. Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 214.
19.

Whitman, Complete Poetry

and Selected Prose, p. 164.

20. Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 214.

21. Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 66.
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to be emulated and praised.

And finally this earth, the universal

mother, is impregnated with "the seed perfection":
In this broad earth of ours,
Amid the measureless gross and the slag,
Enclosed and safe within its central heart,
Nestles

the

seed

perfection.^2

For Rumi and Whitman the earth is more than a temple of teeming
signs and symbols externalizing the presence of some spiritual force
underneath.

In forms as well as in ideas the unity of the Divine is

animated, humanized, translated into urge and motion, and universal
ized.

Forms are seen to be more than symbols because each, from the

smallest atom of dust to the largest orbs, is a microcosm containing
all the essential facts which are inherent in the infinite macrocosm.
The earth is thus seen to be such a macrocosm complete in itself and
complete within its each particle.

God in Man
In Christianity and Islam, as well as in Judaism, God is con
ceived in anthropomorphic terms, that is to say, He is partly imbued
with certain human emotions such as kindness, affection, mercy, anger,
wrath, and so on.

There are indeed many passages in the Bible as well

as in the Koran in which God is described in terms of human emotions.
In the Koran He is given ninety-nine names most of which describes Him
as being merciful, kind, compassionate, forgiving, but also wrathful
and stern when He will judge man's sins on the Day of Judgment.
anthropomorphic image of God is more intimately and emotionally

22.

Ibid., p. 166.

This
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realized and identified with by Rumi and Whitman than the transcendent
image of Him intuited in the Infinite.

But it should be remembered

that this anthropomorphic image is not endowed with dual human emo
tions in the poems of the two poets.

For them only love is large and

unifying enough to qualify God in His complete image.
Therefore the noble heresy of Rumi and Whitman is that they
have transformed the partly wrathful God into the Divine Beloved and
the Great Camerado.

In these two images, which the two poets fre

quently use, God is experienced to be the source of love and affection
in the human heart, the Compassionate Brother of mankind, his Loving
Father, and the Companion of his soul.

For Rumi and Whitman God is not

so much humanized by representing love which is Him, but it is man who
is deified by realizing that love dwells in him and that he can reach
Him through this common stream.

For the religious rationalist God may

be Reason, but for the mystic He is love.

And love, as the mystic

experienced, is the divine nature of man and it can explain the unitive
nature of the universe in more acceptable terms than perhaps those of
the orthodox cosmologists or even philosophers.

To demonstrate this

assumption, I would like to quote once again these lines from Rumi and
Whitman which seem to be their best explanations on how love acts as a
pervasive cosmic force in the world:
The motion of every atom is towards its origin;
A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent.
By the attraction of fondness and yearning, the
soul and the heart
Assume the qualities of the Beloved, who is the
Soul of souls.
Rumi

23.

Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, p. 117.
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It is the central urge in every atom,
(often unconscious, often evil, downfallen,)
To return to its divine source and origin, however
distant,
Latent the same in subject and in object, without
one exception.24
Whitman—"A Persian Lesson"
God as the source and the fountain of love is for the mystic
the perfect image which justifies his concept of universal unity.

It

is also a most fluid and permeating image with which the mystic's soul
identifies in its movements into the world.

Rumi often associates God

with love and love with the primeval source of life, the sea.

And

drowning in the sea of love brings immortality to the soul:
The Fount of Immortality
In Love is found,
Then come, and in this boundless sea
Of Love be drowned.
Whitman in "Passage to India" uses similar imagery, ^ome of which
appears in these lines:
Thou mightier center of the true, the good, the loving,
Thou moral, spiritual fountain—affection's source—
thou reservoir,
(0 pensive soul of me—O thirst unsatisfied—waitest not
there?
Waitest not haply for us somewhere there the Comrad perfect?
The God of wrath may have His place in a universe tainted with
sin and evil, but He has no relevance to a universe envisioned by the
mystic to be overflowing with love and unity.

24.

Although the mystic

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 381.

25. A. J. Arberry, trans, and ed., The Rubaiyat of Jalal alDin Rumi (London: Emery Walker, 1949), p. 25.

26.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 294.
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adores the same Biblical anthropomorphic God, all his anthropomorphism
is transformed into love.

Therefore it is through love that God

becomes incarnate in man and man becomes divine, as Rumi says:

"Be

drunken in love for love is all that exists; / Without the dealing of
love there is no entrance to the Beloved.Since God is incarnate in
man, the mystic's spiritual love for man can be elevated to symbolize
his love for the Divine Beloved.

The best example of this can be seen

in the Divan in which Rumi symbolically merges with the Beloved by
embracing his spiritual friend, Shamsi Tabriz.

Frederik Schyberg notes

a remarkable affinity between this and Whitman's relationship to his
Great Camerado:
At the end of the road, as the conclusion of all the wandering,
the transformations and visions, there stands the Great Camerado
whom Whitman mentioned in Section 45. We cannot fail to recall
the Persian Rumi who also described his reunion with a friend
(his real friend Shamsi Tabriz) as symbolic of his union with
God. By a coincidence in world literature, the result of a
similarity in disposition and way of thinking which is extremely
noteworthy in the 'connecting links of literary history,'
Whitman used as a conclusion for his pantheistic vision the very
same lyrical imagery as the Persian poet, that of a friend into
whose arms he falls to be united finally and completely with the
Infinite and Whole.
This touching realization of the unity of the Divine in terms
of love, comradeship, and brotherhood saves the mysticism of Rumi and
Whitman from becoming a dogmatic or doctrinal one.

27.

God thus felt in

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,

p. 51.
28. Frederik Schyberg, Walt Whitman, translated from the
Danish by Evie Allison Allen with an introduction by Gay Wilson Allen
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1951), p. 93.
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man and nature by love inspires poetry in the soul, and poetry then
becomes the source of revelation in their mysticism.

Perhaps nothing

is more poetic and mystical than to call all men lovers and God the
Beloved of all, as Rumi does.

Or to call all men brothers and comrades

and God the Elder Brother and the Great Camerado, as Whitman does.

The

human image of this God and His love for His children or brothers and
the creation fill the world of the mystic poet with peace, unity,
beauty, and tenderness.

The mystic finds no barrier in this world.

always wants to touch life and feel into it.

Above all, he is always

on the road to meet his Ideal Friend, as Whitman does in "Song of
Myself":
My rendezvous is appointed, it is certain,
The Lord will be there and wait till I come on
perfect terms,
The Great Camerado, the lover true for whom I
pine, will be there.^

29.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 63.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

It is unfortunate that Rumi's works, in contrast to Leaves of
Grass, have not yet benefitted from the serious application of modern
literary criticism.

Whereas Leaves of Grass has received the profound-

est attention of great modern American critics and foreign scholars in
our century, the Divan is still in need of a more modern and tasteful
translation than that of Nicholson 1898's literal translation.
Nicholson's literal translation may serve well the purpose of a critic
who is concerned with Rumi's ideas, but it cannot meet the satisfaction
of one who is interested in Rumi's esthetics.

Nicholson was aware of

this problem when he said:
My translation seeks to reconcile the claims of accuracy and
and art: it is therefore in prose. Obviously English verse
cannot convey the full verbal sense of oriental poetry without
lapsing into grotesque doggerel; the translator must either
profess a general adherence to his author's meaning . . . or
he must catch the elusive spirit of his original and reproduce
it in a worthy form. Of this, the highest and rarest kind of
translation, Fitzgerald's Omar Khayyam is a classic example.^
Nicholson is obviously of the first kind:
adherence to his author's meaning."

one who professes "a general

Therefore, his translation, as he

admits, is more often in prose than in verse.

At any rate, my purpose

is not to discuss Nicholson's translation of the Divan, but rather to
point out that lack of tasteful translation and modern criticism of

1. Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Divani Shamsi Tabriz,
p. ix. (Emphasis mine)
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Rumi's works, which have reduced his stature in world literature, in
contrast to that of Whitman, must be taken into serious consideration
before any conclusive statement is drawn from this comparative study.
Perhaps the major contrast between Rumi criticism and that of
Whitman is that the former has never been approached as a poet in his
work, even though he has been called as the greatest one in Persian
literature.

The total sum of his criticism based on the Mathnavi—a

work less interesting in terms of art than the Divan—tends to see him
as a Sufi conceptualist, a saint, and a mystic rather than a poet.

For

this reason, the saint and the sufi in him have continued to be highly
praised, commented upon, and popularized, but Rumi the poet—the
creative person—has been the least realized in his art.

One who has

not read the Divan can be persuaded by reading this kind of criticism
that perhaps Rumi is more of a mystic philosopher than a poet, not
realizing that it is indeed the pseudo-philosopher-mystic scholar him
self, such as Nicholson, who has presented the Rumi of his own con
ception who is often Rumi the mystic in the Mathnavi rather than Rumi
the lyric poet in the Divan.
Only in one way, early biographical writings on Rumi's
spiritual life reveal some interesting parallels with those of Richard
Bucke's and William O'Connor's on Whitman.

Two early sources—the

Valad-nama of Sultan Valad, Rumi's son, and the Manaqibu'l Arifin of
Aflaki, a disciple of the poet's grandson (Chelebi Arif)—present
hagiographical accounts rich with mystical episodes and supernatural
tales surrounding the life of Rumi, the saint.

Even though Sultan
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Valad was a poet himself and wrote his Valad-naman in verse, he is more
interested in his father as a saint than a poet.

And a generation

later Aflaki develops a cult of the saint in his Manaqibu'l Arifin
("The Acts of the Adepts"), having recreated the Rumi of his time, the
myth of a saint still alive in the minds of the older disciples.

So it

is evident that Sultan Valad and Aflaki, who believed in Rumi and
wanted him to be believed in generations to come, considered it their
mission to perpetuate the memory of a saint rare in their time and more
so in the future.
Whitman's friends and biographers such as Richard Bucke,
William O'Connor, John Burroughs, and some later ones, likewise por
trayed him as a saint and prophet.

In his chapter "The Growth of Walt

Whitman Biography" Gay Wilson Allen, Whitman modern biographer and
critic, describes the attitudes of the early biographers toward Whitman
in a way very similar to those of Sultan Valad and Aflaki which I
mentioned before.

Gay Wilson Allen remarks:

. . . his (Whitman's) biography is no longer simply the story
of Walt Whitman, or of a remarkable book which he wrote. He
has become a legend, a national symbol, even a pivotal figure
in an international literary movement. To tell the story of
his biographical growth is also to tell much of the story of
the growth of modern literature and thought. For this reason,
what critics and biographers have thought of Walt Whitman and
the theories on which they have based their interpretations of
him, is fully as important as the literal facts of his life.
Although Whitman presents himself as a prophet in many of his
poems in Leaves of Grass, as I mentioned in chapter two, his real

2. Gay Wilson Allen, The New Walt Whitman Handbook (New York:
New York University Press, 1975),pi2.
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mission as a male-nurse—the "Wound-Dresser" as he calls himself in
"Drum-Taps"—and as an affectionate mother-figure caring for the
wounded and the dying soldiers in the army hospitals on the war fields
of Virginia during the Civil War—this extraordinary account of his
life as a saviour has persuaded his early biographers to see him as a
"Modern Christ," as O'Connor best exemplifies this attitude in this
paragraph:
He has been a visitor of prisons; a protector of fugitive
slaves; a constant voluntary nurse, night and day, at the
hospitals, from the beginning of the war to the present time;
a brother and friend through life to the neglected and the
forgotten, the poor, the degraded, the criminal, the outcast;
turning away from no man for his guilt, nor woman for her
vileness.^
Richard Bucke, Whitman's friend and a mystic writer known for his
Cosmic Consciousness, always thought of Whitman as a new prophet and
ranked his Leaves of Grass with the greatest scriptures of the world:
Leaves of Grass belongs to a religious era not yet reached, of
which it is the revealer and herald. ... What the Vedas were
to Brahmanism, the Law and the Prophets to Judaism ... the
Gospels and Pauline writings to Christianity ... will Leaves
of Grass be to the future of American civilization.
O'Connor and Bucke, like Rumi biographers, seem to be speaking of Whit
man the legend rather than Whitman the poet in Leaves of Grass.
Although the cult of Whitman as a prophet has not been as continually
mystical and popular as that of Rumi, even up to the present, he has
become more of an American myth and legend than probably any other
writer in his country.

Had Whitman lived in the thirteenth-century

3.

Ibid., p. 4.

4.

Ibid., p. 9.
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Konia (in Turkey) when Rumi lived, a time when myths and miracles were
readily accepted, he would have been passed down to posterity with a
similar mystical cult as that of Rumi.
Whereas in this century Whitman the legend is being replaced
by Whitman the poet, with exhaustive critical analysis of his Leaves of
Grass, Rumi has continued to be ignored as a poet particularly in his
Divan.

Whereas Leaves of Grass has attracted the attention of both

great American and international critics such as Gay Wilson Allen,
James E. Miller, Jr., Richard Chase, Roger Asselineau, Frederik
Schyberg, and many others, Rumi's works like any other works of the
Persian poets, have never been explored in terms of modern literary
criticism.

His two great scholars, Badi al-Zaman Furuzanfar and R. A.

Nicholson, have contributed a great deal in terms of Rumi preliminary
scholarship such as editing, translating, compiling, and writing on the
various aspects of his mystical doctrines, but unfortunately they have
shown very little interest in terms of textual criticism.

While the

works of these two scholars are too extensive and fundamental to be
disparaged by any new critic, their over-emphasis upon Rumi as a sort
of mystic-philosopher must be balanced with a new modern literary
approach which must rediscover Rumi in his works as a poet.

Although

these critics never hesitate to rank Rumi as the greatest poet in
Islamic literature, but this assessment is all offered in terms of
assertive rhetorical praise rather than in analytical details.
Preference for the Mathnavi, and exhaustive commentaries on it,
rather than for Divan and his Rubaiyat (quatrains) demonstrates the
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kind of nonliterary and non-esthetic trend Rumi scholarship has taken
even today.

The Mathnavi is preferred to the Divan for the simple

reason that it is"longer, more direct and didactic, and richer in terms
of Sufism and Islamic thoughts and ethics.

Often it appears that it is

mysticism derived from or applied to the Mathnavi which has constituted
the main body of Rumi scholarship, not really criticism of the esthet
ics

of his poetry.

This does not mean that he is a sort of mystic

conceptualist, a Sufi theoriest, and a philosopher.

If so, then this

kind of interpretation must be nothing less than an intentional fallacy
imposed on him by his traditional critics.
by a poet critic than he is by anyone else.

A poet is better understood
One young American poet

and Persian scholar, Robert M. Rehder, has realized this problem of
Rumi scholarship:
Mawlana, I believe, must be understood as a poet. The thought
of a poet cannot be separated from his poems, cannot be
arranged and discussed under headings such as God, nature,
man, the soul, or life after death. As his work proves,
Mawlana is not a philosopher. He is the author of 5,498
poems, a book of essays (Fihi ma Fihi), which tend to become
stories and which resemble his poems in many ways, and a
number of sermons, but one work of philosophy. This total
includes 1,995 poems of two bayts each (the Masnavi). If one
assumes that Mawlana lived sixty-six years (1207-1273) and
that he began writing poetry when he was twelve, then he com
posed about 100 poems a year, on the average of one every
three or four days. If one accepts the tradition that the
bulk of his poems were written after the death of Shamsi
Tabriz (1247) in the last twenty-six years of Mawlana's life—
say 5,200 of the 5,498, then that is about 200 poems a year,
on the average of one every two or three days. These figures
are only approximate, but they demonstrate that this is indeed
a life devoted to poetry.

5. Robert M. Rehder, "The Style of Jalal al-Din Rumi" from The
Scholar and the Saint, ed. by Peter J. Chelkowski (New York: New York
University Press, 1975), p. 282. Except for this essay, all other
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My intention in raising such objections, so well stated by
Rehder, is not to ignore the Sufi dimension of Rumi's poems, or a
proper Sufi interpretation of them, or to disparage it as being nonliterary or non-esthetic.
in his poems' elements:

But it is rather that I see Sufism embedded

in certain recurrent clusters of images and

symbols, expressed by some reiterative technical devices, and evoked by
metric patterns and moods.

If it is our purpose to understand Rumi's

mystical doctrines, I believe we must begin from his poems and examine
these doctrines in all the ingredients of his poems.

Images, tech

niques, tones, themes, motifs—all these must be analyzed before we
present such generalizations as Rumi's mysticism and Rumi's other kinds
of -isms.
At the end of "Song of Myself" Whitman asks and answers his
question:
Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself,
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)
This is Rumi too:

vast and large and contradictory in the Mathnavi, as

Whitman is in "Song of Myself," containing multitudes of personalities,
ideas, characters, motifs, etc.

And yet he calls the Mathnavi "the sea

essays in this book do indeed tend to approach Rumi as a saint, as the
title suggests.

6.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 88.
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of u n i t y . T h e r e are indeed more than one Rumi in any of his works,
not to mention the mythical Rumi as presented by Aflaki and others.
First there is the path-showing, the great mentor of the mystical path,
and the initiating Rumi in many edifying passages of the Mathnavi.
Then there is, in the same work, Rumi the storyteller, sometimes as
(t

bawdy as Chaucer^ or the author of The Arabian Nights, sometimes
relentless and opinionated, and most often subtle and esoteric.

In the

Mathnavi he shows an unconscious effort to intrude upon his poetic
imagination, for he intends to remain a spiritual mentor rather than a
mere entertainer.

But more often he cannot help being but a singer, a

bard, and an extempore lyricist, even in the Mathnavi.
It is in the Divan that Rumi, the great lyric poet—the poet of
higher love, frenzy, and wine—emerges.

In the flowing odes of the

Divan he puts no restraint upon the stream of his imagination, no
barrier before the torrent of that lyrical impulse which presses for
expression, granting the emergent poet in him more freedom and release
than in the Mathnavi.

It is of course love^ that strengthens the claim

7. Whitman also compares his book to the sea: "In You,
whoe'er you are, my book perusing, / In I myself—in all the world—
these ripples flow, / All, all, toward the mystic Ocean tending," Com
plete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 407.
8. See Rumi's version of "The Merchant's Tale" of Chaucer in
Whinfield's, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, pp. 215-216.
9. Rabindranath Tagore in his essay "What is Art?" identifies
love with poetic creativity—something that creates the poet: "When
our heart is fully awakened in love, or in other great emotions, our
personality is in its flood-tide. Then it feels the longing to express
itself for the very sake of expression. Then comes art, and we forget
the claim of necessity, the thrift of usefulness; the spires of our
temples try to kiss the stars and the notes of our music to fathom the
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the claim of the poet in him so powerfully in the Divan.

It is this

love-inspired expressionistic Rumi in the Divan as well as in the
Rubaiyat

and in many passages of the Mathnavi who must not be seen as

a philosopher or a doctrinal type of mystic.

He is as much a poet as

Dante, Shelley, Blake, Whitman, Tagore, or any other such ecstatic
poets in world literature.

He may have much in common with such

mystics as Plotinus, Meister Eckhart, St. John of the Cross, Sankara,
and others, but only when his mysticism is seen apart from his poetry.
That which is a poem—an organic unit of a psychic experience or an
emotional expression of it in the Divan—defies comparison with plain
mystic writing.
Such is also the case with Leaves of Grass.

One may trace its

roots in Transcendentalism, Vedantism, Neo-Platonism, Sufism, etc., but
its branches, leaves, and blossoms are inherently those of Whitman.
The poet in Leaves of Grass as well as in the Divan contains the mystic
in him as an active spiritualizer, a symbol-maker, and a quest-loving
force, but the poet remains as a primary creative and imaginative per
sonality.

This personality is in its entirety a mystic poet and acts

as a meter-making, a music-making, an image-forming, an image-melting
force—an involved diffusing-cohering-uniting-identifying principle
which reenacts such a vision of the universe in abundant beatific poems.
This principle, creative and passionate and mystical, is the self or

depth of the ineffable. ..." Rabindraneth Tagore, A Tagore Reader,
trans, by Amiya Chakravarty (Boston: Beacon Press, 1966), p. 228. What
Tagore states here seems to be a definition of mystic poetry in Persian
literature too.
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the soul.

Philosophers and other mystics have also written about the

same principle^—this non-phenomenal inner man within man—but in Rumi
and Whitman it manifests itself in a most creative, dramatic, passion
ate, and intoxicated way.^^
Poetry for Rumi and Whitman seems to be the organic and
beatific externalization of that which the self, through means of the
elevation of sense perception, experiences and discovers not only
itself but also the self in relation with the universe and God.

Each

poem in the Divan and in Leaves of Grass is often a complete unit
demonstrating how the self expands inward and outward, how it perceives
life, identifies with it, and celebrates its urge and eternity.

Each

poem can be seen as an experience of the self and its expression, with
a degree of rising ecstasy and longing and sometimes even with a sense
of frustration and unfulfilled love.

Each poem dramatizes an expansion

of the self, its upward movement in mystic evolution, its unitive
correspondence with nature.

Each poem in the Divan as well as in

Leaves of Grass presents the self moving back and forth between the
conscious and the unconscious, between the real and the ideal, life and
death in spiritual rebirth, between itself and its immortal source, the
Oversoul, or the Higher Self.

And each poem is a double journey:

one

10. Aldous Huxley in his introduction to the Bhagavad-Gita
identifies this self in most Eastern and Western mystics: "Man pos
sesses a double nature, a phenomenal ego and an eternal Self, which is
the inner man, the spirit, the spark of divinity within the soul. It
is possible for a roan, if he so desires, to identify himself with the
spirit and therefore with the Divine Ground, which is of the same or
like nature with the spirit" (Prabhavananda and Isherwood, The BhagavadGita, p. 13).
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is a nature-directed journey and the other one is a psychic-directed
journey.

And the self is not a detached and foreign traveler.

It

shares, accepts, feels, and becomes the things it sees, as it moves
outward.

And it attains integrity within itself and with the outside

world and the world beyond, as it moves inward into itself.

Therefore

the self is the ideal poet, his delegated vision, his original refer
ence, his Muse, and his creative and imaginative source.

The poems of

Rumi and Whitman are continuous expressions of the states and stages of
the self—the true principle in man which unites him with himself and
with the world outside.
The self in some mystics may appear as a contemplative abstract
soul, but in Rumi's and Whitman's poems it always surges with passion
and pines for love because it has a strong sensual awareness of and
relationship with life and even God.

Born of Love (God), the self con

ceives itself and the universe in love, by love, and for love.
generic as well as creative.

It is "a kelson of the creation ...

12

and "the astrolabe of God's mysteries."
unity.

Love is

Love results in beauty and

These three—a sort of mystic trinity—necessitate one another

and merge, obliterating permanent duality and evil in the nature of
things.
thing.

Beauty is an essence of the soul and thus inheres in every
Ugliness is a temporary relative phase of life in transition.

It is not real and permanent.

Beauty is a reflection of the pure

11.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 28.

12.

Whinfield, Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 5.
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heart, of the self in harmony with the Divine.

Rumi says:

What is all beauty in the world? The image,
Like quivering boughs reflected in a stream,
Of that eternal Orchard which abides
Unwithered in the hearts of Perfect Men.-^
Whitman suggests a similar idea in these lines from "Children of Adam":
As I see my soul reflected in Nature,
As I see through a mist. One with inexpressible completeness,
sanity, beauty. . . .
For Whitman things are all beautiful, perfect, and immortal because
they all issue from "the seed perfection" and from the same spiritual
effluxes ("eidolons"):
I swear I think now that every thing without exception has
an eternal soul.
The trees have, rooted in the ground I the weeds of the sea
have!
I swear I think there is nothing but immortality!
Although things by nature are perfect and beautiful, it is love and
contentment and joy in the heart of the mystic poet which permeate his
surroundings.

The poet (Whitman in "Song of Myself") who says:

"I am

satisfied—I see, dance, laugh, sing ..." has no malevolence and
despair to spread around him.

"The reason that why the world lacks

unity," says Emerson, "is because man is disunited with himself."16
The journey must start from within if one desires to be in harmony with

soul."

13.

Nicholosn, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 47.

14.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 78.

15. Ibid.; Rumi also believes that everything has "an eternal
See Teachings of Rumi, The Mathnavi, p. 128.

16. Whicher, Selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson, An Organic
Anthology, p. 55.
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nature.

Thus Rumi says:

"Make a journey out of self into self ...

for by such a journey earth becomes a mine of gold.""'-^

Although unity

is in the nature of the creation, man must be united with himself to be
united with the world.
For Rumi and Whitman unity means something more than to be
united with oneself and the universe.

They see all things and events

flowing into one another, becoming one another, and with the self being
the most fluid of all, thus obliterating sharp dividing lines, dis
tance, and time.

Time and space are an illusion in a universe when

everything is seen in a state of flux.
two entities is an illusion.
is an illusion.

The separation in space between

The separation in time between two events

And the separation in essence between "I" and "Thou"

is an illusion too.

"Song of Myself" begins with this duality or

separation being removed between "I" and "you":
I celebrate myself, and sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.-'-®
And Rumi boldly addresses his Beloved:

"Thou didst contrive this "I"

and "we" in order to play the game of worship with Thyself, / That all
"I's" and "thou's" might become one soul and at last be submerged in
the Beloved.Thus the self celebrated in the poems of Rumi and
Whitman is a representative universal one.

This imaginative, creative,

17.

Arberry, Mystical Poems of Rumi, p. 122.

18.

Whitman, Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, p. 25.

19.

Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, p. 34.
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and universal self provides the key to most of the fundamental affini
ties I have presented in this study.
While the mystic universality of this self gives rise to
numerous thematic and symbolistic resemblances, the erotic and the
ecstatic aspects of it produce such a close kinship between their
poems that sometimes I tend to think of Whitman as the more romantic
"reincarnation" of Rumi in nineteenth-century America.
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